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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The 86th Texas Legislature set a “a new level of disclosure standards” with the passage of Senate Bill (SB) 

322, making it “easier for the Texas Pension Review Board [PRB] to make apples-to-apples comparisons 

of the investment health of the public pension plans.”1 The new law significantly improved transparency 

via enhanced investment fee disclosures and investment performance evaluations. These evaluations 

were required of systems with assets of at least $30 million and were designed to provide comprehensive 

analysis of the retirement system's investment process that covers all asset classes.  

The PRB issued guidance to help systems comply with the new requirements, and the Investment 

Committee and Board reviewed the evaluations over many months and several public meetings. Overall, 

the PRB found that the breadth and depth of information in the evaluations coupled with the enhanced 

investment fee disclosures provides systems and stakeholders a unique opportunity to learn from the 

practices of peers and ultimately raises the bar of investment practices in Texas.   

Texas Government Code §802.109 requires the PRB to submit an investment performance report to the 

governor and legislative leadership offices that compiles and summarize information received in the 

evaluations. This report contains aggregate analysis of the evaluations, summaries of each individual 

evaluation and resources including a compilation of references from the evaluations to help systems 

access best practices and relevant benchmarking resources.  

Key Recommendations from the Evaluations 

Texas Government Code §802.109 required the evaluations to include five specific components of review. 

If there was an overarching theme across the evaluations, it was the importance of investment fee review 

and documentation. Fee-related issues were a focus in four of the five areas of evaluation. In response to 

a need identified by evaluators, the PRB plans to publish a Texas-specific investment fee benchmarking 

resource once the enhanced fee disclosures required by SB 322 are fully implemented. Key 

recommendations in each statutory area were as follows: 

▪ Investment Policy Statement (IPS): Systems should review the IPS annually, comprehensive 
investment fee review must be completed regularly, and investment fee policies should be 
documented in the IPS.  

▪ Asset Allocation: Systems should take a holistic approach to the asset allocation process that 
considers both the assets and the liabilities that the trust is designed to support.  

▪ Investment Fees: Systems should use industry and peer benchmarks when reviewing investment 
fees. Fee transparency, disclosing direct and indirect fees as well as reviewing net-of-fee 
performance is of utmost importance. Passive investments should also be considered to help 
reduce fees overall or offset higher fees from active and alternative investments.   

▪ Governance: Systems should define roles and responsibilities more clearly, especially 
investment fee responsibilities, as they are crucial for proper oversight of any investment 
program.  

▪ Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring: Systems should document investment manager 
hiring and firing criteria more clearly in the IPS, and net-of-fee metrics must be used to measure 
performance. The rationale for hiring and firing decisions should also be well documented.  

 
1 https://www.pionline.com/print/texas-peek-over-shoulders-public-funds  

https://www.pionline.com/print/texas-peek-over-shoulders-public-funds
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PRB Legislative Recommendations 

After its analysis of the first round of evaluations, the PRB has identified opportunities where 

modifications to the statute may provide additional clarity to systems in future evaluations and enhance 

the transparency and objectivity of the evaluations for all stakeholders. Taking inspiration from some of 

the best evaluation reports, the PRB recommends the following statutory changes:  

1. Require evaluations to detail how the evaluator determined the need, or lack thereof, for any 
recommendations. Requiring evaluations to provide detail both when a recommendation is 
made and when no recommendation is deemed necessary, would enhance understanding of the 
investment decision-making process and help foster informed decision-making. Approximately 
one-third of the evaluations lacked both recommendations for improvement and an explanation 
how or why existing practices are appropriate, adequate and/or effective. The PRB worked with 
those systems and many elected to submit updates to include additional detail in their 
evaluations.  

2. Require systems to acknowledge review and formally comment on the evaluation before final 
publication. In some cases, it is not clear whether systems have reviewed the evaluation and 
considered the recommended changes. Requiring a substantially complete draft of the report be 
submitted to the pension system’s board prior to publication would allow the board the 
opportunity to submit a written response to the firm acknowledging receipt and making 
comments or noting any anticipated changes in response to the report’s findings. This would 
give stakeholders insight into the impact of the evaluation on the system’s practices. 

3. Review and consider the feasibility of whether an independent firm conducting the evaluation 
should be a different firm from the one that helped the system develop its existing investment 
policies, procedures, and practices. Current law permits the system’s current investment 
consultant to perform the evaluations, if the firm does not directly or indirectly manage 
investments of the retirement system. Of the 55 evaluations received, the majority (40) were 
performed by the existing investment consultant, while 15 were performed by an independent 
third party. Almost all third-party evaluations provided at least one recommendation, usually 
many more, and provided additional outside analysis of the investment consultants role in the 
investment program. A third-party evaluation presents an opportunity for an additional expert 
perspective and full analysis of current investment processes, encompassing the work of the 
current investment consultant, which is not possible otherwise. 

4. Require evaluators to identify its qualifications and potential conflicts-of-interest; codifying 
existing PRB informal guidance. While the PRB’s informal guidance suggests that evaluations 
make specific disclosures, some evaluations did not clearly identify what firm performed the 
evaluation, the qualifications of the evaluator, or the role the evaluator played in developing the 
policies and practices under review. This makes it more difficult for members, taxpayers and 
other stakeholders to assess the evaluation’s efficacy. The evaluations should be required to 
include disclosures about the evaluator, including the evaluator’s qualifications and the nature 
of their relationship with the retirement system and the work being performed.  
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OVERVIEW  

The 86th Legislature enacted Senate Bill 322, which added Texas Government Code §802.109, concerning 

an investment practices and performance evaluation (IPPE). The statute requires public retirement 

systems with assets of at least $30 million to select an independent firm with substantial experience to 

evaluate the appropriateness, adequacy, and effectiveness of the system’s investment practices and 

performance and to make recommendations for improving its investment policies, procedures, and 

practices. The law also requires the PRB to compile and summarize the evaluations and submit an 

Investment Performance Report to the Legislature and Governor in its biennial report. 

Per statute, each evaluation must include:  

• an analysis of any investment policy or strategic investment plan adopted by the retirement 

system and the retirement system’s compliance with that policy or plan;  

• a detailed review of the retirement system’s investment asset allocation;  

• a review of the appropriateness of investment fees and commissions paid by the retirement 

system;  

• a review of the retirement system’s governance processes related to investment activities;  

• and a review of the retirement system’s investment manager selection and monitoring process.  

The first evaluation must be a comprehensive analysis of the retirement system’s investment program 

that covers all asset classes, while subsequent evaluations may select particular asset classes on which 

to focus. 

Implementation 

Upon enactment of the bill, the PRB sent notification to the systems to inform them of the new 

requirement. The PRB also worked with stakeholders and held several Actuarial Committee and Board 

meetings to provide informal guidance to help systems identify the types of information an evaluation 

may include. The guidance featured questions that could be used by systems and their evaluators to 

ensure thorough review of the five components detailed in statute. The guidance was distributed to 

public retirement systems and made available on the PRB website. (Appendix 1) 

Compliance 

The first evaluations were to be completed by May 1, 2020 and were due to the PRB from systems by 

June 1, 2020.2 Of the 100 public retirement systems in Texas, the PRB expected 56 evaluations covering 

62 plans that met the $30 million threshold.3 Fifty-three of the 56 expected evaluations were received 

and included in this report. Also included were two additional evaluations received from systems just 

under the $30 million threshold, bringing the total evaluations included in this report to 55. 

  

 
2 Systems subject to the evaluation were notified that the PRB would work with them on any pandemic-related 
delays. 
3 Several trusts serve multiple plans, in which case only one evaluation of the trust’s investment practices is 
necessary.  
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The three systems that have not completed evaluations have reported the following to the PRB: 

System Communicated Issue 

Corpus Christi Regional 
Transportation Authority 

The System indicated it was experiencing a COVID-related delay 
but hopes to complete evaluation by the end of the year. 

Midland Firemen's Relief & 
Retirement Fund 

The System indicated it was working on the evaluation but did 
not provide an expected completion date. 

Nacogdoches County Hospital 
District Retirement Plan 

The System indicated it was experiencing a COVID-related delay 
but did not provide an expected completion date.  

PRB ANALYSIS OF EVALUATIONS 

S.B. 322 was enacted specifically to “increase transparency, strengthen oversight, and protect 

retirement systems from self-inflicted investment catastrophes that jeopardize their members' 

benefits.”4 The PRB believes the investment practices and performance evaluation (evaluation) provides 

an invaluable opportunity for a strategic-level review of the practices and policies of Texas pension 

systems. With public retirement systems managing net assets of approximately $282 billion and serving 

over 2.8 million members, this is something Texas needs to ensure is done right. Even systems 

employing leading investment practices can benefit from a new, expert perspective on their existing 

processes.  

The comprehensive evaluation required in the initial evaluation, when done well, moves the needle on 

the transparency by offering a complete picture of a retirement system’s investment operations in a 

digestible format accessible to stakeholders interested in learning more. The evaluations provide a 

window into a system’s investment program that can be very difficult to obtain without wading through 

numerous documents and following a board’s ongoing discussions.  

An additional benefit is the PRB can identify and compile best practices, industry standards and 

benchmarks from about the evaluations to provide these resources to systems. Giving smaller systems, 

in particular, an opportunity to access resources they might not have known about.  

Overall, both the breadth and depth of information resulting from the evaluations allow all stakeholders 

an opportunity to learn from the practices of others and ultimately raises the bar of existing practice in 

Texas. The initial comprehensive evaluations, and the more focused future evaluations, will help 

systems continue to refine their practices and represent a new tool for communicating those 

improvements and educating stakeholders. This can best be accomplished when systems embrace the 

process and treat it as an important educational resource for the benefit of all stakeholders, rather than 

another box to be checked. 

Overview of Evaluations Received 

The PRB examined each of the 55 evaluations received from Texas pension systems. While the 

evaluations varied significantly in both format and level of detail, overall, they were informative and 

provided insight into the practices currently employed by Texas systems, as well as the challenges they 

face. The evaluations indicated that systems generally follow industry best practices in most areas. None 

 
4 https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/86R/analysis/pdf/SB00322F.pdf 

https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/86R/analysis/pdf/SB00322F.pdf
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of the evaluations stated a critical concern for systems overall practices and their ability to continue 

operating.  

Many evaluations included detailed discussions of critical investment practices such as asset and liability 

management, manager performance review, and expense analysis using net-of-fee metrics. The PRB 

believes these expanded explanations will be very helpful for trustees, stakeholders and other 

retirement systems to learn from best-in-class practices utilized by peer systems. 

As noted above, Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing 

relationship with the system, if the firm does not directly or indirectly manage investments. Of the 55 

evaluations received, 40 were performed by the system’s current investment consultant, while 15 were 

conducted by an independent third party.5 In total, 20 different firms completed one evaluation, 9 firms 

completed 2 or 3 evaluations, and 1 firm 

completed 12 evaluations.  

Approximately half of the evaluations included 

recommendations for either policy enhancements 

or updates to become fully in line with leading 

practices. The remaining evaluations did not 

include any recommendations for improvement, 

but several provided supporting details explaining 

how existing policies are in line with best practices, 

and therefore, why no recommendations were 

made.  

Almost all the independent third-party evaluations 

included at least one recommendation for 

improvement, which can be contrasted with less 

than half of evaluations conducted by the 

investment consultant. This does not necessarily 

indicate independent 3rd parties completed more 

thorough evaluations; several evaluations conducted by current investment consultants were extremely 

thorough, highly educational and provided clear justifications for the continuation of existing practices. 

However, the data clearly show independent evaluators were more likely to include recommendations 

for improvement.  

With over half of the evaluations containing recommendations for improvement, it is evident that Texas 

investment programs will improve from these evaluations. Furthermore, several systems took an 

additional step and approved recommended changes during the evaluation process, while other systems 

are currently discussing changes to their policies.  

Recommendations Made by Evaluators 

The PRB identified over 200 recommendations in 30 of the 55 evaluations. (Appendix 2) The 

recommendations covered a variety of practices across all sections of the statute.  To summarize the 

information, the PRB examined the recommendations and grouped them into broad categories. While 

there are not necessarily clear lines delineating the categories, most evaluations were organized 

 
5 One of the independent third-party evaluations was completed by the system’s contracted plan administrator. 

14

1

16

24

Evaluations with
Recommendations

Evaluations with No
Recommendations

Recommendations by 
Evaluator Type

Independent Third Party Investment Consultant
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according to the 5 subsections of Texas Government Code §802.109(a), and therefore the 

recommendations could generally be grouped on that basis. A small subset of recommendations 

covered areas that did not fit as well within these 5 categories and are identified as “other” in the 

following graph. 

§802.109(a) states each evaluation must include:  

1) an analysis of any investment policy or strategic investment plan adopted by the retirement 

system and the retirement system's compliance with that policy or plan;  

2) a detailed review of the retirement system's investment asset allocation;  

3) a review of the appropriateness of investment fees and commissions paid by the retirement 

system;  

4) a review of the retirement system's governance processes related to investment activities; and  

5) a review of the retirement system's investment manager selection and monitoring process. 

Key Practices Identified by Evaluators 

The PRB identified the following policies from common recommendations made in the evaluations or 

discussed as important best practices. The following graph shows how many recommendations were 

made in each of the 5 categories.6  

 

1. Investment Policy Statement (IPS) 

Annual IPS Review 

One the top five recommendations in the evaluations was to review the IPS annually. The IPS could be 

considered the most important guiding document of an investment program, and as such, must be kept 

up to date with current practice.   

 

 
6 Many recommendations were broad or could easily categorized in multiple ways. For example, recommendations 
regarding the IPS were included in General IPS unless they were specific to a practice in another category. 

0 10 20 30 40 50
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GFOA Guidelines 

“GFOA recommends that defined benefit plans establish and adhere to a formal investment policy 
to regulate and monitor the system’s investment program. Such a policy should be viewed as a 
long-term governing document. The formal investment policy should be adopted by the governing 
board(s) and should be reviewed at least annually and updated as deemed appropriate.”7 

Comprehensive Investment Fee Review and Written Fee Policies 

A common recommendation made by the evaluators was for systems to review all investment expenses 

regularly and document their investment fee policies within the IPS. For example, one evaluation 

pointed out that “the responsibility to periodically report, analyze and benchmark total Plan fees” is 

“separate from the duty to monitor individual managers’ net-of-fee performance, as custodial and 

transaction fees and costs can be an important part of aggregate Plan fees.”8 In line with this 

recommendation, several evaluations conducted or referred to a Trade Cost Analysis that was done to 

ensure transaction costs were assessed as 

part of the system’s fee review.9 Net-of-fee 

performance metrics are discussed later in 

this report. 

Another evaluation recommended the 

system “include language in the IPS 

pertaining to monitoring and reporting of 

fees; the investment management fees in 

particular.”10 

According to GFOA and the CFA Institute’s Primer for Investment Trustees, a written investment fee 

policy should “establish guidelines that identify the actions the defined benefits plan should take in 

negotiating investment fees.” 11, 12 Fee policies should also specify how (using measurable criteria) and at 

what intervals investment management expenses will be reviewed to assess the competitiveness of fees 

for the services provided.  

The following are industry standards that identify the importance of competitive investment fees and 

indicate investment fees are something that systems can actively work to improve that benefits fund 

performance and creates strategic advantages.  

CFA Institute Primer for Investment Trustees 

“You will exercise little influence over the outcome of most aspects of the Fund’s investment 
program. Markets move in ways that are inherently unpredictable. A key element of the Fund’s 
investment performance over which you actually do exert considerable control, however, is the 

 
7 https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-policies-for-defined-benefit-plans  
8 San Angelo Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund IPPE 
9 System evaluations that examined TCAs: COAERS, ERS, TMRS, TRS 
10 Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority IPPE Recommendation 
11 https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx 
12 https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of  

“The Board should review the IPS at least annually to ensure 

that all required actions are being implemented or make 

necessary change to the IPS to reflect the actual process.” 

 

 -City of El Paso Employees Retirement Trust IPPE  

https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-policies-for-defined-benefit-plans
https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of
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issue of fees and expenses. As an investment trustee, you have the responsibility for seeing that 
the Fund’s investments are managed in the most cost-effective manner possible.”13  

 

GFOA Investment Fee Guidelines 

“Establish guidelines that identify the actions the defined benefits plan should take in negotiating 
investment fees. The importance of competitive fees should be ranked among the other factors 
being analyzed when selecting investment managers, including: 

1. Demonstrated manager track records, proven investment talent, repeatable investment 
processes, competitive and strategic investment advantages, and other qualitative factors. 

2. The fees, investment process, and historical performance of active managers, which can be 
expected to have higher fee structures than those of passive managers. This information will 
allow the fund to compare an active manager's net performance against an index return over 
an entire market cycle. 

3. The appropriateness of the fees (for either an active or passive manager), given the 
expectation of future investment returns/performance. Future returns are uncertain, while 
fees often can be determined in advance. When one manager charges greater fees than 
another for a comparable investment strategy, analyze the manager's track record and 
additional services offered to determine whether the additional cost is justifiable and 
necessary.”14 

The following provides an example of a strong improvement made by a system as a result of a 

recommendation from their evaluation.  

The evaluations also identified various fee benchmarking resources useful in creating policies for 

investment fees. The PRB compiled these resources for easy reference. (Appendix 3)  

 
13 https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx 
14 https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of  

Evaluation recommendation: 

“CCR’s recommendation is that The Plan adopt policies and processes by which it periodically, but no less 
frequently than annually, documents both direct and indirect fees and compensation paid to all managers, 
brokers, mutual funds, and consultant(s). At the renewal of any Investment Manager agreements, it would 
be prudent to require an annual accounting by each manager of all direct and indirect remuneration received 
during the calendar year.”  

System’s actionable improvement: 

“The Plan has rectified several opportunities for improvement relating to the monitoring of expenses by 
assigning the responsibility to monitor all fees to a Fiduciary Consultant, and independent consultant/vendor 
who will annually assess total Plan fees and benchmark for reasonableness.”  

- San Angelo Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund IPPE 

https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of
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2. Asset Allocation Development and Risk Analysis 

The evaluations shed light on several of the 

most important analyses systems should 

perform regularly to ensure their asset 

allocation is appropriate. Almost half of the 

evaluations discussed performing an 

Asset/Liability Study (A/L Study) and all but 

one evaluation discussed performing an Asset 

Allocation Study. Unfortunately, these terms 

are not well defined and therefore 

encompassed a wide range of analyses in 

actual practice. However, broadly speaking, an 

A/L Study considers both the assets and 

liabilities, while an Asset Allocation Study 

focuses on an asset-only approach. Stress 

tests were often mentioned as a critical tool 

that could be done as part of either the A/L 

Study or an Asset Allocation Study.  

Asset-Liability Analysis 

One issue that many of the evaluations were 

very clear about was the need to take a 

holistic approach to the asset allocation 

process that considers both the assets and the 

liabilities the trust is designed to support. 

Evaluators emphasized the importance of 

balancing the need for growth with 

maintaining an appropriate level of assets to 

meet plan liabilities. This discussion covered 

several factors, summarized as follows. 

Cash flows. The difference between expected inflows (contributions, dividends, interest, etc.) and 

outflows (distributions and expenses) are an important factor in the necessary allocation. For example, a 

plan with higher net outflows would need to maintain a higher amount devoted to investments that 

have lower price volatility and/or a stable income stream to meet liquidity requirements and to avoid 

selling assets in a down market. Conversely, higher net inflows provide a plan with flexibility to 

potentially have a higher allocation in less liquid growth-oriented investments.  

Nature of liabilities. The underlying nature of the liabilities should be considered when determining the 

allocation. For example, the consultant and Board must consider the increase in distributions from year 

to year not only from new retirees, but also the impact of COLAs. The possibility of lump sum DROP and 

PROP distributions also needs to be considered given the potential for large, unexpected withdrawals. 

The nature of these liabilities may warrant the need for shifting to more stable, income-oriented 

investments and sacrificing the potential for higher growth.  

Stress testing can be done as part of an asset-

liability analysis or an asset-only analysis to show 

the potential outcomes if expected rates of 

return are not met.  

One evaluation detailed how stress testing was 

performed in its Asset Allocation Study, which 

included “asset only stress tests that look at the 

impact to the Plan’s investments, as well as 

stressed scenarios from an asset/liability 

perspective.” Examples provided included the 

following:  

Asset only: Max drawdown, worst quarter, 

scenario analysis (financial crisis, dot-com crash, 

sovereign debt crisis, bond crisis, etc.), 

distribution of forward- and backward-looking 

returns. 

Asset/liability (30-year forward-looking 

analysis): projected funded ratio including worst-

case scenario (95th percentile), annual liquidity 

needs including worst-case scenario, liquidity in a 

worst-case scenario. 

STRESS TESTING 
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Funding levels. First, the funded status of a plan may have an impact on the overall asset allocation. It is 

reasonable to expect a severely underfunded plan to have a different asset allocation than a plan that is 

overfunded.  

Asset allocation also impacts funding metrics, and evaluators discussed the need for the investment 

consultants, actuaries and trustees to work directly together to “review the potential impacts of varying 

investment asset allocation policies on the key actuarial and liability metrics. For public pension funds, 

asset/liability studies are a critical tool to examine how well alternative investment strategies (different 

asset allocations) impact the key long-term actuarial circumstances, including funded status and 

contribution requirements.”15   

One evaluator indicated that the system follows best practice by considering its liabilities when 

developing the asset allocation, stating that the “target allocation is ultimately driven by the liabilities of 

the System including expected cash flow and liquidity needs. The primary method for analyzing the 

projected liabilities in the context of asset allocation is through an Asset/Liability Study.”16  

Asset-liability studies “are the only standard analysis that evaluates several components of a plan’s key 

financial drivers including the Investment Policy, Contribution Policy and Benefit Policy.”15 The objective 

is to determine the appropriate risk and return 

targets when selecting a target allocation by better 

understanding plan liabilities. This is done by 

modelling assets and liabilities against various 

changes to the three policy variables (investments, 

contributions and benefits) over time. Performing 

these studies every 3-5 years or after a material 

change to assumptions is recommended. 

Asset-Only Analysis 

While some systems and/or evaluators used the term Asset Allocation Study to include both asset-only 

and asset-liability analysis, the more common approach was to use the phrase Asset Allocation Study to 

mean an asset-only analysis. One evaluator 

specifically distinguished between the two, 

suggesting the “asset allocation study” should 

be clarified to mean an asset-only study and 

included in the IPS as such. As noted above, 

the evaluations highlighted a wide range of 

asset-only analysis. When used in conjunction 

with asset-liability analysis, asset-only analysis 

is commonly incorporated as a simpler, more 

flexible analysis to be used more frequently 

(e.g., annual review of the reasonableness of 

current target ranges or as part of asset-only 

stress testing) but is also used when discussing how to select a single portfolio after asset-liability 

 
15 Austin Police Retirement System IPPE 
16 Texas Municipal Retirement System IPPE  

“It is prevailing practice among ERS’ peers to 

conduct an asset liability study every 3-5 years, but 

asset allocation studies can be more frequent.” 

-Employees Retirement System IPPE  

“The IPS states that an asset-liability study should be 

conducted at least every five years (industry standard) to 

determine the long-term targets and that annually, the 

targets are to be reviewed for reasonableness in relation to 

significant economic and market changes or to changes in 

the Fund’s long-term goals and objectives. For clarity, this 

annual review should be defined in the IPS as an asset 

allocation (or asset-only) study.” 

-San Antonio Fire & Police Pension Fund IPPE  
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analysis “narrows the potential range of outcomes.”17 

Alternatively, even when an A/L study is mentioned, it is not necessarily used as the guiding tool for 

developing a system’s asset allocation. Many evaluations indicated the primary method of asset 

allocation development and risk analysis was an asset-only risk assessment model focused on 

investment risk (such as standard deviation, Sharpe ratio, etc.), rather than a holistic analysis that 

considered both the assets and the liabilities the trust is designed to support. As noted in one 

evaluation, “The value of an asset-liability analysis is that it simultaneously considers the assets, 

liabilities, future funding, and their interaction with one another within a holistic framework. This is why 

we believe such analysis is so crucial for the long-term viability of a benefit program, so that the plan 

sponsors are aware of potential future risks and have considered them as part of the strategic asset 

allocation process.”18 

3. Investment Fees and Commissions 

Several important themes were highlighted in the fees section of the evaluation, including issues related 

to evaluating and comparing fees as well as strategies for minimizing them. The evaluations also 

stressed the need for systems to review investment performance on a net-of-fee basis, which is 

discussed in the Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring section of this report. 

Investment Fee Benchmarking 

The evaluations consistently commented 

on the importance of utilizing quality 

benchmark comparisons. Industry and 

peer benchmarks were a common focus in 

many evaluations, which encouraged their 

use, as better data fosters better 

decisions. (Appendix Item 3) 

Investment Fee Transparency 

In addition to creating the evaluation requirement, Senate Bill 322 (86R) also significantly enhanced fee 

transparency reporting in Texas. Over the past decade, public retirement systems have increased their 

allocation to alternative investments while at the same time raising concerns that expenses for 

alternative investments are opaque and greater fee transparency in this asset class is desired. The new 

law requires Texas public retirement systems to list, by asset class, all direct and indirect commissions 

and fees paid by the retirement system during the system's previous fiscal year for the sale, purchase or 

management of system assets.  

 
17 Texas Municipal Retirement System IPPE 
18 Teacher Retirement System IPPE 

“Monitoring gross and net of fee aggregate performance on a 

quarterly basis for all investments in the Plan’s portfolio would 

improve opportunities for fiduciaries to assess the net value add 

for each manager, including privately traded strategies. 

Including benchmarks and peer group analyses will enhance 

the Plan’s monitoring processes. Monitoring net performance 

relative to peers is best practice.”  

-CPS Energy IPPE 
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Just as the legislature acknowledged these 

improvements are necessary to help address the 

concerns, many evaluations identify the importance of 

clearly understanding investment fees. 

Recommendations were made to improve disclosures of 

both direct and indirect fees to better review and 

understand investment performance. The improved fee 

disclosures provide the additional benefit of improved 

transparency. Improved investment fee disclosures will 

also improve investment fee expense reporting for fund-

of-fund type investments. The PRB believes this 

enhanced reporting requirement will materially improve systems investment fee reporting and provide 

a push to the investment industry for improving investment fee transparency. 

Use of Passive Investment Strategies 

Passive investing is identified by both industry 

standards and multiple systems’ investment beliefs as a 

strategy for improving performance net-of-fees. 

Passive investing aims to track or match the 

performance of a market index in a way that minimizes 

both tracking error and fees. Using passive investments 

allows a system to either reduce fees overall or offset 

the higher fees associated with active and alternative 

investments. Passive investments have the additional 

benefit of being less complex, allowing a System to 

focus its attention where it is most needed. 

Several evaluations identify GFOA as an industry 

standard in multiple sections. Item 2 from the 

Investment Fee Guidelines identifies “pursuing low-cost 

passive index investment strategies” as one way to 

minimize fees. 19 

Examples 

Several evaluations provided either useful examples or detailed investment beliefs explaining why 

systems use passive investments. The examples selected below provide a look at IPS language, actions 

taken by systems and investment beliefs found in either the IPS or a supporting document.  

 

 

 

 
19 https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of 

“Fees netted from fund investments were not 
included in the reported investment expense. An 
analysis of investment management fees netted 
from returns, profit share/carried interest from 
alternative investments, expenses related to cash 
(if any) and expenses related to real estate, is 
needed and would enhance the System's 
monitoring and oversight of the System.”  

-CPS Energy IPPE 

GFOA Investment Fee Guidelines 

“Defined benefit plans, such as pension and 
other post-employment benefits, seek to 
achieve the highest risk-adjusted net 
return, which includes the cost of 
investment management. Plans can use a 
combination of approaches to minimize 
fees for fixed income and public equity 
management, including: 

1. Achieving economies of scale with a 
particular investment manager; 

2. Pursuing low-cost passive index 
investment strategies; and 

3. Using competitive selection processes 
that make fee negotiation an important 
factor in the procurement decision.”18 

https://www.gfoa.org/materials/investment-fee-guidelines-for-external-management-of
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City of Austin Employee Retirement System (COAERS)  

According to the IPPE, COAERS uses passive investments as the default position and only uses active 

management where creating alpha is likely. This results in generally lower investment fees which can 

improve the likelihood of achieving their investment return objectives.  

“COAERS has a clear set of investment beliefs which favor the use of passive management as a default, 

with active management only used wherever the expected likelihood of outperformance is high. These 

characteristics will inherently lead to lower fees in general, but even the fees paid to passive managers 

are below industry average; this translates to fee savings and a significant “head start” in return 

expectations for the System.”20 

 

Dallas Police & Fire Pension 

Combined Plan (DPFP) 21 

The DPFP’s evaluation provided an 

example from its IPS that shows how a 

system can include passive investing 

language in its core investment beliefs.  

 

 

 

 

Houston Police Officers Pension System  

HPOPS, based on their investment philosophy, has created a portfolio that is majority invested in passive 

investments. The portfolio is approximately 59% passive investments with 40% in actively managed 

investments and 1% in cash. Even with the use of higher fee alternative investments, the investment 

management fees incurred in 2019 totaled 14.6 basis points. The previous year’s fees were higher at 

approximately 25 basis points primarily because of more expensive hedge fund strategies that have now 

been removed from the portfolio.  

“Philosophically, HPOPS believes excess returns produced by active management to be fleeting and 

difficult to identify in advance. They further recognize the behavioral biases faced by most investors that 

often lead to hiring a manager at the peak of cyclical performance and terminating at the trough. For 

these reasons, the Plan utilizes predominantly passive exposure in its public markets investment 

portfolio, obtained through a combination of index funds, ETFs, and futures positions.”22  

 

 
20 City of Austin Employee Retirement System IPPE 
21 Dallas Police & Fire Pension Combined Plan IPPE 
22 Houston Police Officers Pension System IPPE 

Dallas Police & Fire Pension Combined Plan 

IPS, Section 4 Core Beliefs and Long-term Acknowledgements, 
subsection c: 

“1. The opportunity for active manager risk-adjusted 
outperformance (alpha) is not uniformly distributed across 
asset classes or investment managers’ strategies 

2. Active strategies are preferred when there is strong 
conviction that they can be expected to add alpha, net of fees 

3. Passive strategies should be considered if alpha 
expectations are unattractive.” 
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Irving Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund  

Irving Fire provides an example of how effective passive investments can be at providing cost savings.  

Based on a recommendation from the consultant prior to the evaluation, the system is significantly 

increasing its allocation to passive investments. The system is increasing its passive exposure from 

approximately 1% to a target of 45-50% in 

multiple investments areas that are commonly 

identified as efficient markets. The consultant 

estimates total fund investment fees will 

decrease from an effective fee of 0.98% to 

0.61% once the transition is complete.  

4. Governance Processes 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Clearly defined roles and responsibilities 

are an important aspect of managing an 

investment program and are identified by 

multiple sources as a key component of a 

well-constructed IPS. A thorough IPS that 

fully details the roles and responsibilities 

for all key positions that serve the system 

will be less prone to operational issues and will aid trustees in understanding the expectations of each 

role. Clearly articulated roles and responsibilities ensure continuity. For example, if the investment 

consultant was responsible for fee review in addition to assisting with investment manager selection but 

is replaced by a consultant that only offers investment manager selection services, then a system can 

easily see that fee review duties will need to be assigned to someone else. 

CFA Institute 

“Institutional investors often have boards of trustees (or similar structures) with oversight responsibility 

for asset management as well as having professional staff responsible for day-to-day management and 

execution of board-approved strategies. Their roles and responsibilities should be identified in the 

IPS.”24 

Almost 10% of all recommendations called for improving the clarity of roles and responsibilities in the 
IPS. These recommendations identified approximately 15 different roles or responsibilities that should 
be further documented in the IPS. Most of the recommendations suggested clarifying or adding a 

 
23 Not a formal target but a Meketa assumption based on the expectation that 100% of investment grade bonds, 
100% of short-term investment grade bonds, 100% of TIPS, and 100% of Treasuries will be passive, along with 
anywhere from 25% to 33% of the public equity exposure. 
24 https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/article/position-paper/investment-policy-statement-
institutional-investors.ashx  

Date % in Passive 

June 30, 2019 1 

December 31, 2019 13 

March 31, 2020 30 

Long term expected target23 45-50 

The IPS should be updated to add roles and responsibilities of 
all parties involved in oversight of Plan investments, investment 
fee monitoring process, along with fund selection and 
monitoring criteria. 

-Galveston Employees Retirement Fund IPPE 

https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/article/position-paper/investment-policy-statement-institutional-investors.ashx
https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/article/position-paper/investment-policy-statement-institutional-investors.ashx
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definition for a specific role and the responsibilities 
associated with it. In addition to defining a role in 
the IPS, recommendations also called for 
establishing the frequency of tasks required under 
each role and clear metrics for performance 
review. Clearly identifying who is responsible for 
investment fee review was the most common 
recommendation representing approximately half 
of the recommendations regarding roles and 
responsibilities.  

Clear roles and responsibilities also aid in a board’s 
delegation process by clearly outlining who is 
authorized to perform which duties. It is important 
to remember that, “although the Board maintains 
oversight of the investment of Trust, the Board 
performs its fiduciary responsibility to invest the 
Trust through delegation of authority … for 
execution of the investment strategy according to this Policy.”25  
 

5. Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Recommendations related to investment manager selection and monitoring focus on two main topics: 

improving performance benchmarking policies and strengthening the manager hiring and firing process, 

including related documentation.  

Net-of-fee Performance Benchmarking 

Evaluators emphasized the need for systems to review investment performance on a net-of-fee basis. 

The recommendations for including net-of-fee information generally identified that systems were either 

receiving only gross-of-fee performance metrics or were inconsistent in their use of net-of-fee 

information.  

Tracking performance net-of-fees is an important part of assessing the benefit of active strategies in 

particular. Without proper data to justify an active investment, systems could be allocating capital to 

active investments that would be better suited for another active manager or a passive strategy. When 

choosing actively managed over passive investments, systems need to ensure that they are receiving 

performance net-of-fees that justifies that selection.  

Monitoring performance net-of-fees is best practice but most importantly it provides a clear metric for 
understanding actual performance of an investment. Not understanding the impact of fees on the 
performance of an investment can be detrimental to an investment program. Properly managing fees is 
identified in many evaluations as one way to create advantages for a system in achieving their 
investment objectives. “The CFA Institute and GFOA do mandate monitoring and reporting procedures 
be outlined somewhere in the IPS. The IPS should specify that performance reporting include net of 
investment management fee data.”26 

 
25 Employees Retirement System IPPE  
26 Employees Retirement System IPPE  

“We recommend that the 2021 IPS is updated to include: 
1) the fiduciary duties and responsibilities of the 
investment related vendors” 

-Odessa Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund IPPE 

 

“We believe the IPS could be enhanced by adding a section 
articulating the duties of the investment consultant and 
actuary.” 

-JPS Pension Plan - Tarrant County Hospital District IPPE 

 

“The role of Staff could be more clearly outlined in the IPS 
and/or Operating Procedures.” 

-Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund IPPE  
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Investment Manager Hiring and Firing Policies 

One of the most common recommendations is to 

improve the investment manager hiring and firing 

process. The recommendations focused on explicitly 

stating the selection and performance review criteria 

within the IPS and documenting all hiring and firing 

decisions with a clear rationale.  

Most evaluations identify that systems use their 

expert investment consultants to assist in investment 

manager searches. Because systems rely on their 

investment consultants, specific practices were 

sometimes not included in the IPS and including more 

specifics in the IPS is one way for systems to improve.  

Both the CFA Institute and GFOA provide guidelines, 
have best practices and recommend careful 
consideration of the procedures related to investment 
managers.  

 
CFA Institute Primer for Investment Trustees 

“Once the rates of return for the managers’ accounts, the asset classes, and the total Fund are 

determined, attention naturally turns to whether those returns are good or bad. To assess the 

“goodness” of a rate of return, we need a standard or benchmark with which to compare the result. 

Although there may be many candidates for a benchmark, we believe that the most informative 

assessment of investment performance occurs when the benchmark has certain basic properties. The 

benchmark should be the following: 

• Unambiguous—the benchmark should be clearly understood by all parties involved in the 

investment program. 

• Investable—the benchmark should represent an investable alternative; that is, the trustees 

could choose to hold the benchmark rather than hire the particular manager. 

• Measurable—the benchmark’s rate of return should be readily calculable. 

• Appropriate—the benchmark should reflect the manager’s typical risk characteristics and area 

of expertise. 

• Specified in advance—the benchmark must be specified prior to the evaluation period and 

known to all interested parties. 

• “Owned”—the benchmark should be acknowledged and accepted as an appropriate 

accountability standard by the party responsible for the performance. 

Benchmarks that possess these properties provide the investment committee with a fair standard to use 

in assessing an account’s performance.”27  

 
27 https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx 

“We recommend the System formally 
documents the rationale for all hiring and firing 
decisions.” 
- Irving Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund IPPE 

 

“Add quantifiable criteria for measuring 

investment manager performance, to include 

appropriate metrics and time periods (e.g. 

investment returns in comparison to the 

managers relevant benchmark index as well as 

peer group universes over trailing time periods 

of 1-, 3- and 5-years), as well as specific criteria 

for putting an investment manager on ‘Watch’ 

and/or terminating an investment manager.” 

-Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority IPPE 

 

https://www.cfainstitute.org/-/media/documents/book/rf-publication/2017/rf-v2017-n3-1.ashx
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One evaluation outlines a similar approach utilizing a helpful 

mnemonic. “Most traditional public markets investment 

strategies can typically find benchmarks that meet the 

SAMURAI criteria, but it becomes more difficult with 

alternative investment strategies.”28 

Without having clear unambiguous, measurable and specific 
goals it is difficult to effectively manage. Therefore, having 
clear objectives and criteria for investment managers is 
important. If the goals and criteria used to evaluate an 
investment manager are ambiguous it makes assessing the true 
value add to the system more difficult. Clear objectives can also 
help align investment managers to the same goals as systems.  

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 
After the first comprehensive evaluations were completed in 2020, the PRB identified opportunities 

where some modifications to the statute may prove beneficial. Broadly, the PRB identified areas to 

refine the evaluation process and clarify the material that is included in an evaluation. These changes 

will help enhance transparency and strengthen investment practices, benefitting plan members, 

taxpayers, and local governments. 

The Board has approved and is recommending the following for consideration by the Legislature: 

1. Require evaluations to detail how the evaluator determined the need, or lack thereof, for 

any recommendations. 

Goal.  To evaluate the appropriateness, adequacy, and effectiveness of the retirement system's 

investment practices and performance and to make recommendations for improving the retirement 

system's investment policies, procedures, and practices. 

Issue.  It would be helpful to the systems if the existing law were clearer regarding which aspects of the 

evaluation should be communicated and how. In general, evaluations received included at least a high-

level description of the existing “investment policies, procedures, and practices.” When a 

recommendation was made, most evaluators justified the recommendation with an explanation where 

the existing approach fell short. However, when no recommendation was made, not all evaluators 

provided an explanation as to why existing practices are appropriate, adequate and/or effective.  

Recommendation.  Require evaluations to provide detail both when a recommendation is made and 

when no recommendation is deemed necessary, to enhance understanding of the investment decision-

making process and help foster informed decision-making. 

2. Require a formal review-and-comment process prior to publication of evaluation reports. 

Goal. Evaluations are intended to offer an independent analysis of the pension system’s practices and 

policies; ideally, they will prompt a thoughtful review of the system’s practices and promote positive 

change, as appropriate. 

 
28 Lower Colorado River Authority Retirement Plan IPPE 

• (S)PECIFIED IN ADVANCE 

• (A)PPROPRIATE 

• (M)EASURABLE 

• (U)NAMBIGUOUS 

• (R)EFLECTIVE 

• (A)CCOUNTABLE 

• (I)NVESTABLE 
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Issue.   In some cases, it is unclear whether systems have reviewed the evaluation and considered the 

recommended changes. In contrast, §802.1012(g) of the Texas Government Code requires a formal 

review-and-comment process for actuarial audits of certain retirement systems, making clear that the 

system has reviewed the results.  

Recommendation.  Statute should require a formal review-and-comment process for evaluation 

reports, modeled after the actuarial audit requirements outlined in Texas Government Code 

§802.1012(g). It would include: 

• Requiring a substantially complete draft of the IPPE be submitted to the pension system’s board 

prior to publication, providing an opportunity for discussion and clarification. 

• Allowing the board, the opportunity to submit a written response to the firm acknowledging 

receipt and making comments or noting any anticipated changes in response to the report’s 

findings. 

• Including the response from the board in the final published evaluation, giving stakeholders 

insight into the impact of the evaluation on the system’s practices. 

3. Review and consider the feasibility of whether an independent firm conducting the 

evaluation should be a different firm from the one that helped the system develop its 

existing investment policies, procedures, and practices. 

Goal.  Under existing law, evaluations are to be conducted by an “independent firm,” which aims to 

provide a new perspective on the system’s practices. Current law allows the firm selected to have an 

existing relationship with the pension system. 

Issue.  More than half of the evaluations were conducted by the system’s current investment 

consultant—the firm that likely helped the system develop its existing investment policies, procedures, 

and practices.  Investment Committee members noted, and the data appear to suggest, existing 

consultants may be less likely to identify areas for improvement if they were directly involved in the 

development of the existing practice. 

Recommendation.  A third-party consultant presents an opportunity for a full analysis of current 

investment processes, encompassing the work of the current investment consultant, which is not 

possible otherwise. The Legislature should consider the feasibility of precluding a firm that advised or 

advises the system on its investment policies, procedures, and practices from conducting the evaluation 

of those policies. 

4. Require evaluators to identify its qualifications and potential conflicts-of-interest; codifying 

existing PRB informal guidance. 

Goal.  The current evaluation requirement was designed to allow for a fresh look at the investment 

practices and policies of pension systems to identify opportunities for improvement.  

Issue.  While the PRB’s informal guidance suggests that evaluations make specific disclosures, some 

evaluations did not clearly identify what firm performed the evaluation, the qualifications of the 

evaluator, or certain potential conflicts-of-interest. This makes it more difficult for members, taxpayers 

and other stakeholders to assess the evaluation’s efficacy. 
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Recommendation.  IPPEs should contain certain disclosures about the evaluator, including: 

• The evaluator’s qualifications; 

• The nature of any relationship between the evaluator and the plan, and an acknowledgement of 

potential conflicts-of-interest due to any existing relationship; 

• Identification of any remuneration received by the evaluator; 

• Acknowledgement the firm is not directly or indirectly managing investments. 
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The following pages contain summaries of evaluations received by the 

Pension Review Board (PRB). Links to the individual plan evaluations can 

be found at the end of each summary or on the PRB website here. 

 

Under Section 802.109(i) of the Texas Government Code, the PRB’s 

report must “compile and summarize” the information received. There 

is no mandate for the PRB to perform independent analyses of any data 

presented or to assess whether plan practices align with industry 

standards. The PRB has therefore focused on identifying and reproducing 

key excerpts from each report, along with significant recommendations, 

to provide a quick reference for policymakers. All material included in 

the excerpt tables is provided verbatim. The PRB Analysis section calls 

attention to certain highlights of an evaluation, noting unique aspects 

that may distinguish it from other evaluations received. 

  

https://www.prb.texas.gov/about/publicationsreports/investment-practices-and-performance-evaluations/
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Capital MTA Retirement Plan for Administrative Employees       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation  

The evaluation describes the Fund’s existing policies and procedures, providing detailed descriptions in several 

areas. However, it does not offer any recommendations for improvement and is unclear as to why the evaluator 

determined the lack of need for any recommendations. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by 

a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices, including the 

investment consultant’s role.  

The evaluation concludes: 

“Capital Metropolitan Transportation Authority has a comprehensive investment management process, based on 

fiduciary best practices, implemented by a team of internal and external professionals.  This has directly translated 

into an investment solution with above average long-term returns, below average fees, and efficient administration.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The objectives of the Plan have been established in conjunction with a comprehensive review of the current and projected financial requirements of the 
plan.  An Investment Policy Statement has been approved, updated and reviewed annually to reflect these objectives. Maintaining a high level of 
contributions and achieving the stated investment results are the critical elements in achieving the plan goals. 

The Committee recognizes that in order to achieve the plan’s long-term investment objectives the plan must assume some investment risk.  Since no 
investment is guaranteed, the Committee also realizes there will be periods of time where the plan may not meet its investment objectives.  In establishing 
the risk tolerances of the IPS, the ability to withstand short and intermediate term variability were considered. 

The target rate of return for the Plan has been based upon current forward-looking capital market assumptions and is lower than the actual long-term rates 
of return historically experienced for each asset class in the IPS. Based on the target allocation, expected returns are 6.40% annually with a one-year 
downside return of -13.0% and a 95% degree of certainty.  There is a 48% chance returns will exceed 6.75% in any one year based on the modeling. The 
Committee realizes that market performance varies and that the target rate of return may not be meaningful during some periods. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Committee believes that the Plan's risk and liquidity posture are, in large part, a function of asset class mix. The Committee has reviewed the long-term 
performance characteristics of various asset classes, focusing on balancing the risks and rewards of market behavior.  

Plan Assets: 1 $37,816,175 

Evaluator: Gallagher Benefit 
Services, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures: 2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party 
(Technical Advisor to System)  

Investment Discretion: None 

3

https://statutes.capitol.texas.gov/Docs/GV/htm/GV.802.htm#802.109
https://www.prb.texas.gov/txpen/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Investment-Practices-and-Performance-Reports-Guidelines.pdf


Capital MTA Retirement Plan for Administrative Employees       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

When necessary and/or available, cash inflows/outflows will be deployed in a manner consistent with the strategic asset allocation of the Plan. If there 
are no cash flows, the allocation of the Plan will be reviewed quarterly. 

There are numerous measures used to measure risk and risk adjusted returns.  All are reviewed and reported on quarterly.  Benchmarking data relative 
to policy and peer groups is part of this analysis.  Portfolio statistics include Beta, Standard Deviation, Downside Risk, Residual Risk, Tracking Error, 
Information Ratio, Treynor and Sortino Ratio, as well as Alpha, Sharpe Ratio, Up and Down-Market Capture rates.  These statistics are provided at a 
manager and portfolio level. 

 

Investment Fees 

Fee transparency has been one of the industry best practices the committee has been focused on for years.  Several years ago, a Fee Policy Statement 
was implemented to articulate the committee’s views on the matter. Fund fees are benchmarked quarterly as part of our reviews.   

Overall fees are benchmarked to the TPRB database of similarly size plans.  Our advisory fees are benchmarked to an Ann Schleck database of advisor 
service models.  We have renegotiated platform fees numerous times in the past through RFP’s and interim negotiations as plan assets have grown. 

 

Governance 

The Committee has established by-laws for the selection, orientation and training of its members. Ongoing responsibilities are articulated in the IPS. 
Every 5 to 7 years we are required to run a Request for Proposal (RFP) for both the investment advisor and the Plan recordkeeper.  Those were 
conducted in 2006, 2013 and 2019. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Committee, with the assistance of the Consultant, will select appropriate money managers to manage the Plan assets. Managers must meet … minimum 
criteria. The Committee, with the assistance of the Consultant, may also select appropriate mutual funds to manage a portion of the Plan’s assets.  Mutual 
funds must meet … minimum criteria. 

Investment performance will be reviewed at least annually to determine the continued feasibility of achieving the investment objectives and the 
appropriateness of the IPS for achieving those objectives. 

All IPS criteria monitoring is reported to the committee quarterly as part of the review process. All criteria are reported relative to peer groups and 
indices at a manager and portfolio level.   

4

https://www.prb.texas.gov/txpen/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Capital-Metro-Administrative-Employees-Pension-Plan.pdf
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City of El Paso Employees Retirement Trust           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a summary report, along with detailed information and simplified “report cards” in several 

sections, which make it very easy to quickly view the evaluator’s assessments and areas for potential improvement. 

The evaluation makes great use of infographics to present data in a digestible format, and in many cases, in 

comparison to peers or benchmarks. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, 

which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices, including the investment 

consultant’s role.  

Particularly noteworthy is the evaluator’s analysis of the Trust’s strategic asset allocation, which provides a 

comparison of the current asset mix to three alternatives that could potentially improve returns, reduce risk, or 

both. This should provide value to the trustees as they consider future changes to the allocation. 

The analysis of investment fees is also particularly useful. It compares the fees associated with the existing portfolio’s funds to a universe of peer funds. 

This provides transparency to stakeholders regarding the Trust’s fees both in total and for its individual investments in general, but also in comparison to 

the universe of investment options for each asset class. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS is thoroughly written and all nine major key components are included. Overall, compliance with the IPS is adequate.  

We surveyed all the investment managers in the portfolio and found that not all managers with separate accounts were providing an annual trading 

cost analysis report as outlined in the IPS.  

Recommendations: 

- Consider including a process for the comparison of the total portfolio and investment managers’ risk-adjusted returns to both peers and the 

benchmark index. 

- The Board should review the IPS at least annually to ensure that all required actions are being implemented or make necessary changes to the 

IPS to reflect the actual process. 

- Consider documenting the evaluation of risk adjusted returns for the total fund and investment managers relative to relevant peer groups and 

the benchmark index. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $806,623,991 

Evaluator: Asset Consulting Group 
(ACG) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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City of El Paso Employees Retirement Trust           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board of Trustees conducted an asset liability study in 2019 and selected target allocations for each asset class as a result of the study. The current 

portfolio is well-diversified with allocations to all major asset classes. Using ACG’s capital markets assumptions, the strategic target has an estimated 

median expected return of 6.9% per year over the next ten years. This is in line with Callan’s projections for the strategic target, a median expected 

return of 7.0% per year.  

Annual cash flow needs are estimated to be approximately 8% of the value of the portfolio based on the last two fiscal year end values. The portfolio 

appears to be in a reasonable position to provide for future cash flow needs. 

The portfolio is invested within the strategic allocation outlined in the IPS and all portfolio managers are adhering to their investment mandates. 

 

Investment Fees 

The estimated weighted average investment management fee of 63 basis points is slightly above median, but below the top quartile (highest fees) 

when compared to similarly structured institutional portfolios. The weighted average management fee is above the least expensive quartile, but below 

median when compared to similarly structured institutional portfolios. Most of the underlying investment managers’ fees are in-line with or less 

expensive than the median manager in their respective universes. Excluding managers in liquidation, only three managers rank above median (most 

expensive) in management fees against their peer universe. 

 

Governance 

Overall, the current governance structure and review process in place appear to be in line with industry standards. 

The IPS clearly outlines the responsibilities and duties of the Trust as well as each party of interest. The Board of Trustees delegates to an Investment 

Committee which considers issues related to the investment of Fund assets and which makes recommendations to the Board. The investment decision 

making process and delegation of investment authority are appropriately documented within the IPS. Review of the November 14th meeting minutes 

and asset/liability study supports that the current documented process is being properly followed. 

The Board voted to adopt the State Pension Review Board’s minimum educational training requirements for both Trustees and System Administrators. 

Trustees appear to have reasonable access to education resources through self-pace training as well as other resources circulated.  
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City of El Paso Employees Retirement Trust           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Appropriate documentation tracking the progress of the Trustees and the Administrator was also provided. Education requirements appear adequate 

for the Board and Administrators. 

Performance and investment objectives are reviewed by an independent third party.  

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment mandates detailed for each manager and their asset class is properly detailed in the IPS. Managers are meeting their expectations and 

investing within the constraints outlined in the IPS. Managers with performance concerns are undergoing periodic reviews and the watch list is actively 

monitored. 

The Private Equity benchmark on the performance report differs from what is documented in the IPS (the Russell 3000 Index vs Russell 3000 Index 

+3%). In addition, the Private Equity peer group comparison does not appear to be populating on the reports and is footnoted as of 9/30/2017. 

For investment managers with separate accounts, an annual trading cost analysis report shall be provided. No investment managers are currently 

providing an annual trading cost analysis report. 

[The IPS states] Investment managers with separate accounts shall forward to the Board annually a summarization of all proxy voting and rationale. 

Investment managers with separate accounts provide summarization of proxy voting to the Board, however, rationale is not provided. 

Recommendations: 

- There is one current asset class, Private Equity, with different performance benchmarking than what is instructed in the IPS. Consider reviewing 

the current direction. 

- Trading cost analysis and proxy voting instructions detailed in the IPS should be reviewed each year to ensure compliance with the IPS. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority 
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Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2018 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a balanced approach to both summarizing key aspects of the System while also going into 

more detail where necessary. The evaluation provides helpful summary points for each section and 

recommendations are well-supported with details and comparison to leading practices. It should be noted that 

the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the 

investment practices. 

The evaluation identifies that 79.7% of the plan assets are held in Wells Fargo, the discretionary investment 

consultant, collective investment trusts. However, it also notes “the system currently uses zero revenue shares, 

institutional shares, collective trust funds, and index funds to keep the investment costs of the plan low. Total Portfolio fees of 0.59% are lower than other 

plans of similar size and asset allocation.” 

The evaluation indicates the System’s “expected annual return is listed as 7.5%; the plan has since adopted a scheduled for lowering the expected annual 

return by 10 bps each year until 7.0% is achieved.” 

A clear benefit of the evaluation being conducted by a 3rd-party firm are the 29 recommended improvements. These recommendations are to specific 

practices as well as numerous considerations for the system to review such as “Consider Stable Value Funds available for defined benefit plans for Cash 

Equivalent.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Overall, after review of all of the documents, policies, minutes, performance reports, outside sources and our experience with similar plans it is our 
opinion that the Board, internal staff, hired investment manager and hired actuary are meeting their responsibilities. Quarterly performance reports 
and board meeting minutes provide evidence that the system is following the IPS, the asset allocation mix, the rebalancing parameters and the asset 
class selection. IPS states the absolute rate of return to be 7.5% over a market cycle (defined as 3-5 years). The policy is reviewed periodically, and the 
last change was in January 2014 when the aggregate portfolio benchmark was changed to be more in line with the underlying investment mix. 

Strengths: 

− Board, internal staff and external consultants are adhering to the established policies. 

− The IPS is written clearly and follows industry best practices. 

Recommendations: 

− Review and revise the Investment Policy Statement to reflect current plan governance structure, updated actuarial assumptions, revised long-
term return on asset number, capital markets assumptions    

Plan Assets:1 $33,900,178 

Evaluator: Strategic Retirement 
Partners 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

− add risk measures    

− add monitoring/replacement criteria.    

− Expense monitoring and the timing of such monitoring should be included in the investment policy statement.    

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The investment manager and the actuary communicate at least annually regarding cash flows and expected returns. The assumed rate of return stated 
in the IPS drives the asset allocation decisions. Wells Fargo attempts to match the assumed rate of return to capital market assumptions and then 
creates the underlying portfolio. The approach used by the system is to delegate the asset allocation strategy to Wells Fargo Investment Institute. This 
approach is sound, consistent with best practices to hire a prudent expert and has resulted in a well-diversified portfolio. 

Strengths: 

− Cash needs are met with short term bond fund. 

Recommendations: 

− The portfolio’s assumed rate of return, capital markets assumptions, risk assumptions and liability profile should determine the strategic asset 
allocation and target allocations.    

− Incorporate system-specific issues into the asset allocation process -funded status, short term inflows and projected benefit payments.  

− Recommend that projected benefit payments are incorporated into cash allocation and current strategic cash allocation be modified to reflect 
system-specific needs.    

− Periodically stress test the portfolio based on capital market assumptions for 10, 20 and 30 years to determine if the retirement fund can 
commit to the policies in the IPS.    

− Recommend that the asset allocation policy take into the account the current funded status of the plan, the liability profile of the plan, the 
assumed rate of return projected decreases to 7.0% over the next 4 years, and the risk assumptions.    

− Review Asset Allocation mandate within the Investment Policy Statement and consider widening asset allocation corridors to align better with 
current Capital Market Assumptions and new Long-Term Return on Asset Assumptions as reported in the Findley Actuarial Review 05.22.2019. 

− Recommend a review of asset allocation in peer systems.    

− Recommend that the portfolio allocation drive the assumed return for the portfolio.    

− Recommend reviewing the fixed income asset allocation and consider adding the ability to invest in additional fixed income categories such as 
unconstrained bond, Inflation protected bonds, high yield bond and liability driven investing funds to capture yield.    

− Review the rationale for inclusion of one/both these asset classes in light of current and future market expectations, especially with increased 
risks in Real Estate due to COVID.    
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Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

− Although both classes represent a small percentage of the plan, we recommend a deep dive on each fund to determine the risk/reward of 
maintaining, adding to or eliminating the fund.    

− Consider Stable Value Funds available for defined benefit plans for Cash Equivalent.    

 

Investment Fees 

All forms of compensation are disclosed by the investment manager in their service agreement and service agreement amendments. The current plan 
average weighted expense ratio is 0.29% + Wells Fargo Investment Management Fee 0.30 % for a total plan expense of 0.59%, within industry tolerances 
for a plan of the RTA’s size. Lower than the 0.66% for a hybrid portfolio and average investment management fees of 0.55% reported in the NCPERS 
2019 Study. The system currently uses zero revenue shares, institutional shares, collective trust funds, and index funds to keep the investment costs 
of the plan low. 

Strengths: 

− Total Portfolio fees of 0.59% are lower than other plans of similar size and asset allocation. 

Recommendations: 

− Benchmark all fees to the market to document appropriateness (RTA has outsourced an extensive plan benchmarking to Findley Special Project 
Group for 2021).    

− Incorporate benchmarking of all providers every 3-5 years    

− Document the process for determining the reasonableness of all fees.    

− Incorporate language in the investment policy statement for procedures for monitoring fund level, portfolio level and plan level expense.  

Governance 

The bylaws serve as a written governance for the CCRTA. Sub-committees are established by board resolution and the Administration & Finance 
committee is responsible for pension oversight. Governance responsibilities are delegated in the investment policy statement. The expected annual 
return is listed as 7.5%; the plan has since adopted a scheduled for lowering the expected annual return by 10 bps each year until 7.0% is achieved. 
Wells Fargo serves as a discretionary trustee and external investment consultant, acting on a discretionary basis. Wells Fargo is a party-in-interest for 
many of the plan investments. 79.7% of the plan assets are held in collective investment trusts to which Wells Fargo is a party-in-interest. An RFP for 
investment consultant services was last conducted in 2012. Industry best practice suggests that this due diligence should be conducted every 3-5 years. 
The CCRTA has engaged Findley to conduct the investment consultant RFP with an expected effective date of 1/1/22. 
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Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

 

 

Strengths: 

− Sound policies and procedures have been established and followed. 

Recommendations: 

− Facilitate strategic planning related to the pension with the investment manager, actuary, internal staff and board members.   

− Maintain board member accountability to completed PRB minimum required training and continuing education.    

− Update the website with pension documentation at least annually.    

− Establish a committee charter for the Administration & Finance committee that includes specific roles and responsibilities for the committee 
as it pertains to the pension plan.    

− Update the Investment methodology and Investment Policy to include the full investment policy statement.    

− Update the investment policy statement to reflect the current governance structure (Administration & Finance Committee).   

− Review investment policy statement annually with board of directors.    

− Consider establishing a procedure (ex. scorecard) to evaluate the effectiveness of the board, internal staff and outside consultants.  

− Document due diligence to ensure that parties in interest (ex. Wells Fargo) are providing unbiased advice.    

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The CCRTA delegates the search for investment managers to outside firms. They rely upon the outside firm’s expertise for the selection criteria to 
identify potential candidates and the criteria to determine the final candidate. This delegation to an outside independent party addresses ethical 
considerations and eliminates potential conflicts of interest for board members and investment managers. The reports are presented in a digestible 
format and are designed for differing levels of investment knowledge and expertise. Underlying individual fund performance is reviewed net of fees 
quarterly. The Net of fees performance is reviewed against benchmarks quarterly and is included in the Performance Summary section of the report. 

Strengths: 

− Outsourced benchmarking to outside party and are currently conducting an investment manager benchmarking for completion in 2021. 

− Monitor portfolio and individual expense ratios quarterly and compare to asset class benchmarks quarterly. 

Recommendations: 

− Document the manager selection, monitoring and replacement process currently utilized by Wells Fargo Global Research and implemented by 
the Wells Fargo Relationship Manager.    
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CPS Energy Pension Plan            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides helpful explanations and includes useful comparisons to industry practices to make specific 

recommendations for improvement to the System’s policies. The evaluation clearly identifies and discusses if a 

recommendation resulted in changes made by the System. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed 

by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices. 

The evaluation commends the Plan’s robust fee assessment process while also identifying areas for improvement.  

The evaluation indicates the System’s asset allocation process is consistent with best practice but given the current 

capital market assumptions and asset allocation, it is unlikely to be able to achieve the assumed actuarial rate of 

return of 7.25%. The System is expected to complete an experience study in 2020, which would include an assumption discussion.  

The evaluation concludes that the plan will have no issues implementing best practices because “the Plan is vigilant in its compliance with both its 

governance and investment policies and procedures.” It also notes that all opportunities for improvement were discussed in detail and are being 

considered by the System for future revisions. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Plan’s Statement of Governance (“SoG”) is thoughtful and comprehensive as it relates to the duties and responsibilities of the Board, the Employee 
Benefits Oversight Committee (“EBOC”), the President & CEO, and the Administrative Committee. The Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) further 
defines the roles and responsibilities of the Trustees, Administrative Committee members and investment managers. Neither of these documents 
outline the roles and responsibilities of the Actuary, Custodian or the Investment Consultant.  

With respect to conforming to fiduciary best practices, the Plan’s IPS and SoG do not express specific selection, due diligence and monitoring criteria. 
In practice, the Plan appears to implement monitoring practices that are good practices. However, without explicit criteria documented in the IPS, the 
portfolio management process is vulnerable to inconsistency and repeatability throughout generations of fiduciaries.  

Strengths: 

− The Plan is vigilant in its compliance with both its governance and investment policies and procedures, thus, CCR believes the Plan will have no 
difficulty improving and implementing “best practice” monitoring processes and IPS criteria. 

Recommendations: 

− While the roles and responsibilities related to the external Investment Consultant are included in the agreement with the consultant, we 
suggested they also be included in in the IPS.  

 

Plan Assets:1 $1,779,033,857 

Evaluator: Champion Capital 
Research, Inc. (CCR) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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CPS Energy Pension Plan            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

− Discussions of liquidity and liabilities in the IPS [are] in general terms, but without specifics. One way to satisfy this OFI might be to add language 
to IPS suggesting: “Within 30 days after the end of each calendar quarter, a review will be made of: (a) the specific liquidity needs over the 
next four quarters: (b) the nature of all liabilities; and (c) the current funded status of the Plan.” The results of such review shall then be shared 
with the appropriate committees. 

− Generally, the policy is clear and anyone could manage a portfolio and conform to the desired intentions. CCR suggested more explicit and 
measurable language could be helpful. 

− We suggest the addition of roles and responsibilities for investment consultant, and objective, measurable criteria for due diligence, selection, 
monitoring and replacement for Investment Consultant, investment managers, service providers, and asset allocation processes and decisions. 

− Although not required by the IPS, CPS Energy staff has a practice of evaluating asset allocation weekly. CCR recommends the Plan’s IPS include 
language to align with actual practices. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Wilshire, the Investment Consultant, and Milliman, the Actuary, have an open dialogue regarding capital market assumptions, liquidity needs, future 
funded ratios, and other researched analyses conducted on behalf of the Plan. Both Wilshire and Milliman deliver to the Plan a set of capital market 
assumptions. The two vendors compare and contrast these data. Milliman indicated that most often, the Plan adopts Wilshire’s data. 

Given the expected capital market assumptions and current asset allocation, it is unreasonable to expect to achieve the actuarial rate of return of 
7.25%. An Experience Study is expected to be completed in 2020 and assumption discussions are planned for mid-year 2020, for inclusion in the next 
actuarial valuation.  

Both Milliman (Actuary) and Wilshire (Investment Consultant) have stressed the assets and liabilities and informed the client of the risks associated 
under different interest rate and economic scenarios. Results are analyzed and used for the determination of changes in asset allocation. Importantly, 
these stress test results are used in serious discussions regarding the impact a different – lower – discount rate might have on the future funding status 
of the Plan. 

 

Investment Fees 

While the framework exists, policies are not explicit with respect to the monitoring of direct fees and expenses, including but not limited to investment 
management, custodial, consulting, and trading fees and expenses. The Plan’s procedures exist with respect to indirect fee assessment, but policies 
and monitoring of these procedures are incomplete. Wilshire, the Investment Consultant, reports investment management fees periodically, but peer 
analyses of negotiated investment management fees are absent. The IPS could delegate to vendors and service providers the responsibility to report 
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CPS Energy Pension Plan            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

periodically fees and expenses and to opine regarding peer group median fees and expenses for like services. CPS Energy staff would then have total 
fees and expenses readily available for annual reporting and benchmark analyses. The reasonableness of fees can be assessed only by ensuring a 
comparison of the Plan’s total fees and expenses to comparable entities total fees and expenses. 

Strengths: 

− The Plan’s SoG provides a good “framework” for ensuring the appropriate policies and procedures in place to account for and control for 
investment expenses and other asset management fees. CCR found that the Plan’s processes are robust with respect to assessing fees and 
expenses. 

Recommendations: 

− CCR’s recommendation is that the Plan adopt policies and processes by which it periodically, but no less frequently than annually, documents 
both direct and indirect fees and compensation paid to all managers, brokers, real estate investments, mutual funds, and consultant(s). Any 
profit share or carried interest from alternatives/real estate should be documented. At the renewal of all manager agreements, it would be 
prudent to require an annual accounting by each manager of all direct and indirect remuneration received during the calendar year. This would 
make it easier for Wilshire, the Investment Consultant, and therefore the Plan to aggregate all fees and expenses, benchmark for 
reasonableness, as well as hold all managers to a fiduciary requirement to report accurately direct and indirect remuneration received. 

− An analysis of investment management fees netted from returns, profit share/carried interest from alternative investments, expenses related 
to cash (if any) and expenses related to real estate, is needed and would enhance the Plan’s monitoring and oversight of the Plan. 

CCR recommended the IPS be updated to include specific monitoring procedures of all direct and indirect expenses paid by the Plan, and that a periodic, 
consistent monitoring process be followed for the accounting of all direct and indirect investment fees and expenses. 

 

Governance 

The IPS and SoG clearly define responsibilities for the Board, the EBOC and the Administrative Committee with respect to governance, investing, 

monitoring and custody clearing roles and responsibilities. Although some responsibilities are included in the Investment Consultant Agreement, the 

IPS and SoG do not explicitly define the role and responsibilities of the Investment Consultant, which assists with asset allocation, manager searches, 

performance reporting, and monitoring. The Administrative Committee retains responsibility for manager selection and monitoring, but delegates 

investment management to individual managers. 

While the Plan’s Board agendas and minutes are on the Plan’s web site, Plan-related issues are infrequently brought to the routine Board meetings. 

Two of the Board members serve on the EBOC and they provide a summary of EBOC meetings to the full Board. The EBOC meets at least twice a year 

(in 2019 the EBOC met four times). The SoG requires that members of the Administrative Committee receive all applicable and timely minimum training 
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CPS Energy Pension Plan            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

and continuing education consistent with the Administrative Committee members’ role and standard of care, including, but not limited to, Tex. Local 

Gov’t Code section 172.007 risk pool training (for those involved on group benefits) and Texas Pension Review Board fiduciary duty training, or as 

otherwise required by law or the Plan’s policy.  

Strengths: 

− CCR finds the Plan’s decision-making processes, delegation of authority and investment education and expertise among the Board, EBOC, and 
Administrative Committee to be robust, prudent, and consistent. 

Recommendations: 

− Implement a policy to review all vendor contracts and agreements once every three years, which is best practice. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

While not established formally in the IPS, the Investment Consultant assumes the role of determining the potential candidates for investment manager 

selection. While the Investment Consultant has its internal selection methodology that appears to be consistently applied, the specific criteria are not 

transparently displayed in the IPS, which is best practice. 

Monitoring gross and net of fee aggregate performance on a quarterly basis for all investments in the Plan’s portfolio would improve opportunities for 

fiduciaries to assess the net value add for each manager, including privately traded strategies. Including benchmarks and peer group analyses will 

enhance the Plan’s monitoring processes. Monitoring net performance relative to peers is best practice. 

Recommendations: 

− Include specific selection and monitoring criteria for the selection and termination of investment managers [in its IPS].  

− We also suggested adding objective, measurable criteria for due diligence, selection and monitoring of investments, investment consultant 

and investment managers.  

− Fiduciary best practice would be to include both net and gross of fee relative to benchmark and peers in each quarterly report. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Dallas County Hospital District Retirement Income Plan 
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Dallas County Hospital District Retirement Income Plan        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a thorough review of the governing policies, procedures and practices of the Plan, while 

offering easy-to-understand explanations of its findings and recommendations. It should be noted that the 

evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the 

investment practices. 

The evaluation includes an explanation of its methodology, tying each section of its report back to the applicable 

section of the Texas Government Code; and a summary of recommendations that discusses the recommendation, 

rationale and any supporting industry standard in support of the recommendation.  

Especially noteworthy is the evaluation’s review of the Plan’s governance policy, which was highly detailed and thorough, with specific opportunities for 

improvements. The review offers a useful viewpoint that other plans can draw from for their own policies. 

The evaluation further notes that while several suggestions for improvements have been made, in general the policies for managing the portfolio are clear 

and explicit. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS is organized consistent with the “best practices” identified by the CFA Institute, GFOA, NCPERS and TPRB, including (1) investment principles, 
(2) objectives (3) approved allocation, (4) manager selection process, and (5) monitoring functions and key performance indicators.  

There are a very few instances in the Investment Practices and Performance Report (IPPR) where Anodos offered suggestions where the policy might 
be improved, but these suggestions are the exception rather than the rule. There is substantial evidence that the system is following its own policies 
memorialized within the IPS. 

Recommendations: 

- The staff is primarily responsible for recommending amendments and revisions to the Investment Policy Statement. Specifically, the policy directs, 
“Parkland staff shall provide recommendations to the Investment Committee and the Budget and Finance Committee regarding potential revisions 
to this Policy on at least an annual basis” (IPS, p. 5). We recommend that this policy be removed because it is duplicative with the Investment 
Consultant’s responsibility to do the same work (see IPS, p. 4). We would neither expect nor recommend that Staff be excluded from the IPS review 
and revision process. However, we believe the Investment Consultant is best qualified to initiate this work each year. If this policy is removed and 
the Investment Consultant is the responsible party for initiating the IPS review, the frequency of the review should be identified. 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $1,173,298,000 

Evaluator: Anodos 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Dallas County Hospital District Retirement Income Plan        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The governing body (the B&FC) is responsible for establishing the strategic asset allocation based on recommendations of the Investment Committee, 
Staff and the Investment Consultant. The expected risk is expressed as the standard deviation of the portfolio and is measured against that of the Policy 
Index (blended benchmark consistent with the approved allocation) and peer group systems. The approved allocation, which is reviewed annually, is 
based on the capital market assumptions (projected risk and return by asset classes) developed by the Investment Consultant and compared to the 
capital market expectations of the Actuary (Milliman). The methodology used for the development of the approved allocation is based on long 
established and prudent methodologies including (1) capital market expectations, (2) inflation assumptions, (3) consideration of the economic 
environment, and (4) a long-term investment horizon. 

No expressed policy on passive management has been made. In practice, passive management is used for the US Large Cap asset class only, and active 
management is used in all other asset classes. Active investment managers are expected to exceed their policy benchmark after fees and be within the 
upper 50% of peer group managers over 5-year periods. Of the eight active investment managers, five have met or exceeded these objectives and 
three have not. [The Plan has] a well-diversified portfolio [and] has no “alternative” investments, namely, hedge funds or private equity. 

The most recent Asset Liability Study was conducted in 2017. That study found, “The Plan is slightly cash flow positive over the next decade.” The 
projected contributions in each of the next 10 years exceeds the projected disbursements by approximately ~$5m per year. There is no policy defining 
the maximum level of illiquidity acceptable within the Plan, though there are several policies that indicate a preference for liquidity. 

Because this plan is over 25% underfunded ,the Plan has taken the following steps: (1) developed a funding policy that includes, but is not limited to, 
achieving a goal of full funding within a defined period of time (not less than 30 years), (2) increased contributions being made to the Plan, (3) reduced 
return assumptions for future plan years, and (4) fully amortizing the unfunded liability within a period of 25 years. 

Recommendations: 

- We recommend defining the maximum allocation of the Plan that may be invested in illiquid assets. This policy would include (1) a statement 
affirming an expectation that an illiquidity premium exists, (2) the maximum allocation of illiquid assets that will be allowed in the Plan and (3) 
how illiquidity will be defined and measured. 

- [The IPS requires] Investment Managers… be notified if an unusually large liquidity need is anticipated. We recommend the policy identify the 
party responsible for its implementation and an explanation of how “unusually large liquidity needs” is defined and tracked. 

- We expect that the rationale for requiring “readily marketable securities” for the Domestic Equities asset class was adopted to ensure that a 
consistent pricing mechanism existed so that other policies related to the tracking of investment managers’ risk, return and market values could 
be followed. Alternatively, it is possible that the “readily marketable securities” requirement for Domestic Equities could have also – or alternatively 
– been adopted to ensure that this asset class met an unstated liquidity preference by the governing body. Given the ambiguity of this policy, we 
recommend that the Investment Committee clarify whether the policy relates to a liquidity preference, consistent pricing data, or both.  
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Dallas County Hospital District Retirement Income Plan        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Fees 

There is only one governance policy related to investment costs. In our view, this fundamental duty of care deserves more guidance than the current 
policy offers. According to the fee study $1.087m is paid in both direct and indirect compensation to investment managers which is equivalent to 
0.42%. Callan’s report concludes that this fee is below the average for funds of similar size.  

Recommendation: 

- We recommend expanding this policy to identify (1) who is responsible for conducting this fee study, (2) with what frequency the study is to be 
conducted and (3) the identification of the factors that are to be considered when conducting this study such as indirect costs, peer group fees, 
incentive compensation, etc. 

 

Governance 

A competitive RFP process for investment consulting services was conducted in 2013 when Callan was originally hired and then again in 2017 when 
Callan was rehired for a second 5-year contract that is scheduled to terminate in 2021. The B&FC is the ultimate governing body for the Plan. The 
Investment Committee, seated with five experienced investment professionals, serves in an advisory capacity to the B&FC. Staff and the Investment 
Consultant conduct the administrative, monitoring and reporting functions that serve the Investment Committee and B&FC. 

The IPS is clear on those authorities and duties that have been retained and those that have been delegated by the B&FC. In summary, authority rests 
exclusively with the B&FC. Apart from rebalancing responsibility, which has been delegated to staff within clear guidelines, the B&FC has not delegated 
any authority to any party. Monitoring responsibilities have been delegated to the Investment Committee, Staff and Investment Consultant. But each 
of these parties has no authority to act upon the observations they offer the B&FC. 

Recommendations: 

- Based on staff’s input provided on 2/28/2020, the IPS should be modified to subordinate the staff’s opinion regarding the performance of the 
Investment Managers to that of the Investment Consultant and the Investment Committee who are arguably better qualified to opine on this 
issue. 

- We recommend establishing the (1) responsible party, (2) frequency, and (3) format of the staff’s evaluation of the Investment Consultant and 
Investment Managers. (The format may be a simple statement in the minutes noting a review of the Investment Consultant’s and Investment 
Managers’ performance.) 

- We recommend that a policy be established which establishes the frequency that an open and competitive search of investment consultant will 
be conducted. 
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Dallas County Hospital District Retirement Income Plan        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Authority for selecting investment managers rests with the B&FC based on advice and analysis offered by the Investment Committee, Staff and the 
Investment Consultant. The performance of the total Fund and the individual investment managers is calculated using time-weighted rate of return, 
both gross of fee and net of fee, and is compared to defined key performance indicators – benchmarks, indexes, peer groups, and targeted returns. 
Gross of fee and net of fee performance is presented quarterly and is compared to appropriate benchmarks and peer groups.  

Recommendations: 

- If a clear “illiquidity policy” is established as we suggested above, the restrictions in Section IV Paragraphs A-D of the IPS can and should be 
removed. 

- We recommend that the IPS be modified to remove all references to rolling performance periods and replaced with the prior 5-year performance 
period. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Dallas Employees’ Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a brief summary of the Fund’s practices and performance, with some details in specific areas. 

It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced 

independent review of the investment practices, including the investment consultant’s role.  

The evaluation touches on the System’s annual asset liability study and stress testing that are identified as best 

practices. The evaluation further notes the System’s use of net-of-fees benchmarks for monitoring manager 

performance exceeds best practices. The evaluation in multiple areas compares practices implemented by the 

system to either peers or best practices but does not identify what is considered best practice.  

The evaluation includes recommendations for the System to continue existing practice, or makes broad, general recommendations. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS is written clearly so existing as well as newly appointed or elected Trustees will find it helpful as an ongoing tool for evaluating the Fund’s 
investment program, consistent with best practices. “Discussion Sheets” in the Board materials provide an example of the Fund following its IPS. We 
found the ERF’s IPS is consistent with other plans and best practices. 

Recommendation: 

- Maintain current rigorous reviews of the ERF’s performance, providers and consultants. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The ERF has a formal asset allocation policy defined within the IPS. An asset allocation study is conducted annually, incorporating current capital market 
assumptions and the Investment Consultant’s current views on the market. We found these assumptions to be in-line with peers.  

The changes in the assumed rate of return are reflected in the Actuary’s modeling each year when the actuarial valuation is updated. The ERF maintains 
a strategic asset allocation that is monitored and rebalanced as needed. The ERF’s asset allocation is appropriate for a plan their size and is consistent 
with best practices. 

The inputs for the asset allocation modeling are reasonable and the approach used by the system to develop the expected returns and asset mix is 
disciplined and reviewed regularly. It is consistent with best practices, and results in a well-diversified portfolio appropriate for the plan’s size. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $3,658,088,000 

Evaluator: Milliman 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Dallas Employees’ Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- The ERF’s frequent evaluation of expected returns is an example of a Fund procedure that exceeds best practices. 

- The ERF’s annual Asset Liability Study is an example of a Fund procedure that exceeds best practices. 

- The ERF’s Staff has extensive experience with alternative asset investing, both with ERF and prior to joining the ERF. The Staff is actively engaged 
in monitoring the alternatives and makes a concentrated effort to stay current with industry trends, products, and strategies. 

 

Investment Fees 

The ERF has a disciplined and detailed evaluation procedure to measure, reconcile, and benchmark fees. All fees are transparent and reconciled with 
service agreements. The ERF does not use commission recapture or directed trades. Manager fees as well as trading and commissions are reported 
monthly and evaluated formally each quarter. Fees deemed to be outside of acceptable variances are flagged, questioned, and reconciled. 

The report compares ERF’s practices in this area with the industry standard, as defined by peer practices.  

Strengths: 

- The ERF’s discipline around fees is very thorough and we consider these Fund procedures to be beyond what we see with best practices. 

 

Governance 

The ERF’s Code of Ethics (this “Code”) covers the Board and Staff and addresses topics such as travel, gifts, prohibited transactions, and conflicts of 
interests. This Code also covers the ERF’s consultants, advisors, vendors, employees, and other fiduciaries of the ERF. This Code is read and enforced 
together with the code of ethics found in Chapter 12A of the Dallas City Code and the travel policy adopted by the Board for itself and its Staff. Meeting 
agendas, minutes, and report materials are easily available to the Board and the public online. The ERF’s governance policy and transparency of 
practices is adequate for a plan of its size and is consistent with best practices. 

Recommendations: 

- Adjust training and education requirements as needed to stay abreast of evolving investment strategies in a very dynamic global environment. 

- Maintain a focus on transparency. 
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Dallas Employees’ Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Managers are selected by issuing an RFP for each asset class. Working with the Investment Consultant, Staff will recommend candidates for due 
diligence visits for Board approval. After conducting due diligence, Staff then recommends finalist candidates to present to the Board. Once hired, 
managers are required to meet with the Board as needed, typically once every two years. The ERF reviews performance monthly, examining both gross 
and net returns compared to index benchmarks and alpha-adjusted benchmarks. Quarterly, the ERF examines managers compared to peer groups, net 
of fees, attributing returns to sector, timing, and manager skill. The manager selection and monitoring process is consistent with the IPS and in-line 
with industry standards.  

Strengths: 

- The use of net-of-alpha benchmarks in the IPS and monitor reports are an example of the ERF’s processes being above standard best practices. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Denton Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation utilizes a question and answer format describing the system policies and practices in a short and 

direct manner but includes detail to help support the conclusions. It also includes a helpful summary of its primary 

conclusions at the end of the document. 

The evaluation concludes the funds policies and practices are in-line with best practices and its approach can be a 

model for others, stating “DFRRF’s solid investment choices, lowering of its actuarial rate of return, and no debt 

practice for real estate investments make it a benchmark for other funds.” 

The evaluation indicates the System has elected to use a more conservative assumed rate of return than required, noting “the assumed rate of return was 

lowered by the Board to 6.75% from 7%, although the rate of return was lowered, the allocation was not changed. The rate was lowered to take a more 

conservative approach to future plan performance and liability.”  

The evaluation also highlights the stability of its board as an area of strength, noting “two citizen members have been on the Board for over ten years. The 

Board has seen little turnover in the past 10 years including the firefighter members/officers.” 

The evaluation was completed by the System’s current third-party plan administrator which is identified as a financial services firm that provides “tax and 

financial planning services as well as, consulting services for institutional clients.” The evaluation states the “firm’s principal is a CPA, CFP®, and Investment 

Advisor Representative.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The policy is reviewed on an as needed basis. The Investment Policy was last update February 20, 2020. We found the fund to be very solid with good 
policies and practices. The DFRRF’s solid investment choices, lowering of its actuarial rate of return, and no debt practice for real estate investments 
make it a benchmark for other funds. 

Strengths: 

- The policy is clearly written, and objectives stated in such a way for anyone to manage the portfolio.  

- The Fund has consistently met its goals over the history of the Plan. The Plan holds 12% of its assets in illiquid assets. The fund contains no debt 
on any of its assets.  

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $103,815,795 

Evaluator: Gary Calmes, PLLC 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Plan Administrator 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Denton Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The system does not have a written policy for determining the asset allocation, the investment policy does include an allocation requirement. The Fund 

uses no formal stress testing model. All decisions are made at the Board level, based on qualitative discussion not quantitative. In 2015 the assumed 

rate of return was lowered by the Board to 6.75% from 7%, although the rate of return was lowered, the allocation was not changed. The last review 

would be the 12/31/2019 actuarial study and the 12/31/2019 annual audit. The Fund does not perform a formal separate asset-liability study. 

Strengths: 

- The rate was lowered to take a more conservative approach to future plan performance and liability. 

- The long-term performance of the fund has been sufficient to meet the needs of the fund as well as maintain an amortization period of less 

than 20 years. 

 

Investment Fees 

The investment consultant monitors and reports investment fees to the board. The fees are approved by the Board and paid separately and not 
withdrawn by the advisor. The Board is responsible for the monitoring of all other fees incurred by the plan. 

Strengths: 

- DFRRF remains one of the lower cost funds in TLFFRA. 

 

Governance 

The IPS does not specifically identify Board policies and procedures. As it relates to risk, the roles and responsibilities of each party involved in the 

management of the plan is clearly defined in the IPS. In short, the Board is responsible for developing the investment objectives of the plan, hiring of 

all parties, allocating assets, review of investment results and investment policy. This structure is very common throughout the industry and serves as 

a good system of checks and balances. 

Strengths: 

- DFRRF’s strongest area is its stable environment including long term Board members. The two citizen members have been on the Board for 

over ten years. The Board has seen little turnover in the past 10 years including the firefighter members/officers. The current investment 

advisor has been with the plan since 2018, the previous advisor managed the plan for approximately 30 years. The investment advisor is not a 
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Denton Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

large firm but an individual, which means the consistent nature has not changed. The current advisor also worked with the previous advisor 

for two years before taking over. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board is ultimately responsible for measuring the performance of the plan with the advisor’s input. The manager reports to the Board on a monthly 

basis, if performance were to not meet actuarial rates of return over a long period the Board would review the manager for replacement. 

Strengths: 

- Performance is reviewed based on gross-of-fee monthly and net-of-fee during the annual audit. 

Recommendation: 

- One area we would recommend the Board review is the process by which investments are presented to the Board. The investment advisor 

presents investment opportunities to the Board, but there does not exist a matrix by which these are chosen. We do not recommend a change 

in policy but at a minimum discussion as to why and how various investments are chosen. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Galveston Employees' Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation clearly details the evaluation process as well as documents the sources used to determine what 

“constitutes generally accepted principles, standards, and best practices of fiduciary conduct as regards managing 

investment matters in a public setting.” The findings are concise and recommendations for improvements easily 

understandable, with additional details provided as part of the appendix. It should be noted that the evaluation 

was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment 

practices, including the investment consultant’s role. 

The evaluation is unique in its reliance on the Uniform Management of Public Employee Retirement Systems Act 

("UMPERS") as the basis for its evaluation. It notes that UMPERS “modernizes, clarifies, and standardizes the rules governing the investment and 

management of public retirement Systems' assets. It provides legal mandates that permit public employee retirement Systems to invest their funds in the 

most productive and secure manner. Public retirement Systems become trusts operated under rules of prudent investment subject to a fiduciary standard 

of care.”  

In general, the evaluation concludes the systems practices are largely in-line with best practices but identifies several areas for improvement as well as 

the urgency with which the improvements should be addressed. The System notified the PRB that all recommended changes/areas of improvement have 

been enacted during or subsequent to the evaluation. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The prudent investment expert standard requires retirement Plan fiduciaries to make choices from a broad range of investment options in order to 
effectively diversify their Plan's assets accounts. Policy guidelines, therefore, are essential and must be adhered to by the fund managers and advisors 
to whom implementation of policy is delegated. During our work we examined the Plan’s investment policy against fourteen internal control steps 
presented by the Evaluation methodology. One opportunity for improvement ("OFI") emerged that includes four steps. 

Step 1.2 Roles and responsibilities of those involved in governance, investing, consulting, monitoring and custody are clearly outlined. 

Step 1.3 The IPS is carefully designed to meet the real needs and objectives of the retirement Plan. It is integrated with any existing funding or benefit 
policies. 

Step 1.5 The structure of the IPS adheres to industry best practices. 

Step 1.8 The IPS contains measurable outcomes for managers and includes the time periods in which performance is to be considered. 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $57,497,906 

Evaluator: Roland Criss 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Galveston Employees' Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendation: 

The IPS should be updated to add roles and responsibilities of all parties involved in oversight of Plan investments, investment fee monitoring process, 
along with fund selection and monitoring criteria. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

In order to provide a clear picture of the Plan's alignment with asset allocation best practices, we tested the Plan’s approach against twenty-five 

activities. Those activities are grouped within five components of the asset allocation discipline and include the following: Determine Target Allocations; 

Expected Risk and Expected Rate of Return; Selection & Valuation Methodologies of Alternative and Illiquid Assets; and Future Cash Flow and Liquidity 

Needs. 

We concluded that no OFI's exist that if addressed would significantly enhance the process used to manage the Plan's investment asset allocation 

activities. The board should continue to monitor the assets on a quarterly basis. 

 

Investment Fees 

While investment fees are reviewed quarterly by the Plan's investment consultant against the Plan's peers, there is no defined method for determining 
if the Plan's investment related fees are reasonable. The Board also receives financial statements each meeting, which include all other plan-related 
fees, such as administrative, actuarial, and financial audit. 

SB322 includes fee benchmarking language, however, there is currently no available fee benchmark for Texas-based public pension funds. Considering 
the frequency of the Board’s meetings and the substance of its reviews of service agreements and fees, it is our opinion that the Board is fulfilling its 
duty to monitor and control plan expenses. 

We concluded that five [of eleven] steps exist in the approach the Plan uses for monitoring and controlling investment related fees. 

Recommendation: 

- We recommend that the Board document the results of its provider service and fee review at least annually. Additionally, the results of the 
review should provide a determination that the fees are reasonable. 

- The IPS should be updated to add roles and responsibilities of all parties involved in … investment fee monitoring process. 
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Galveston Employees' Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Governance 

Prior to the Evaluation, the Board did not possess an internal controls checklist from which to validate its practices with its policies. Subsequently, the 
Plan Administrator developed an internal controls checklist based on the Plan's current operations. 

Recommendation: 

- We recommend that the Board adopt the internal controls checklist and annually assess the Plan’s operations. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Due diligence is the heart and soul of investment manager selection. A good due diligence process objectively whittles down the universe of available 
managers to just those who meet high standards for inclusion in a retirement Plan's portfolio. The objectives of investment manager due diligence are 
first examined using quantitative data to evaluate funds against set benchmarks and in relation to peers. In addition to quantitative analysis, fiduciaries 
should consider applying qualitative factors, which can help detect organizational instability. Any organizational instability, over time, usually leads to a 
manager's underperformance. 

We identified one step (individuals responsible for selecting investment managers are identified in the IPS) [that needed improvement] in the Plan's 
process for selecting Investment Managers. 

Recommendation: 

- The IPS should be updated to add roles and responsibilities of all parties involved … with fund selection and monitoring criteria. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation included numerous, detailed recommendations that will be valuable as the plan considers 

opportunities for improvement. The evaluation also provides a useful summary that covers best practices used by 

the System in each section. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed 

for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices. 

The evaluation’s assessment of the Plan’s IPS notes that while it has not been updated since 2011, it is still broadly 

consistent with best practices. Nonetheless, the evaluation includes recommendations for additional updates and 

improvement. The evaluator notes that while the actuary and the investment consultant communicate, “there is a 

material difference in the underlying return expectations.”  

Additionally, the document used detailed portfolio data to note a potential opportunity: by making some modifications to the Plan’s asset allocation, it may 

be possible for the Plan to increase the total portfolio’s annualized expected return while maintaining the same level of risk. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority (GBRA) does have a written investment policy containing procedures that broadly conforms with industry practices 
which are written clearly and explicitly so as to facilitate management and compliance of the portfolio with desired intentions and objectives. The 
policy has been designed to address achievement of objectives and incorporate investment-related procedures and protocol pertaining to policy 
objectives, roles and responsibilities, investment objectives, asset allocation, investment manager guidelines, and investment manager communication 
and service requirements. However, the policy was adopted in July 2011 and has not been updated in almost 9 years. As such, the policy, in our view, 
requires updating to be more in line with best practices.  

Strengths: 

− Based on our independent review of the Plan’s investment practices and performance criteria, it is in our opinion that the investment 
practices, governance, investment activities and methodologies are suitable and in line as compared with best practices of public pension 
plans. 

Recommendations: 

− Incorporate language into the IPS, that we believe is in line with best practices of public pension plans: 

− Review investment policy annually. 

− Receiving investment performance reports quarterly from the Investment. 

− Add quantifiable criteria for measuring investment manager performance, to include appropriate metrics and time periods (e.g. 
investment returns in comparison to the managers relevant benchmark index as well as peer group universes over trailing time periods 

Plan Assets:1 $33,392,523 

Evaluator: Consequent Capital 
Management 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

of 1-, 3- and 5-years), as well as specific criteria for putting an investment manager on ‘Watch’ and/or terminating an investment 
manager. 

− Add monitoring of investment management fees. 

− Incorporate language in the IPS that explicitly defines two criteria for the evaluation of GBRA’s asset allocation. The first criterion would 
measure the asset allocation’s actual return compared to its stated expected investment return objective over an evaluation period of 
a market cycle, which is typically 5 to 7 years. The second criterion would evaluate the ranking of the GBRA’s investment returns in a 
universe of similar public pension plans over 1-, 3- and 5-year trailing time periods. While the investment returns of GBRA and the rest 
of the universe would include both the effects of the asset allocations as well as manager-selection effects, this criterion would still be 
a good proxy because extensive academic research has shown that asset allocation accounts for over 90% of a plan’s total return. 

− Add language to properly reflect the alternative investments universe and classify various alternative strategies and sub-strategies 
under a single Alternative Investments category; need to add language for real estate, private debt, private equity, hedge funds, and 
real assets (e.g. timber, infrastructure, etc.). 

− Update actuarial assumed rate of return in policy. 

− Current Target Allocation needs to be included as Schedule A of the IPS; the Target Allocation in Schedule A of the IPS is not current. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

GBRA relies on the expertise of its investment consultant, which undertakes the analysis for the Plan’s strategic asset allocation. Simulations run in the 
asset allocation analysis provide a quantification of downside investment returns. A discussion and review of these simulations help shape the 
Committee’s view of its risk tolerance. The investment consultant periodically presents the results of their analysis, together with recommendations, 
to the Retirement and Benefit Committee, which then makes the final decision in implementing an asset allocation deemed appropriate in meeting 
the needs and objectives of GBRA. The investment consultant monitors and facilitates maintenance of asset allocation targets and ranges via 
rebalancing.  

Strengths: 

− This decision-making approach for strategic asset allocations is standard industry practice and in line with best practices for retirement plans 
engaging non-discretionary investment consultant services.  

Recommendations: 

− Generally, the time frame for reviewing strategic asset allocations is once a year, and this would be a recommended change for GBRA’s 
consideration. 

− GBRA’s actuary and investment consultant should work in coordination utilizing reasonable assumption inputs to craft an appropriate asset 
allocation to achieve funding objectives in a risk prudent manner particularly considering the Plan’s recent frozen status. 
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Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

− It is critically important to have consistency in the expected returns between the investment consultant and the actuary. The actuarial required 
rate of return should be specified based on just the long-term required rate of return for GBRA to meet its projected liabilities. In other words, 
there should not be any asset class expected return assumptions made by the actuary that result in the actuarial required rate of return. 

− It is imperative at the onset of the Plan’s relationship with an alternative asset manager that GBRA, with assistance from the investment 
consultant, ensure that underlying funds’ NAV is computed based on strategy-appropriate accounting/valuation practices for each type of 
alternative asset and that reputable independent, third-party administrators, custodians and auditors are retained by each underlying 
alternative manager. GBRA should be sure to rely on their investment consultant to assist in this endeavor. 

− When implementing asset allocation consider passive investment vehicles in asset classes where median returns of active managers within 
a peer universe are not expected to generate excess returns over an appropriate benchmark index (e.g. U.S. large cap equity). 

 

Investment Fees 

GBRA does maintain a funding policy that addresses the sources of funding for costs associated with the management and oversight of the defined 
benefit plan but neither the funding policy nor the investment policy address the monitoring of direct and/or indirect compensation paid to investment 
managers. GBRA currently relies on the expertise of their investment consultant to review, negotiate, and monitor investment expenses and asset 
management fees. However, there does not appear to be a formal protocol for the review of investment fees currently in place. 

Recommendations: 

− Incorporate language into the IPS pertaining to the party responsible for monitoring and periodically reviewing fees (e.g. annually). 

− Require that quarterly performance reporting include information on median investment fees for asset class universes applicable to the Plan 
portfolio for comparison purposes. Inquire about investment fees for any investment manager with fees above median peer universe, 
particularly traditional long-only strategies within the equity and fixed income asset classes. 

 

Governance 

GBRA currently maintains a standard and practical governance structure with a well-defined delineation of responsibilities incorporated in the 

investment policy that addresses the roles and responsibilities of the parties that are associated with the management and oversight of the Plan. The 

number of members (7) on the Retirement and Benefit Committee is an appropriate number and the mix of board and employee members also helps 

to facilitate efficient and effective management and oversight.  
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Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Strengths: 

− The quarterly meeting schedule is in line with industry best practices and facilitates compliance with policy and regulatory requirements.  

Recommendations: 

− Consider posting investment performance reports and investment policy statement to “Transparency” webpage to enhance transparency. 

− Develop on-boarding procedures, protocols, and materials to assist new board and committee members in understanding management of the 
retirement plan as well as their fiduciary responsibilities and regulatory requirements. In general, develop reasonable, manageable, cost-
effective, and time appropriate materials and requirements such as development of trustee handbooks followed up with attestation to review 
of the selected materials to ensure compliance and accountability while enhancing knowledge of fiduciary duties. 

− As it pertains to board and committee training, consider: 

− Requiring investment consultant to coordinate annual investment manager roundtables of existing investment managers 

− Requiring investment consultant to conduct 1–2 investment-related education workshops per year 

− Pertaining to the Retirement and Benefit Committee, consider placing appropriate term limits on assigned board members and employee 
representatives and stagger the terms of the committee members to facilitate continuity. 

− Best practices recommend issuing an investment consultant RFP every 3–5 years. 

In general, best practices recommend developing written governance policies and reviewing those policies annually. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Retirement and Benefit committee utilizes the services of an institutional investment consultant that provides the research, analysis, and potential 

candidates for selection by the committee as well as the ongoing monitoring of investment managers, in both traditional long-only and alternative 

investments, currently managing assets for GBRA. The committee follows a repeatable process, including presentations by finalist firms, which allows 

for the efficient and effective selection of investment managers. Quarterly meetings to discuss investment performance is considered best practice.  

As it pertains specifically to alternative investments, GBRA utilizes the services of the investment consultant to identify suitable alternative investment 

strategies, perform due diligence on prospective strategies, and facilitate the manager selection process while also monitoring the Plan’s alternative 

investments. The process of selecting a new alternative manager/strategy culminates in a search report and mandatory presentations by finalist firms. 

The research and selection process is in line with the industry standards, comprised of specified research steps, including mandatory on-site visits.  

Currently, the alternative investment strategies utilized by the Plan are appropriate, given the overall goal of reducing the Plan’s volatility and adding 
diversification.  
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Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Strengths: 

− GBRA’s approach is standard industry practice and in line with best practices for public retirement plans engaging the services of a non-
discretionary investment consultant. 

Recommendation: 

− Consider establishing conflict of interest rules pertaining to committee members when selecting investment managers. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Houston Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Houston Firefighters' Relief & Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 6/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

As allowed by Texas Government Code §802.109, the evaluation was prepared in accordance with the Houston 

Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund’s governing statute.  

The evaluation provides a general overview of each of the eight subject areas identified for review in the pertinent 

statute. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced 

independent review of the investment practices.  

The evaluation indicates the “structure of the portfolio exemplifies industry best practice,” noting “HFRRF deploys 

a variety of investment strategies ranging from active to passive depending upon the investment's place along the market efficiency spectrum” to take 

advantage of lower fees at one end and less efficient markets at the other.  

The evaluation concludes, “The procedures and documentation provided by HFRRF evidence a systematic approach to safeguarding and increasing the 

value of the portfolio.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Fund has a dedicated Investment Compliance Officer who ensures that all relevant policies are complied with. 

The fund provided clear documentation regarding current investments, including the full agenda for the November 2019 Investment Committee 
Meeting of the whole Board of Trustees. The documentation described monthly investment actions and private equity and/or real estate commitments 
taken since the previous monthly meeting. Clear charts showing the relative risk/return characteristics of the Fund were provided to the Investment 
Committee and the agenda included an opportunity to hear comments from the public. The monthly Investment Committee meeting is somewhat 
more frequent than other funds, affording enhanced oversight and dialogue among the participants. The inclusion of time during the meeting to receive 
comments from the general public broadens the communications, transparency and oversight of the Fund. The breadth, frequency and detail of the 
reports was deemed to be in keeping with industry best practices. 

As for the ethics policies, including policies concerning insider trading, the policies appear to be appropriate and consistent with best practices.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Investment Compliance Officer monitors the Fund's asset allocation periodically to ensure that it remains in conformity with the Investment Policy 
Statement (IPS). From our discussions with the Investment Compliance Officer, custodian, and Chief Investment Officer, we believe the asset allocation 
is given close attention.  

Plan Assets:1 $4,237,692,080 

Evaluator: Global Sovereign Advisors 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Houston Firefighters' Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

The Fund has a detailed process to project future cash flows and the CIO is actively engaged in making sure cash is replenished in time. In addition, for 
Private Investments, the Fund periodically conducts a pacing study to ensure future cash flow needs (capital calls and distributions) including in stressed 
scenarios are quantified. Long term risks and the Fund's risk appetite are reflected in IPS and the policy benchmark selection. The Fund reevaluates 
long term risks and risk appetite by conducting ALM studies periodically. Short term risks are managed by Tactical Asset Allocation within the risk 
tolerance, which is again reflected in IPS by tactical ranges and the risk budget. 

HFRRF employs a prudent mix of investment approaches, with publicly traded stocks either in low cost index funds or in commingled funds with 
respected fund managers. The structure of the portfolio exemplifies industry best practice. HFRRF deploys a variety of investment strategies ranging 
from active to passive depending upon the investment's place along the market efficiency spectrum. 

Strengths: 

- Overall, the closely monitored portfolio, with allocations to a prudent blend of active and passive funds, provides adequate diversification for 
the long term. 

Recommendation: 

- Noting the material level of real estate funds and private equity investments, GSA would recommend an independent verification of asset 
values every two or three years rather than always accepting the valuations stated by the General Partners. It should be noted that GSA has 
been recommending the independent valuation approach to other significant pension funds, but this is not yet a widely accepted practice. 

 

Investment Fees 

Costs are carefully managed by HFRRF. As reported in the fiscal year 2015 - 2018 annual reports of the Houston Firefighters' Relief and Retirement 
Fund, there has been a significant reduction in the percentage of fees paid to outside fund managers and to the custodian bank. Management's success 
in negotiating such significant cost reductions will benefit the Fund regardless of market conditions and will strengthen HFRRF's negotiating position 
as a fair, yet cost-conscious investor.  

The Fund has achieved significant cost savings in brokerage fees and management fees over the past several years, by shifting most publicly traded 
equity investments into index funds or commingled funds with sophisticated large-scale investment firms such as Blackrock, Schroders, KKR and Mellon 
Capital. To reduce the fees for private equity investments, HFRRF has made earlier and larger commitments to fewer managers, allowing the Fund to 
qualify for volume discounts.  

Management of the fund emphasized that their strategy is to optimize management fees on a continuous basis, balancing risk, and performance with 
the nature of each investment. 
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Houston Firefighters' Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- Higher fee arrangements are limited to classes of investments where more active management approaches can enhance returns. 

 

Governance 

Section Not Required Per Governing Statute 

The Fund has a dedicated Investment Compliance Officer who ensures that all relevant policies are complied with, including regular vetting of the asset 

allocation. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Fund carefully vets managers and, on a quarterly basis, provides the Investment Committee with a report detailing each manager's investment 
performance and cash flow activity, including fees and expenses. Additionally, the Fund provides a report from the Trust Universe Comparisons Service, 
as prepared independently by Wilshire. This is in keeping with industry best practices.  

Industry standard benchmarks are used where appropriate to gauge the performance of investment managers. The benchmark data are licensed and 
maintained by the independent custodian that also produces the performance reports. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Houston MTA Non-Union Pension Plan 
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Houston MTA Non-Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides detailed explanations outlining the evaluation methodology used and supporting 

arguments for the conclusions drawn. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, 

which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices. 

The report references outside sources for best practices, and the explanations provided outline those best practices 

and how they compare to the system’s current practices. In particular, the evaluator noted that the IPS’s inclusion 

of a funding plan meets the pertinent GFOA best practice. 

The evaluation notes the System has both a lower assumed rate of return and more conservative asset allocation 

than peer systems.  

The evaluation also indicates both the System’s pension committee and the board responsible for managing the Union plan meet together to share expertise 

between members of both groups. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

SMS reviewed the Metropolitan Transit Authority Transport Non-Union Pension Plan’s Investment Policy Statement (IPS) dated November 2019 against 
the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Checklist for Investment Policies. The Plan had the elements contained in the Checklist including 
the elements of a Statement of Purpose in the Funding Policy; Roles and Responsibilities; Asset Allocation; Investment Guidelines; and 
Reporting/Performance Monitoring. The IPS begins with a Purpose and Policy Objectives and Delineation of Responsibilities. It incorporates a Funding 
Policy “to provide a roadmap to fully fund its long-term obligations and to help the plan achieve the three fundamental goals of public pension funding: 
benefit security, contribution stability, and intergenerational equity”. 

The IPS clearly delineates roles and responsibilities of those involved in governance, investing, consulting, monitoring and custody. The responsibility for 
decisions rests with the Board/Committee. The procedures and requirements for Investment Consultants and Investment Managers are included. The 
IPS is reviewed annually and when material changes occur with the asset allocation framework. The last substantial change to the IPS occurred during 
the 3rd quarter of 2016 in tandem with the approval of the new asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

− [The System’s] IPS includes a Funding Policy that meets the GFOA Best Practice for Core Elements of a Funding Policy.  

− There is evidence that the system is in compliance with its IPS because Marquette [the Plan’s investment consultant] advises the 
Board/Committee by reporting on compliance with the IPS. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $1186,645,413 

Evaluator: Smart Management 
Services, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Houston MTA Non-Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Although there is no written policy for determining and evaluating the System’s asset allocation, the System’s practice is similar to the GFOA Best Practice 
for Asset Allocation for Defined Benefit Plans. In practice, the Board/Committee uses information from the actuarial valuation and works with the 
Marquette, its Investment Consultant, to determine the system’s target allocation. The asset allocation was developed over a six-month period and was 
discussed over three Board/Committee meetings. Marquette’s asset allocation studies evaluate potential client portfolios under a variety of 
macroeconomic environments, which directly impact the performance of asset classes. The studies are built to analyze features of portfolio construction, 
including liquidity, rebalancing, and net cash flow. Their asset allocation studies offer an analysis that formulates effective portfolios to achieve the Plan’s 
goals. 

The System is much more conservative than their peers. Further, the System’s investment return assumption is lower than most peer plans. The portfolio 
will be less likely to outperform because the asset allocation is chosen to meet the desired actuarial expected rate of return. 

The Plan’s anticipated future cash flow and liquidity needs are developed as a part of the annual actuarial valuation as they are preparing the actuarily 
determined contribution. The actuarial valuation addresses the anticipated cash flow and liquidity needs. The Plan is closed to new participants. 

Strengths: 

− These [stress] tests show that the Plan’s long-term objectives are reasonable and are expected to be achieved over the long term. 

Recommendations:  

− We have recommended the System include in its IPS a written policy for determining and evaluating the asset allocation similar ro the GFOA 
recommendation. 

− We recommend that the Board/Committee add a discussion of risk to the IPS. 

− We recommend the System consider having an Asset/Liability study performed after assessing the benefits of these studies for closed plans. 

 

Investment Fees 

Per the IPS, the Plan Administrator is charged with negotiating written contracts with the Investment Managers that include fees and approving all 
Investment Manager, Custodian, and Investment Consultant fees. The Investment Consultant is an active participant in the process of negotiating fees, 
as well as seeking the lowest-cost account structure. Marquette reports investment fees in their reports in both expense ratios and hard dollars. They 
compare actuals versus industry averages to ensure they are continually at the appropriate level. In their performance reports, they include a comparison, 
by asset class, between the Plan’s asset management fees and the industry average. A review of their Fee Schedule, in the December 2019 
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Houston MTA Non-Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Board/Committee Report, shows the expense ratios are .25% compared to the 2019 Marquette Associates Investment Management Fee Study-Industry 
Median of .33%. 

SMS observed the Board/Committee discussing and approving a Fee Proposal Recommendation from Marquette on a fee discount proposed by one of 
the Funds in the February 2020 Board meeting.  

Strengths: 

− The fees paid by the Plan are lower than industry averages. 

 

Governance 

The System does not have a written governance policy statement outlining the governance structure; however, the IPS outlines some of the governance 
structure by including the roles and responsibilities of the Board/Committee, staff, and external participants in oversight and control of the System. The 
GFOA, NASRA, AFSCME, CFA and NCPERS all are providing recommendations to systems to develop a governance framework.  

Regarding transparency, the IPS and investment related processes are not accessible by the public via ridemetro.org or other electronic means. Notice 
of Board/Committee meetings is posted and included on the intranet under Coming Events. Meeting agendas and minutes are not available to the public.  

The Board/Committee of the Non-Union Plan has seven (7) members. The members have strong educational backgrounds. Four (4) of the members are 
employed by METRO, the remaining three (3) work in the private sector. All of the METRO representatives have a long-term association with METRO, 
and they maintain high-level positions. Many of the Board/Committee members have strong financial backgrounds (including portfolio management); 
some of which hold positions in financial and/or investment area. 

Strengths: 

− The System has an Ethics and Conflicts of Interest Policy. The Policy includes all of the recommended areas to be covered under Ethical and 
Fiduciary Conduct in the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO (AFSCME) Best Practices Policies for Trustees 
and Pension Systems except for Prohibitions of Campaign Contributions. The Policy includes a Code of Ethics; General Standards of Conduct; 
Fiduciary Duties; Conflicts of Interest; Prohibited Transactions and Interests; Disclosure; Confidential Information (Privacy); Nepotism; Gifts; and 
Training. Information included is follows the PRB Model Ethics Policy. 

− The Non-Union Committee’s and the Union Board’s usual practice is to meet together, so expertise of Non-Union members is available to Union 
members and vice versa. 
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Houston MTA Non-Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Recommendations:  

− We recommend the Board/Committee make additional information available to the public. At a minimum, this information should include the 
Investment Policy Statement, meeting agendas, and the Non-Union one-page Flash Report from Marquette. 

− We recommend the System document its Guidelines for Selection of External Investment Professionals. 

− We recommend the System develop, at a minimum, a governance framework. The development of a Governance Manual might be considered 
over time in association with the costs of development.  

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Investment Consultant has the responsibility for searching for and screening potential Investment Managers. In conjunction with the Plan, Marquette 
develops the criteria for the selection process based on the circumstances and allocation preferences. Marquette’s research analysts will then identify 
candidates who best meet these criteria. The System does have a Procurement Guideline for Investment Management Services “Garcia Rule” – Emerging 
Managers which documents that the Plan shall solicit bids, proposals, offers or other provision of service from at least one Emerging Manager as defined 
in the Guideline. [Marquette’s] asset class analysts use both quantitative and qualitative criteria when evaluating Investment Managers. 

Investment Managers are continuously monitored, and Marquette strives to be proactive about making recommendations to downgrade and eventually 
terminate Investment Managers that have performance, guideline, personnel, or organizational issues. On at least a quarterly basis, Marquette notifies 
the Board/Committee of any changes to the status of the Investment Managers and the reasons why the status needs to be changed.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Houston MTA Workers Union Pension Plan 
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Houston MTA Workers Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides detailed explanations outlining the evaluation methodology used and supporting 

arguments for the conclusions drawn. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, 

which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices. 

The report references outside sources for best practices, and the explanations provided outline those best practices 

and how they compare to the system’s current practices. In particular, the evaluator noted that the IPS’s inclusion 

of a funding plan meets the pertinent GFOA best practice. 

The evaluation notes the System has both a lower assumed rate of return and more conservative asset allocation 

than peer systems.  

The evaluation also indicates both the System’s board and the committee responsible for managing the Non-Union plan meet together to share expertise 

between members of both groups. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

SMS reviewed the Metropolitan Transit Authority Transport Workers Union Pension Plan, Local 260, AFL-CIO’s (the System or the Plan) Investment Policy 
Statement (IPS) dated November 2019 against the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) Checklist for Investment Policies. The Plan had the 
elements contained in the Checklist including the elements of a Statement of Purpose in the Funding Policy; Roles and Responsibilities; Asset Allocation; 
Investment Guidelines; and Reporting/Performance Monitoring. The IPS begins with a Purpose and Policy Objectives and Delineation of Responsibilities. 
It incorporates a Funding Policy “to provide a roadmap to fully fund its long-term obligations and to help the plan achieve the three fundamental goals 
of public pension funding: benefit security, contribution stability, and intergenerational equity”. 

The IPS clearly delineates roles and responsibilities of those involved in governance, investing, consulting, monitoring and custody. The responsibility for 
decisions rests with the Board. The procedures and requirements for Investment Consultants and Investment Managers are included. The IPS is reviewed 
annually and when material changes occur with the asset allocation framework. The last substantial change to the IPS occurred during the 3rd quarter 
of 2016 in tandem with the approval of the new asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

− [The System’s] IPS includes a Funding Policy that meets the GFOA Best Practice for Core Elements of a Funding Policy.  

− There is evidence that the system is in compliance with its IPS because Marquette [the Plan’s investment consultant] advises the Board by 
reporting on compliance with the IPS. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $294,885,562 

Evaluator: Smart Management 
Services, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Houston MTA Workers Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Although there is no written policy for determining and evaluating the System’s asset allocation, the System’s practice is similar to the GFOA Best Practice 
for Asset Allocation for Defined Benefit Plans. In practice, the Board uses information from the actuarial valuation and works with the Marquette, its 
Investment Consultant, to determine the system’s target allocation. The asset allocation was developed over a six-month period and was discussed over 
three Board meetings. Marquette’s asset allocation studies evaluate potential client portfolios under a variety of macroeconomic environments, which 
directly impact the performance of asset classes. The studies are built to analyze features of portfolio construction, including liquidity, rebalancing, and 
net cash flow. Their asset allocation studies offer an analysis that formulates effective portfolios to achieve the Plan’s goals. 

The System is much more conservative than their peers. Further, the System’s investment return assumption is lower than most peer plans. The portfolio 
will be less likely to outperform because the asset allocation is chosen to meet the desired actuarial expected rate of return. 

The Plan’s anticipated future cash flow and liquidity needs are developed as a part of the annual actuarial valuation as they are preparing the actuarily 
determined contribution. The actuarial valuation addresses the anticipated cash flow and liquidity needs. The Plan is closed to new participants. 

Strengths: 

− These [stress] tests show that the Plan’s long-term objectives are reasonable and are expected to be achieved over the long term. 

Recommendations:  

− We have recommended the System include in its IPS a written policy for determining and evaluating the asset allocation similar to the GFOA 
recommendation. 

− We recommend that the Board add a discussion of risk to the IPS. 

− We recommend the System consider having an Asset/Liability study performed after assessing the benefits of these studies for closed plans. 

 

Investment Fees 

Per the IPS, the Plan Administrator is charged with negotiating written contracts with the Investment Managers that include fees and approving all 
Investment Manager, Custodian, and Investment Consultant fees. The Investment Consultant is an active participant in the process of negotiating fees, 
as well as seeking the lowest-cost account structure. Marquette reports investment fees in their reports in both expense ratios and hard dollars. They 
compare actuals versus industry averages to ensure they are continually at the appropriate level. In their performance reports, they include a comparison, 
by asset class, between the Plan’s asset management fees and the industry average. A review of their Fee Schedule, in the December 2019 Board Report, 
shows the expense ratios are .30% compared to the 2019 Marquette Associates Investment Management Fee Study-Industry Median of .38%. 
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Houston MTA Workers Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

SMS observed the Board discussing and approving a Fee Proposal Recommendation from Marquette on a fee discount proposed by one of the Funds in 
the February 2020 Board meeting.  

Strengths: 

− The fees paid by the Plan are lower than industry averages. 

 

Governance 

The System does not have a written governance policy statement outlining the governance structure; however, the IPS outlines some of the governance 
structure by including the roles and responsibilities of the Board, staff, and external participants in oversight and control of the System. The GFOA, NASRA, 
AFSCME, CFA and NCPERS all are providing recommendations to systems to develop a governance framework.  

Regarding transparency, the IPS and investment related processes are not accessible by the public via ridemetro.org or other electronic means. Notice 
of Board meetings is posted and included on the intranet under Coming Events. Meeting agendas and minutes are not available to the public.  

The Plan Document sets the Board of Trustees at four (4) members. Two of whom shall be appointed by the Union and designated as Union 
Representatives the Chief Executive Officer of the Metropolitan Transit Authority appoints two (2) members designated as Company Representatives. 
The four (4) trustees collectively have one hundred twenty (120) years of employment with METRO. In general, the background of the Union Board 
includes financial and human resource (benefits) experience, leadership skills, specialized union representation training and problem resolution, contract 
negotiation, and decision-making talents. 

Strengths: 

− The System has an Ethics and Conflicts of Interest Policy. The Policy includes all of the recommended areas to be covered under Ethical and 
Fiduciary Conduct in the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO (AFSCME) Best Practices Policies for Trustees 
and Pension Systems except for Prohibitions of Campaign Contributions. The Policy includes a Code of Ethics; General Standards of Conduct; 
Fiduciary Duties; Conflicts of Interest; Prohibited Transactions and Interests; Disclosure; Confidential Information (Privacy); Nepotism; Gifts; and 
Training. Information included is follows the PRB Model Ethics Policy. 

− The Union Board’s and the Non-Union Committee’s usual practice is to meet together, so expertise of Non-Union members is available to Union 
members and vice versa. 

Recommendations:  

− We recommend the Board make additional information available to the public. At a minimum, this information should include the Investment 
Policy Statement, meeting agendas, and the Union one-page Flash Report from Marquette. 

− We recommend the System document its Guidelines for Selection of External Investment Professionals. 
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Houston MTA Workers Union Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

− We recommend the System develop, at a minimum, a governance framework. The development of a Governance Manual might be considered 
over time in association with the costs of development.  

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Investment Consultant has the responsibility for searching for and screening potential Investment Managers. In conjunction with the Plan, Marquette 
develops the criteria for the selection process based on the circumstances and allocation preferences. Marquette’s research analysts will then identify 
candidates who best meet these criteria. The System does have a Procurement Guideline for Investment Management Services “Garcia Rule” – Emerging 
Managers which documents that the Plan shall solicit bids, proposals, offers or other provision of service from at least one Emerging Manager as defined 
in the Guideline. [Marquette’s] asset class analysts use both quantitative and qualitative criteria when evaluating Investment Managers. 

Investment Managers are continuously monitored, and Marquette strives to be proactive about making recommendations to downgrade and eventually 
terminate Investment Managers that have performance, guideline, personnel, or organizational issues. On at least a quarterly basis, Marquette notifies 
the Board of any changes to the status of the Investment Managers and the reasons why the status needs to be changed.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Houston Police Officers’ Pension System 
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Houston Police Officers' Pension System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 6/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

As allowed by Texas Government Code §802.109, the evaluation was prepared in accordance with the Houston 

Police Officers’ Pension System’s governing statute.  

The evaluation provides useful explanations and comparison to leading practices for important topics that 

ultimately improve the understanding of the system. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 

3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices.  

The evaluator concludes that “HPOPS is a well-managed plan with a disciplined governance structure, a strong 

and ethical culture, clear decision-making processes, and a reasonable investment strategy.”  

The evaluation highlights the System was able to lower investment fees because of a relatively large exposure to passive investments compared to its 

peers. The evaluator also explains that the system is somewhat unique relative to many of its peers in that it does not utilize a general consultant to assist 

with program implementation, but comments that this aspect has not hindered long-term performance.  

The report includes an explanation and analysis of the fund’s liquidity using a liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), which can be a useful approach for other 

systems. The evaluation details that the system’s “risk and return objectives are to achieve its actuarial investment rate, currently set at 7.0% net of fees 

and expenses.”  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We found HPOPS takes compliance very seriously, and in most cases, we found that HPOPS closely follows the letter and spirit of its policies. Upon 
review, we found HPOPS’s Ethics Policy to be thorough and comprehensive with sufficient requirements to effectively monitor compliance. We found 
no critical-path practices which we believe would imperil the health and solvency of the Plan. We found HPOPS to be somewhat unique relative to 
many of its peers in that they do not utilize a general consultant to assist with program implementation. However, this has not hindered their long-
term performance, which places them in the top decile among their public fund peers over the long-term.  

Strengths: 

In our view, HPOPS is a well-managed plan with a disciplined governance structure, a strong and ethical culture, clear decision-making processes, and 
a reasonable investment strategy. 

Plan Assets:1 $5,674,647,000 

Evaluator: Verus 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Houston Police Officers' Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

- Remove language related to avoidance of large losses, as this is an unrealistic expectation in the public markets equity portfolio. 

- The use of the word “permanently” in this guideline [IPS Section 407.11.G – Currency hedging targets] implies a level of hedge ratio stability 

that has not existed in practice. To remedy this, change the verbiage to state the 50% hedge ratio is a “target” that Staff can adjust within the 

allowable range. 

- Conduct a thorough review of Appendix G to confirm continued relevance of specific requirements and the design and implementation of 

supporting documentation to demonstrate compliance with updated version (e.g., interview guide, meeting notes template). Solution may be 

different for traditional and alternative managers. 

- Change phrase “without assuming additional risk” to “without assuming excessive additional risk”. 

- Conduct a thorough review of Appendix E to confirm continued relevance of specific requirements and the design and implementation of 

supporting documentation to demonstrate compliance with updated version (e.g., process checklist, RFI/RFP template, comparative 

assessment report template). Solution may be different for traditional and alternative managers. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

HPOPS’ risk and return objectives are to achieve its actuarial investment rate, currently set at 7.0% net of fees and expenses, within the risk parameters 
established by the Board. HPOPS follows a specific and disciplined process to determine the strategic asset allocation targets for the investment 
portfolio. Staff conducts scenario analysis on the policy portfolio against historical market conditions in addition to stress testing high and low capital 
market assumptions as additional lenses through which to judge the reasonableness of strategic asset allocation. The asset allocation is reviewed 
frequently in light of current and expected market conditions.  

HPOPS’ current allocation is tilted toward heavier equity exposure and lower fixed income exposure than its peers, which has served it well as higher 
risk exposures have been steadily increasing since the Global Financial Crisis. Based on these performance metrics, HPOPS actual allocation as 
implemented has been highly effective in meeting its return objectives over most historical periods and showing strong performance relative to its 
peers. 

Philosophically, HPOPS believes excess returns produced by active management to be fleeting and difficult to identify in advance. They further 
recognize the behavioral biases faced by most investors that often lead to hiring a manager at the peak of cyclical performance and terminating at the 
trough. For these reasons, the Plan utilizes predominantly passive exposure in its public markets investment portfolio, obtained through a combination 
of index funds, ETFs, and futures positions. 
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Houston Police Officers' Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- Our analysis based on cash flow projections provided by HPOPS, shows that even under extreme market conditions, the Plan maintains 
sufficient liquidity to cover net cash outflows. 

 

Investment Fees 

Because of HPOPS’ heavy usage of passively managed investment strategies, fees are low compared to peers. In our experience, we find a fee load of 
approximately 40 -60 basis points, not including private markets, to be reasonable for mid-sized plans with a typical mix of active and passive 
investments, and HPOPS’ fees are well below this level. In 2017, HPOPS commissioned a study by CEM Benchmarking to conduct a thorough review of 
the Plan’s investment management cost. available. The 2017 study conducted by CEM Benchmarking stated that HPOPS’ all-in fee load was slightly 
higher than the average of similarly sized plans in its database. We believe this observation results from the impact of HPOPS’ higher allocation to low-
cost passive strategies being largely offset by its higher usage of high-cost alternative strategies. 

- In aggregate, we find HPOPS’ fee structure to be reasonable and appropriate given its investment strategy. 

 

Governance 

Section Not Required Per Governing Statute 

In our view, HPOPS is a well-managed plan with a disciplined governance structure, a strong and ethical culture, clear decision-making processes, and 

a reasonable investment strategy. We found no critical-path practices which we believe would imperil the health and solvency of the Plan. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

HPOPS has developed robust processes for assessing manager suitability for hire (Appendix E) and for conducting periodic on-site due diligence after 
a manager has been hired (Appendix G), which are described in detail in the Investment Policy Statement. In addition, HPOPS’ Investment Staff monitors 
each manager on an ongoing basis, utilizing a performance report that is reviewed with the Investment Committee and the Board of Trustees on a 
monthly basis. 

Because HPOPS utilizes mostly passive management for its public markets investments, the opportunities to follow the above-described process have 
been limited. One example occurred in 2013, when the Plan was seeking an “Alternative Beta” manager to help diversify portfolio risk. Based on our 
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Houston Police Officers' Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

review of search documents, this search was not conducted in strict compliance with Investment Policy. Further, in our view actively managed 
traditional investments, and alternatives each require different approaches to due diligence, including varying degrees of rigor. HPOPS’ established 
search process does not explicitly address these differences. 

HPOPS utilizes a combination of benchmarking approaches to help measure the ongoing effectiveness of its investment program. We believe these 
benchmarks are broadly appropriate. We further believe additional useful information could be obtained by comparing each fund to a relevant peer 
universe of actively managed strategies. Through discussions with Staff, we confirmed that annual meetings occur as mandated but that the reviews 
are unstructured and not well documented. 

Recommendations: 

- Specify separate requirements for active and passive traditional investments, as well as for alternative investments. 

- Simplify the process description, providing high-level guidelines for flexibility with specificity on required rigor only where necessary. For 

example, it may not be necessary to have candidate managers complete an RFP for every search, but it may be necessary to obtain 

Investment Committee and Board approval every time. 

- Prepare adequate documentation to ensure/demonstrate process has been followed. 

- Include peer rankings in periodic performance reports, as appropriate. 

- Clarify the level of due diligence required by type of investment. 

- Reduce the specificity of the coverage topics in Appendix G to provide Staff with flexibility. 

- Prepare adequate documentation to ensure/demonstrate process has been followed. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Lower Colorado River Authority Retirement Plan 
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Lower Colorado River Authority Retirement Plan    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides useful explanations and comparison to leading practices for important topics that 

ultimately improve the understanding of the System. It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 

3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced independent review of the investment practices.  

The evaluation provides detailed analysis of both the asset allocation and liquidity of the System using multiple 

tables and graphs to explain their conclusions.  

The evaluation concluded the System’s investment portfolio to be more conservative than its policy benchmark 

leading to less risk and lower return. The evaluator notes this will likely mean “the Plan may have difficulty meeting its 7.25% return objective over the next 

10 years with the strategic asset allocation as currently implemented.” The very thorough liquidity review of the System noted the System had ample 

liquidity and suggested adding illiquid assets with a higher rate of return. 

The evaluator indicates the existing active/passive structure is working but encourages increasing the amount of passive investments.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Compliance was determined to be demonstrated via discussion with staff and/or review of supporting documentation, as appropriate.  

Strengths: 

− We found no areas of non-compliance with the Plan’s major investment policy provisions 

Recommendations: 

− Adding a dedicated section to specifically address roles & responsibilities of all plan fiduciaries 

− Adding a dedicated section explaining the investment philosophy of the board to guide future decision making. Coverage areas could include 
topics such as active vs passive management, simplicity vs complexity, use of illiquidity premium, patience vs action, tactical asset allocation, 
etc. 

− Adding a dedicated section describing the investment manager due diligence process. 

− Customize asset allocation ranges for each asset class, rather than +/- 10% for all. 

− Removing 5% allocation to global fixed income, as it appears to be incorporated into domestic fixed income allocation. 

− Allowing managers to select most efficient way to obtain their foreign currency hedge, rather than limiting them to using only forward 
contracts. 

− Including language specific to commingled funds stating the guidelines in the prospectus or similar governing document will prevail. 

− Incorporating the target allocation weights and ranges, along with preferred benchmark, into an appendix. 

Plan Assets:1 $429,878,000 

Evaluator: Verus 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd party 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Lower Colorado River Authority Retirement Plan    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Asset allocation is broadly recognized as the primary tool institutional investors have at their disposal to meet return objective within a pre-determined 
risk tolerance. The Plan’s risk and return objectives are to achieve its actuarial investment rate, currently set at 7.25% net of fees and expenses.  

Relative to peers, the Plan’s current allocation is tilted toward heavier non-US equity and hedge fund exposure and lighter on fixed income. Based on 
these analysis, LCRA’s asset allocation for the next 10 years is expected to return an average of 5.3%, which is below the 7.25% target. The Plan has 
generally underperformed its policy benchmark and median peer, which appears to be the result of the investment portfolio being positioned more 
conservatively than the policy benchmark and median peer, leading to less risk and return in a secularly strong equity bull market. In aggregate our 
analysis indicates that even under extreme market conditions, the Plan maintains sufficient liquidity to cover net cash outflows. This implies the Plan 
may be able to utilize illiquid assets in its strategic allocation to increase the expected return of the investment portfolio, despite high negative cashflow 
and the closed status of the plan. 

Strengths: 

− We believe the Plan’s approach to developing its asset allocation is reasonable, robust, and disciplined. 

Recommendation: 

− The Plan may be able to utilize illiquid assets in its strategic allocation to increase the expected return of the investment portfolio. 

− We find the Plan’s current active/passive structure to be reasonable, but we nevertheless encourage consideration of an increased share of 
passive investments in the portfolio. 

 

Investment Fees 

To assess the Plan’s management fee structure, we utilized data from the Callan Institute 2019 Investment Management Fee Study. The Plan compares 
favorably to the universe median in most cases.  

Hedge fund fees have been gradually coming down due to increased competition and disappointing performance generally, but by that historical 
measure, the Plan compares favorably. 
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Lower Colorado River Authority Retirement Plan    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Governance 

During our interviews, we developed a keen sense of the seriousness with which the Board of Trustees views the importance of their duty to the Plan 
and its participants. In addition to a culture that encourages generally ethical behavior, the Board of Trustees mandates and verifies that each of its 
members completes Minimum Educational Training curriculum required by the Texas Pension Review Board, a portion of which is dedicated to Ethics. 
Also, Board members are expected to follow the Code of Ethics defined in the LCRA Employee Policy Manual.  

Strengths: 

− Based on our observations, we believe the current Board behaves ethically and responsibly in the fulfillment of its fiduciary duty. 

Recommendation: 

− One potential improvement opportunity is to develop an ethics policy specifically dedicated to the Plan and those charged with overseeing it. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

With the help of the investment consultant, the Plan deploys a robust process for assessing manager suitability when hiring managers and for 
monitoring managers once they have been hired. The plan’s process for conducting manager searches contains the following steps: Identify need; 
identify list of qualified candidates; conduct preliminary evaluation and create short-list of preferred managers; review short list with board; interview 
finalists; conduct on-site due diligence, as appropriate; and select and implement. 

The investment consultant is responsible for tracking manager performance and presenting a summary to the Board on a quarterly basis. This summary 

consists of historical periodic returns versus a representative benchmark and peer group, a set of portfolio characteristics, and a strategy overview.  

Recommendations: 

− Clearly codify the process for hiring managers into the Statement of Investment Policies and Objectives 

− We recommend additional qualitative information be incorporated into the current manager summary (e.g., style map positioning over time, 
asset growth over time, investment team personnel turnover) to provide additional insights into performance expectations and/or identify 
areas for further investigation. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Plano Retirement Security Plan 
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Plano Retirement Security Plan          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a brief summary of the Fund’s practices and performance, with some details in specific areas. 

It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced 

independent review of the investment practices.  

The evaluation provides a helpful “evaluation summary” outlining conclusions and recommendations.  

The evaluation provides comparisons of System practices to peers in a few sections and best practices in all sections 

but does not reference an outside source or clearly identify what constitutes best practice. The evaluation 

concludes that the System’s policies and procedures are generally in -line with best practices and includes recommendations for the System to continue 

existing practice, or makes broad, general recommendations. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Plano RSP has a written investment policy statement for the overall plan as well as sub-asset classes. It is clearly customized for Plano RSP. The IPS is 
reviewed periodically and updated as needed to reflect changes in investment objective, policies and managers. Plano RSP has a formal Funding Policy 
incorporated within the IPS. The funding policy integrates the actuarial valuation with plan assets and provides a process for monitoring the Plan’s 
funding progress.  

Strengths: 

− The IPS is written clearly allowing existing and newly appointed or elected trustees to quickly understand its value as an ongoing tool for 
evaluating the RSP’s investment program using consistent methods and best practices. 

− The Plano RSP Investment Policy Statement is consistent with other plans and best practices. 

− In our review of the Plano RSP processes, procedures and documentation we found no clear deviances from industry standards or prescribed 
norms for similar plans. 

− Maintain current reviews of the Plan’s performance, providers, and consultants.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Plano RSP is well funded and has a formal asset allocation policy defined within the IPS. Through the utilization of asset allocation studies, the investment 
consultant makes recommendations to the Board for approval. In the asset allocation study, Plano RSP will consider new asset classes and their 
contribution to increasing or stabilizing return and it’s impact on Plano RSP’s overall risk and standard deviation. An asset allocation study is conducted 
periodically (every 3-5 years), incorporating current capital market assumptions and the consultant’s current views on the market. Plano RSP has a target 

Plan Assets:1 $167,755,102 

Evaluator: Milliman 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd Party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Plano Retirement Security Plan          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

strategic allocation of 65% Equity, 10% Core Real Estate and 25% Fixed Income. Plano RSP is implementing it’s strategy using both active and passive 
management. Plano RSP’s return and risk expectations used in the asset allocation process are stress tested under different scenarios as well as 5th and 
95th percentile measurements. 

The Plano RSP asset allocation study examines multiple rolling and calendar year risk and return metrics and does not expect any stresses due to 
expected cash flows or liquidity needs. 

Strengths: 

− Plano RSP’s asset allocation is appropriate for a plan their size and is consistent with best practices. 

− Plano RSP’s policy for future cash flow and liquidity needs is adequate for their plan’s size and consistent with best practices. 

− The Capital Market Assumptions are reasonable and consistent with best practices, and results in a well-diversified portfolio appropriate for the 
plan’s size. 

 

Investment Fees 

Plano RSP has a disciplined quarterly process to measure and benchmark fees. All but one of the managers is a mutual fund and the expense ratios are 

examined each quarter. Plano RSP does not use commission recapture or directed trades. The Real Estate manager is a pooled collective trust with a 

consistent expense ratio similar to mutual funds. The current expense ratio is in-line with its peer universe. 

Strengths: 

− Plano RSP’s fees are appropriate for their plan’s size and consistent with best practices. 

 

Governance 

Plano RSP has manager guidelines related to asset classes. The Plan is covered under the City of Plano’s Ethics/Standards of Conduct policy under the 
City of Plano Policies and Procedures 200.001. Meeting agendas, minutes and report materials are easily available to the board and the public online. 
Board members as well as staff attend conferences and other educational opportunities and will frequently report back on what they learn. 

Strengths: 

− Many of the board members have professional investment experience. 

− Plano RSP’s current governance structure strikes a good balance between risk and efficiency and is consistent with best practices.  
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Plano Retirement Security Plan          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Recommendations: 

− Adjust training and education requirements as needed to stay abreast of evolving investment strategies in a very dynamic global environment. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Investment manager guidelines are defined in the IPS. The guidelines outline objectives, benchmarks, allowed asset types, and expected returns, net of 

fees. Investment managers are selected for investment by the RSP by reviewing search material developed and presented by the Investment Consultant. 

Typically, at least three prospective managers are reviewed and discussed for each manager search. Plano RSP reviews performance quarterly, 

examining both gross returns when the portfolio is managed gross (collective trust) and net returns compared to net universes for mutual funds. They 

also use index benchmarks which have no fees.  

Strengths: 

− The manager selection and monitoring process and fee review is consistent with the investment policy and in-line with industry standards. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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San Angelo Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund  
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San Angelo Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides helpful explanations and includes useful comparisons to industry practices to make specific 

recommendations for improvement to the System’s policies. The evaluation clearly identified and discussed if a 

recommendation resulted in changes made by the System, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the evaluation. 

It should be noted that the evaluation was completed by a 3rd-party firm, which allowed for an enhanced 

independent review of the investment practices. 

While the evaluation notes the System’s investment policy statement (IPS) is a thoughtful document, multiple 

recommendations were made to enhance the IPS, including the recommendation to delineate the roles and 

responsibilities of the fiduciary consultant, actuary, custodian, and investment manager to align with best practices.  

The system adopted a revised IPS in May 2020 as a result of this evaluation that addresses most, if not all, of the recommendations made by the evaluation. 

It is referred to as the “May 2020 IPS” throughout the excerpts below. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

CCR completed an analysis of San Angelo Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund’s (SAFRRF) investment governance policies that have been adopted 

and assessed the system’s compliance with these policies.   

The Plan’s Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) is a thoughtful document. During the process of this review, the Plan recognized its IPS would benefit 

from a review and update and swiftly agreed to implement policies that would conform to “best practices”. The Plan’s previous IPS described sufficiently 

the roles and responsibilities of the Board of Trustees (“The Board”) but was silent regarding other fiduciaries and vendors. 

Strengths: 

- Because the Plan is currently vigilant in its compliance with both its investment policies, we believe The Plan will have no difficulty improving 

and implementing the new IPS resulting in fiduciary excellence. 

Recommendation: 

- The May 2020 IPS has been improved to include a description of the roles and responsibilities of the Fiduciary Consultant, the Actuary, and the 

Custodian, and to improve the description of those of the Investment Manager. 

  

Plan Assets1 $71,680,768 

Evaluator: Champion Capital 
Research (CCR) 

Evaluator Disclosures2 

Relationship: Independent 3rd party  

Investment Discretion: None 
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San Angelo Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Plan’s methodology for determining its target allocations, while not elucidated in policies is the result of the Investment Managers investment 

advice. The process used by The Plan resulted in a sufficiently diverse asset allocation. The IPS is silent concerning capital market assumption, and the 

Plan’s procedures silent concerning a periodic update of capital market assumptions. Cash flow and liquidity needs are addressed periodically by the 

Board. The Plan recognizes the opportunity to solicit asset allocation advice from experts in addition to their Investment Manager.  

While the Board and Investment Manager(s) do not stress test the portfolio, CCR completed a stress test of the Plan’s broad asset allocation in order 

to address responses for this report. 

Recommendation: 

- The opportunity to engage a fiduciary consultant who can opine regarding asset allocation, active vs. passive management, as well as capital 

market assumptions and expectations are addressed the Plan’s May 2020 IPS. 

 

Investment Fees 

CCR completed a thorough and complete analysis of The Plan’s investment fees, expenses, and commissions paid during 2019. CCR found that the fees 

were high relative to its peers. CCR found that the Plan was not receiving sufficiently impartial governance and investment advice. The Plan recognized 

that its IPS was silent concerning the responsibility to periodically report, analyze, and benchmark total fees.  

Recommendations: 

- It is CCR’s recommendation that the Plan adopt policies and processes by which it periodically, but no less frequently than annually, documents 

both direct and indirect fees and compensation paid to all managers, brokers, mutual funds, and consultant(s). 

- At the renewal of any Investment Manager agreements, it would be prudent to require an annual accounting by each manager of all direct and 

indirect remuneration received during the calendar year. This would make it easier for the Board to aggregate all fees and expenses, benchmark 

for reasonableness, as well as hold all managers to a fiduciary requirement to report accurately remuneration received. 
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San Angelo Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Governance 

CCR completed an analysis of The Plan’s governance and investment processes, delegation of investment authority, and board investment expertise 

and education. It is best practice to evaluate the services and agreements with all service providers at least once every three years. CCR finds The Plan’s 

decision-making processes, delegation of authority and investment education and expertise among the Board, to be robust, prudent, and consistent.  

Strengths: 

- CCR believe that the time spent on investment related issues is consistent with prudent practices. 

Recommendation: 

- Best practices require that vendor contracts be evaluated every three years.  

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

While there are several opportunities for improvement in this part of the report, so many of them have been remedied as a result of the acceptance 

of the May 2020 IPS. The investment manager selection and monitoring process now include “best practice” criteria by which to evaluate the 

performance of a manager.  

In summary, The Plan recognized that its “previous” IPS should be improved to satisfy best practices with respect to manager selection and monitoring. 

The Plan reviewed proposed monitoring criteria and language and agreed to implement into its May 2020 IPS. 

Recommendations: 

- The process for determining when an investment manager should be replaced was undefined until May 2020 IPS. 

- Fiduciary best practices include monitoring both net and gross of fee relative to benchmark in each quarterly report. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Appendix 4  Texas Pension Review Board 
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Abilene Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Abilene Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation describes the Fund’s existing policies and procedures, providing detailed descriptions in several 

areas. The evaluation does not offer any recommendations for improvement, concluding the policies and 

procedures are appropriate and compatible with industry standards, but it is unclear how these are defined.  

 

 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS outlines the objectives and risk tolerance of the Fund as well as the various management and administration responsibilities related to the 
management of the Fund’s investment portfolio. The IPS defines that the Board of Trustees (“Board”) is responsible for making decisions regarding the 
Fund’s investment portfolio. All recommendations for actions in the investment portfolio are reported to and voted on by the Board. The Board has 
hired an outside investment consultant to assist the Board in their decisions regarding the Fund’s IPS, strategic asset allocation, manager selection, 
ongoing manager evaluation, and IPS compliance monitoring. 

The Board generally reviews the Fund’s IPS at least annually. The last review took place in October of 2019 where changes were made related to the 
Real Assets and Hedge Fund allocations. The Board also monitors compliance to the Fund’s current IPS during each quarterly performance review with 
the investment consultant.  

We analyzed the Fund’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund’s process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board’s investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 
methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund’s return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund’s strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. This was last 
reviewed in October 2019. 

Plan Assets:1 $55,688,061 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Abilene Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

We reviewed the Fund’s processes for asset allocation including; target determination, expected risk and return, selection and valuation methodologies 
for alternative and illiquid assets, as well as cash flow and liquidity needs. While different approaches exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, 
industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in both dollars and basis points) paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying 
investment managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Fund’s 
portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.62%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems 
Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important 
to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment 
manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund’s portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.62% reasonable and appropriate for its 
portfolio. In addition, the Fund is taking steps to reduce the investment fees it pays by increasing exposure to low-cost passive investments and reducing 
the exposure to higher-cost private assets. 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

The Board utilizes an investment consultant to assist with setting the Fund’s strategic policy and asset allocation targets, as well as, investment manager 
strategy evaluation and selection. The investment consultant is a fiduciary to the Fund, and all third-party separate account investment managers are 
required to be fiduciaries to the Fund. In addition, all comingled fund investment managers must be fiduciaries to the fund that they manage in which 
the Fund has invested. The Fund does not perform any portfolio management functions internally. 
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Abilene Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund’s portfolio. 

The ongoing monitoring of investment managers and strategies is also done collaboratively with the Board and the investment consultant on a regular 
basis (as needed between meetings) and through quarterly Board meetings that the investment consultant attends. The investment consultant 
prepares summary monthly performance reports and more comprehensive quarterly investment reviews for presentation to, and discussion with, the 
Board during these quarterly meetings.  

We reviewed the Fund’s investment manager selection and monitoring process. While different approaches to manager selection and monitoring exist, 
AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s selection and monitoring of investment managers 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Amarillo Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Amarillo Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation  

The evaluation identifies the policies and practices the system follows and concludes they are largely in-line with 

best practices. The evaluation noted that the pension board engaged the investment consultant to perform a “Risk 

Posture Assessment” in February 2019 to evaluate the system’s risk appetite. As a result of the assessment, 

additional asset classes were added to the portfolio, but the board chose not to add alternative investments.    

In general, the statements describing the system policies and practices provide minimal commentary, explanation 

or comparison to peers. For example, the evaluation states that the asset allocation is reviewed every year to ensure 

the allocation is in line with the expected return but does not elaborate on the process used to review the asset 

allocation. 

Other notable aspects identified in the evaluation are as follows: 

- The asset allocation is crafted to achieve the expected return.  

- The system primarily uses active vs. passive managers, which the evaluator notes “have been successful in beating their underlying indexes.” 

- The evaluation also notes that active manager performance is only compared to benchmarks gross-of-fees, not net-of-fees.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Investment Policy is to be reviewed at least annually for its appropriateness. Roles and responsibilities are covered for the Board of Trustees (Board), 

Investment Managers, Custodian and Investment Consultant. In the Policy, Amarillo Fire is to meet three of their four investment goals over time (not 

less than three years).  

The Policy does not take into consideration the current funded status, but it does include the contribution amounts for the City and the participants. 

The Policy follows industry best practices, but it does not include language about fees. 

Recommendations:  

- Language should be added to address that investments into mutual funds, exchange-traded funds or comingled investment trusts that may not 

follow the investment stipulations of the Statement of Investment Policy.  

- It is recommended that language is added to the Statement of Investment Policy regarding the evaluation of Plan expenses. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $193,539,560 

Evaluator: Alpha Consulting Group 
of Wells Fargo Advisors 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Amarillo Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board reviews the asset allocation every year or so and in February 2019 engaged the Investment Consultant to do a Risk Posture Assessment to 

ensure the System’s appetite for risk matches their ability to take risk. The System’s asset allocation is crafted to achieve the expected rate of return 

which is a product of the Investment Consultant and Actuary working together to make sure the expected return is reasonable given current market 

conditions. The System does use tactical allocations but currently does not use alternative investments which differs from other Plans of similar size. 

The System primarily uses active managers and has limited exposure to passive investments.  

Strengths: 

- Risk Posture Assessment, Asset Allocation Study conducted in 2019. 

 

Investment Fees 

The System currently does not have a written policy covering fees. The reasonableness of fees is determined by a 3rd party, Abel Noser, engaged by the 

Board to provide analysis of the commissions paid. The System has reviewed the cost of the investment managers and other service providers such as 

the Investment Consultant, Custodian and Legal Advisors.  

 

Governance 

The Board does not have a stand-alone governance policy, but the Board does follow the recommendations of the PRB and TLFFRA guidelines. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board in consultation with the Investment Consultant is responsible for selecting and retaining investment managers. The Investment Consultant 

will present to the Board investment managers that are recommended by the consultants Global Manager Research (GMR) analysts. GMR analyzes 

investment managers using qualitative and quantitative data. When the Board is comparing multiple managers, they will provide an emphasis on 

managers with attractive risk-adjusted returns, who protect assets in down-markets and have consistent returns. Conflicts of interest for both 

investment managers and Board members are considered when evaluating managers. 

- Performance is reviewed quarterly 
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Amarillo Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

- Overall Plan level and individual investment manager performance is covered 

- Metrics such as standard deviation, beta and Sharpe ratio are used 

- Performance is reviewed gross-of-fee (no net-of-fees since the benchmark indexes do not include investment cost). 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a balanced approach to both summarizing key aspects of the System while also going into more 

detail where necessary. The evaluation provides helpful summary points for each section and recommendations are 

well-supported with details and comparison to leading practices. 

The evaluation notes that the System’s investment performance has benefitted from its approach to adopt and stick 

to a long-term strategic asset allocation. This is likely attributable, at least in part, to the uncommon requirement 

that IPS changes must be approved in three consecutive board meetings. The evaluation states that the System is 

“better funded than most public pension plans (and has minimal net annual cash outflows) which allows it to invest 

more in private equity than most peers.”  

The evaluation also highlights the System’s use of passive investments. This focus on passive investments is seen across sections, emphasizing how this 

strategy impacts returns and reduces overall investment costs. 

The evaluation’s discussion on governance was also strong. It provided detailed descriptions of how the board operates, how it makes decisions, and how 

trustees improve their effectiveness in their roles. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Changes to the IPS must be approved in three consecutive board meetings. It is our understanding this rule was adopted over 10 years ago to avoid 

making frequent changes to the policy document. In addition to the IPS, Austin Fire has “Operating Procedures” that provide direction and governance 

pertaining to the day-to-day investment of the portfolio. The Operating Procedures are not subject to the three consecutive meeting requirement.  

Strengths: 

- The IPS is well thought-out and in line with industry standards 

- The IPS covers Fund level items and is not overly prohibitive or prescriptive 

- It is consistent with guidance from the CFA Institute 

- Roles and responsibilities of all key parties involved are clearly outlined (Board of Trustees, Investment Consultant, Investment Managers, 

Custodian Bank) except for the role of Staff 

- The document is written in “plain-English” and is easy for a layperson to understand 

- It is our opinion that the Board of Trustees and Staff will be able to stay committed to the guidance detailed in the IPS during a stressed or 
prolonged market scenario. 

Plan Assets:1 $1,029,892,806 

Evaluator: Meketa 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendation: 

- The role of Staff could be more clearly outlined in the IPS and/or Operating Procedures 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

According to the IPS, “the Board will review its asset allocation targets and ranges at least annually or sooner if warranted by a material event in either 
the liability structure of the plan or the capital markets.” Minimal tactical decisions have been implemented over the past five years. 

According to the IPS: “The Board intends to monitor and control investment costs at every level of the fund through the following: Where appropriate, 

passive portfolios will be used to minimize management fees and portfolio turnover.” Austin Fire had approximately 82% in active strategies and 18% in 

passive strategies as of December 31, 2019. Excluding private market asset classes, 26% of the public market exposure is passive. This exposure has 

been rather steady over the last five years. 

The current exposure to alternative investments is average to above average relative to industry averages for peer plans around the $1 billion asset 

size. Based on an average fund value of $1 billion the fund is expected to have average net cash outflow of approximately 1.4% per year for the next 

three years. ($13.6 mm⁄$1,000 mm = 1.4%) 

Strengths: 

- Austin fire has done a great job of adopting a long-term strategic asset allocation and sticking to it. We believe its long-term performance has 
benefited from the Board’s restraint in not overly tinkering with allocation changes 

- In our opinion, the approach Austin fire takes to formulate asset allocation is sound, consistent with best practices, and leads to a well-
diversified portfolio. 

- The analysis, thought, and conversation by the Board that accompanies each new private market investment is very robust and thorough, 
which we believe has led to good decision making 

- The current asset allocation targets are consistent with peer systems of similar size. The fund is better funded than most public pension plans 
(and has minimal net annual cash flows) which allows it to invest more in private equity than most peers 

- The target asset allocation is well diversified and built with a global perspective in mind given the globally investable universe 

- Austin Fire’s approach to passive management is consistent with industry best practices (e.g. passive is used in efficient asset classes) 

- Austin Fire’s minimal net cash outflows put the Fund in a much better position to withstand market corrections than other public pension with 
more significant net cash flows 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

- We recommend the Board continues to remain patient with its approach to asset allocation 

- We recommend the Board and Staff closely monitor contribution levels and expected net out flows 

- We recommend Austin fire consider adjusting actuarial valuation assumptions as necessary based on the outcomes and advice of the actuary 
upon conclusion of the experience study expected in 2020 

- We recommend the Board continues to use future return projections (and the advice of the actuary and consultant) when evaluating and 
setting its actuarial return target 

 

Investment Fees 

According to the IPS, “The Board intends to monitor and control investment costs at every level of the fund through the following: professional fees will 

be negotiated whenever possible. Where appropriate, passive portfolios will be used to minimize management fees and portfolio turnover. The fund 

may enter into performance-based fees with specific managers. If possible, assets will be transferred in-kind during manager transitions and fund 

restructurings to eliminate unnecessary turnover expenses. Managers will be instructed to appropriately minimize brokerage and execution costs.” 

Based on our analysis, we estimate Austin fire paid a blended average fee of approximately 0.64% in calendar year 2019 to investment managers. This is 
above the industry average of 0.60% (according to the latest available NCPERS survey conducted). The biggest source of fees was in private real estate, 
private equity and international equity. For private markets managers [the] calculation does not take into consideration performance fees [or] the 
underlying fee each fund of funds pays to the underlying managers. 

Strengths: 

- Austin Fire has done a good job of identifying public market’s managers with competitive fees. 

- Austin Fire’s use of passive index funds has helped reduce overall costs for the fund. 

- The private markets related fees are expensive but not surprising, nor outside the norm for fund of funds. 

- At approximately $1 billion in assets, Austin fire is large enough to build a diversified direct program of private equity investments (if it wished) 
or continue with fund of funds. 

- The commissions paid appear reasonable and in-line with industry norms. 

Recommendations: 

- We recommend Austin fire maintains its passive exposure in efficient market classes 

- We recommend that Staff, the Board, and the Consultant all remain diligent in monitoring fees. 

- We recommend Austin fire staff document its internal process for fee reconciliation and payment in a formal procedure document or memo. 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

- The Trustees may want to explore more direct investments in private markets to reduce overall costs relative to fund of funds. Doing so would 
result in additional advisory costs which would likely (but not guaranteed) be less than FOF fees. 

 

Governance 

The website is simple and easy to navigate.  

The Board of Trustees has investment authority. Any action by the Board requires a majority vote. Rebalancing recommendations are approved by the 

Board upon recommendation from the Consultant. Staff is authorized to implement the rebalancing efforts after Board approval. Most investment 

decisions are based on the recommendation of the Consultant, with extensive conversation among Board members prior to approval.  

The Board of Trustees frequently debates the pros-and-cons of each investment decision in open public meetings. All investments are managed by 

external investment managers. 

Most investment related decisions are accompanied by thoughtful conversation among the Board members and Consultant. There is very little (to no) 

“rubber stamping.” The agenda for each investment meeting is set by the pension Administrator in consultation with the Consultant. The Consultant 

keeps a running “roadmap” that is shared with the Board. It sets the stage for the direction of the fund over the coming 2-3 meetings. 

Some of the Board members have significant investment expertise across asset classes from their time on the Board, attendance at industry conferences 

and active commitment to learning. The Board members routinely participate in the TEXPERs conferences as well as other national pension conferences 

(e.g. NCPERS). 

Strengths: 

- The website is in a state of evolution. We are pleased to see progress. 

- The separation of board meeting vs. investment meeting is very productive for sound decision making and allocation of time and resources. 

- Flexibility exists for investment matters to be discussed at the monthly board (non-investment meetings) as needed. This has been helpful a 
number of times of the past few years. 

- Board discretion on all investment actions (i.e. not granting investment authority to staff) is common for a $1 billion pension with limited staff 
that mostly focuses on administering the plan (i.e. not dedicated to investments). 

- Austin Fire’s Board members work extremely well together. The small size of the board (and continuity) has helped with sound decision making 
and ultimately greatly benefited the participants in our opinion. 
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Austin Fire Fighters Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The consultant leads the evaluation process on manager selection. Meketa has a process where it continuously monitors and reviews investment 

managers in the industry. From this work, Meketa creates a “bullpen” of high conviction products that have been thoroughly vetted through Meketa’s 

multi-phase process.  

Policy benchmarks for each asset class and the total fund are included in the operating procedures and quarterly performance reports. The Consultant 

makes recommendations on which benchmarks are appropriate. Individual manager benchmarks are determined based on each investment strategy’s 

mandate and will generally, but not always, match the recommended benchmark identified by the investment manager. 

The Consultant is primarily responsible for monitoring the performance of the investment managers and reporting to the Board. The Consultant 

conducts periodic meetings, conference calls, and constant oversight of the investment managers. The Consultant and the Board discuss individual 

strategies in more depth, as warranted. 

Strengths: 

- Performance monitoring and benchmarking is in-line with industry best practices. 

- Manager selection and evaluation is in-line with industry best practices. 

Recommendation: 

- We recommend Austin Fire formally documents the rationale for all hiring and firing decisions. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Austin Police Retirement System 
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Austin Police Retirement System           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically the helpful explanations 

outlining the asset allocation process and the general governance decision-making process.  

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

“APRS to maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking to 

identify new investments that can improve the System’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation identifies the benefits to conducting asset liability studies noting that “through a comprehensive discussion over the asset/liability study 

results clients can have a clearer understanding of practical plan investment expectations.” The evaluator highlights the collaborative effort  between the 

investment consultant, actuary and trustees when performing these studies stating “Asset/liability studies are the only standard analysis that evaluate 

several components of a Plan’s key financial drivers including the Investment Policy, Contribution Policy and Benefit Policy.”   

The evaluation also expands on the investment manager best practices including both selection and monitoring. It details the qualitative and quantitative 

aspects the System considers when assessing manager performance and how these factors match industry standards.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

AndCo analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has 
determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable the structure of an effective investment policy 
statement as laid out by the CFA Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the 
CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− Maintain its ongoing annual review of the investment policy statement and continue to work with the investment consultant in an ongoing effort 
to improve the investment policy to maintain alignment with industry best practices.    

 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $857,839,229 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Austin Police Retirement System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The System’s process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through strategic asset allocation studies that contain a variety 
of potential asset allocation targets for the Board’s consideration. The specific asset classes included in each strategic asset allocation study, as well as the 
potential mixes under the Board’s consideration will include both asset classes currently in the System’s portfolio as well as other asset classes that may 
be suitable for inclusion. In addition to return objectives and risk-tolerance contained in the strategic asset allocation study, the System also considers its 
ongoing liquidity needs and the maintenance of an appropriate level of diversification in the portfolio when determining the appropriate asset allocation 
targets for the System. The System’s cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant’s quarterly 
performance review. 

We believe a robust asset/liability study helps the consultant and Board review asset allocation mixes to determine those allocation strategies which could 
potentially best serve to protect or increase funding levels, while providing adequate liquidity for benefit payments and minimizing associated risks. AndCo 
believes that through a comprehensive discussion over the asset/liability study results clients can have a clearer understanding of practical plan investment 
expectations. 

AndCo reviewed the System’s processes for asset allocation including target determination, expected risk and return, selection and valuation 
methodologies for alternative and illiquid assets, as well as cash flow and liquidity needs. While different approaches exist, AndCo, as an independent, 
professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best 
practice, industry standards. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo anticipates that System asset allocation studies and asset liability studies will be developed and reviewed every three to five years which 
is in accordance with what AndCo views as best practice in the industry and across its client base. 

− AndCo recommends that the System  

− Maintain its long-term asset allocation structure and tolerance ranges.    

− Maintain its existing asset class diversification and its willingness to explore and implement new asset classes as opportunities arise.  

− Continue to pursue institutional quality, diversified options within its alternative asset allocations with reasonable fee structures.  

− Continue to work with the Consultant to rebalance the portfolio actively to provide any needed cash flow and maintain its long-term target 
allocations.   
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Austin Police Retirement System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Investment Fees 

The fees for the System’s portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.49%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public 
Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 
0.55%. It is important to note the System also considers fees an important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for 
each new investment manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the System’s portfolio. The System considers the current fee of 0.49% reasonable 
and appropriate for its portfolio. 

AndCo reviewed the fees paid to administer the System’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s fees 
are appropriate as evidenced to the comparison of national plans in the 2019 NCPERS public Retirement Systems Study. No changes are recommended at 
this time. 

 

Governance 

The System’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the System with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the System’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the System’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

AndCo reviewed the System’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, 
and education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, 
AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s processes are appropriate. No changes are 
recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the System is conducted in collaboration with the System’s investment consultant. While the investment 
consultant may make recommendations regarding investment strategies, the ultimate decision to select a specific strategy for inclusion in the System’s 
portfolio resides with the Board. AndCo works with the System to make ongoing quantitative and qualitative assessments of managers to gauge their 
success and failure. Putting a manager on watch or recommending termination is determined by the severity of the quantitative and/or qualitative issues.  
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Austin Police Retirement System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Strengths: 

− AndCo believes that the System is in accordance with the process best practices laid out by the GFOA for selecting third party investment 
professionals for pension fund assets. 

− All performance calculations supplied by the consultant to the Board meet the guidelines of the CFA institute 

− Performance reports present time weighted rates of return as well as dollar weighted returns for private investments as directed by the CFA 
Institute. 

− AndCo believes that the manager selection process in place at the Austin Police Retirement System is robust and is in accordance with industry 
best practices. AndCo employs a similar search and selection across its national public fund client base. 

− AndCo recommends that the System maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant, investment committee, and board in selecting new investment managers for use within the pension fund’s investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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 Beaumont Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate.  

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement proactively 

and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for the System “to 

maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking to identify new 

investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining liquidity to meet its 

benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation notes the cashflow will be negative for the foreseeable future and “a meaningful portion of the Fund's investable assets are PROP balances 

that may leave the Fund unexpectedly,” so there is a need for higher allocations to “public, liquid assets”   

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the Board 
and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class return 
assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return methodology 
to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return objectives. Any 
changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

Plan Assets:1 $105,769,426 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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 Beaumont Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

The Fund's cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant's quarterly performance review. 
This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 
Fund. Based on the Fund's current expectation that cash flow (net contributions less withdrawals) will be negative for the foreseeable future without a 
change in the contribution rate and the fact that a meaningful portion of the Fund's investable assets are PROP balances that may leave the Fund 
unexpectedly, the portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Board  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 
target allocations.   

 

Investment Fees 

The fees for the Fund’s portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.42%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public 
Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey's 155 state and local government pension respondents was 
0.55%. It is important to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for 
each new investment manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund's portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.42% reasonable 
and appropriate for its portfolio. 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund's portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund's fees 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Governance 

The Fund's IPS contains clear definitions of the Board's responsibilities as well as the role of the Board's professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund's assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Fund's portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 
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 Beaumont Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

We reviewed the Fund's governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund's processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the System is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. While the investment 
consultant may make recommendations regarding investment strategies, the ultimate decision to select a specific strategy for inclusion in the Fund’s 
portfolio resides with the Board.  

The investment consultant's reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance measurement 
standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. Strategies that 
repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watch list or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision process from 
the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained in the IPS. 
While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy in the Fund's 
portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy's agreement) resides with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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City of Austin Employees’ Retirement System                 Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation  

The evaluation is well-balanced in its summarizing of information in easily understandable graphics, while also 

providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically, the helpful explanations of the asset allocation and 

investment manager selection processes. The evaluation models transparency by clearly identifying the internal 

documentation, third-party analyses and benchmarking sources used in the thorough review. 

The evaluation provides details from the System’s 2018 Asset Liability (A/L) Study, including the expected impact 

under different assumptions resulting from the funding gap. Specifically, the evaluation notes the A/L study illustrated 

the “large gap between System assets and liabilities cannot be closed without significant changes to contribution 

policy due to increasing System liabilities.” 

The evaluation highlights that “COAERS’ investment decision making process and governance structure have been carefully constructed to reflect stated 

investment beliefs” and “broadly reflects comprehensive implementation of best practices.” It emphasizes “the separation of policy from implementation 

is an important and attractive characteristic of the COAERS investment program.” 

The evaluation identifies COAERS’ investment manager selection process as “unique and differentiated” and one that “provides tangible and intangible 

benefits that a more common process followed by many peers may not afford, such as the demonstrated ability to negotiate lower fees and the avoidance 

of performance chasing behavior.” It continues to note that while there are areas for potential improvement, “the current process and documentation 

thereof is best-in-class within the public pension universe.”  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

COAERS’ investment program is governed by two distinct policies—the Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) and Investment Implementation Policy 

(“IIP”)—which together serve as overarching program documents detailing the objectives and guidelines used for the management of System assets. The 

Board of Trustees (the “Board”) review both of these documents at least annually, with more frequent approvals conducted as necessary after first 

passing through the Investment Committee when Investment Staff and/or Investment Consultant introduce proposed language updates. Within the past 

year these documents have been updated, reviewed in detail, and approved twice to reflect improvements in clarity with respect to oversight 

responsibility of the System’s assets by way of increased transparency into processes relating to such items as strategic long-term goals, rebalancing 

ranges, etc. “It is in our opinion that both documents reflect best in class industry standards related to both policy language and governance related to 

implementing said policies.” 

The language contained within the IIP allows for the Board to establish a set of overarching governance with respect to manager interaction, while 

simultaneously ensuring that the Investment Staff has authority to act on the Board’s behalf in a manner that is mutually agreed upon. 

Plan Assets:1 $2,928,033,076 

Evaluator: RVK 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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City of Austin Employees’ Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- RVK believes the COAERS IPS is consistent with industry best practices, representing clearly defined language aimed at providing the Board 
governance standards when instituting their investment program. 

- RVK believes the COAERS IIP is consistent with industry best practices, representing a clear extension of the IPS, aimed at providing the Board 
further implementation details when instituting their investment program. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The efforts from the Board, Investment Committee, and Investment Staff show a thoughtful approach to the selection of the Strategic Target Allocation, 

with particular emphasis on the 2018 Asset/Liability study. From this analysis, COAERS was able to narrow the potential range of outcomes and create a 

set of target allocations applying reasonable judgement and its own investment beliefs throughout the process. The current COAERS target portfolio 

represents one that is liquid, transparent, and flexible, with a slightly above average risk tolerance compared to public pension peers. The process to 

reach the current target allocation took place over multiple meetings and continues to be refined as appropriate with each new analysis performed. 

COAERS’ target allocation is ultimately driven by the liabilities of the System including expected cash flow and liquidity needs. The primary method for 

analyzing the projected liabilities in the context of asset allocation is through an Asset/Liability (“A/L”) Study. These studies are the primary basis for 

informing appropriate risk levels and any large shifts in target allocation, though smaller changes can occur in between A/L studies based on changes to 

market environment, capital markets assumptions, and the needs of the System. 

Using the A/L Study as a guide, Investment Staff and the Investment Consultant perform detailed analyses on current allocations and potential target 

allocations. Analyses regularly performed include, but are not limited to, long-term risk and return characteristics, correlation and diversification 

relationships between asset classes, Monte Carlo simulations over the short and long-term, stress testing, and liquidity analysis. 

Based on the results from the A/L study conducted in May 2018, COAERS elected to adopt a predominantly liquid portfolio with an above average risk 

and return profile. However, the results of the study did not support taking on large amounts of risk in an attempt to close the funding gap due to 

limitations of the contribution policy. The large gap between System assets and liabilities cannot be closed without significant changes to contribution 

policy due to increasing System liabilities. In order to bring the System to full funding, an increase of 30%, the System assets would need to return over 

8% each year across a 20-year period. 

Recommendation: 

- Consider policy language defining a reporting and/or valuation process for less liquid and illiquid investments. As of December 31, 2019, COAERS 

does not have exposure to investment vehicles which would be considered less liquid or illiquid. However, with the future addition of private 
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City of Austin Employees’ Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

infrastructure and potentially other private real estate, it may be beneficial to have a stated policy in place surrounding securities or vehicles 

with liquidity provisions. The policy language may include verbiage to detail the process by which these assets will be reported by the custodian 

bank, Investment Consultant, and investment managers. Additionally, it is important to consider how these assets may be accounted for with 

“stale” or “lagged” valuations. 

 

Investment Fees 

The overall aggregate level of investment fees and commissions paid by COAERS is lower than many retirement system peers. Additionally, there is a 

strong emphasis on transparency which accurately represents the philosophy and overall set of investment beliefs adopted by the Board. With very few 

exceptions, fees paid to individual managers are among the lowest in the industry for each mandate and are a testament to the diligence and contracting 

processes currently in place. While there are a select few mandates within the portfolio where fees or commissions appear modestly above industry 

median, it is important to note that these are also areas in which COAERS is receiving a differentiated level of active performance in a manner consistent 

with the Board’s adopted investment beliefs. As such, higher fees in these areas may be warranted as overall net of fees performance remains attractive. 

RVK spent considerable time analyzing the fees paid to individual investment managers currently in the COAERS portfolio. This analysis included 

confirmation of fee schedules through interactions with each investment manager, careful review of relevant terms found in investment management 

agreements (“IMA”), comparison to similar mandates, as well as a comprehensive peer group fee analysis. Each investment manager was ranked against 

an appropriate eVestment peer group based on mandate type and overall asset size. The overwhelming majority of effective fees paid by COAERS to 

investment managers fall well below the industry median for each respective mandate. 

COAERS, like many of their public peers, periodically engages a third-party to evaluate the System’s total fee structure which is presented and discussed 

with the Board. The peer rankings and results of this benchmarking report are largely a function of asset allocation, use of alternatives and active 

management, and manager fee negotiations. COAERS has taken a thoughtful approach within all of these areas and continues to be an industry leader 

in controlling and managing investment fees, effectively deploying a small overall fee budget and thus ranking favorably among peers. 

Strengths: 

- COAERS has been highly successful in negotiating attractive fees with its managers, and that its investment beliefs favor the use of passive 

management as a default, with active management only used wherever the expected likelihood of outperformance is high. 

- While not critical to the analysis, it is notable than a small number of agreements between COAERS and its managers contain performance-based 

or incentive-based fees. As these fees are generally predicated on some form of outperformance over a specified benchmark, we believe this 

can help align interests between parties and ultimately provide more attractive outcomes for COAERS. 
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City of Austin Employees’ Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Governance 

Through a review of past and current policies, charters, and meeting materials, it is clear the COAERS investment decision making process and governance 

structure have been carefully constructed to reflect stated investment beliefs and are in line with industry best practices. Notably, the separation of 

policy from implementation is an important and attractive characteristic of the COAERS investment program. Additionally, the ongoing education through 

formal training and meeting materials appear to satisfy certain requirements within Texas, while also providing Trustees with meaningful and important 

information critical to the management of System assets. Delegation of authority among Board, Committees, Executive and Investment Staff, and 

Investment Consultant are also clearly defined, with sound reasoning and a structure which allows for some degree of flexibility necessary to manage a 

successful investment program. 

Strengths: 

- The COAERS Implementation Policy is a sound and appropriately detailed manual expressing how the Board wishes the implementation of the 

investment program to be accomplished. Not all boards of trustees in the US have adopted the simultaneous development and use of an 

Investment Policy as well as a more granular, process-oriented Implementation Policy. 

- Our review of the governance structure under which COAERS operates indicates a substantial degree of clarity regarding the delegation of 

authority to make and provide advice on investment decisions. 

- We would further observe that it is likely the education provided to the Board and IC exceeds the educational efforts of many public pension 

plans in the US, in addition to meeting PRB requirements. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The COAERS investment manager selection and monitoring process is well-defined and thoughtful in its approach. The COAERS Investment Staff diligently 

follows the policies and procedures as described and has made notable efforts in the improvement of their own due diligence efforts. Their unique and 

differentiated approach to manager selection, termed the “Premier List”, provides tangible and intangible benefits that a more common process followed 

by many peers may not afford, such as the demonstrated ability to negotiate lower fees and the avoidance of performance chasing behavior. While we 

do note areas for potential improvement, we believe the current process and documentation thereof is best-in-class within the public pension universe 

and commend the COAERS Board, Investment Committee, and Investment Staff on their efforts in the creation of a successful manager selection and 

monitoring program.  
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City of Austin Employees’ Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

It is also important to note that the IIP clearly mentions the requirement to review components of the managers’ performance that are less apparent 

and often operational in nature. These include proxy voting, commissions, and indirect exposure to brokerage firms. Importantly, the current language 

relating to the Watch List does not require termination of a manager over a given time period, but is taken on a “case-by-case” basis. 

Strengths: 

- COAERS takes a unique and differentiated approach to manager selection, opting for a less regimented search process for each mandate under 

consideration. In contrast to the more traditional approach to screening the existing universe of candidates within a particular asset class only 

when a need is identified, the “Premier List” is an ongoing process. While such an approach to manager selection is not common among its peers, 

RVK believes it does provide COAERS with many advantages, including: 

o Less reliance on backward-looking performance metrics, as typical search documents rely heavily on point-in-time analyses that tend to 

lead to performance chasing. 

o Better relationships with potential managers over longer time horizons, allowing Investment Staff to leverage knowledge and other 

resources available to them. 

o Reduced implementation lag; if a manager is already on the Premier List, the time from decision making to implementation is significantly 

reduced as contracts and mandates are pre-negotiated. 

o More downward pressure on fees and service from existing and potential managers; as managers know they can quickly be replaced – 

or not ever receive an active mandate – it is more likely to receive lower fees and better service in order to entice COAERS. 

Recommendations: 

- Consider the addition of a formal manager review policy with a more specific timeframe.  

- Suggests clarifying language in two areas: 1) The Watch List section; some of the current language surrounding the monitoring of performance 

could be perceived as an “if, then” scenario; and 2) The Reporting Requirements section, which should specify that the requirements only apply 

to managers with a live mandate (or, reporting on all managers on the Premier List should be provided to the Board). 

- Consider the addition of performance metrics for non-public securities and/or vehicles, as the data and metrics can be substantially different 

from those of public markets. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Corpus Christi Fire Fighters’ Retirement System                               Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation concludes that the Plan is following industry best practices and provides useful details in support. 

In particular, the evaluation includes data on the expected risk and return of the System’s current portfolio and 

detail on the investment manager RFP process.  

The evaluation included several “considerations,” some of which are reflected as recommendations below. Some 

of the considerations in the evaluation also provide more context as to actions that the Board and investment 

consultant are doing currently. Specifically, the evaluation notes that updates are being made to improve the IPS 

based on a recent review.   

The evaluator notes that two sections in the Governance category have been provided by the System for inclusion in the report, but those items were not 

evaluated or verified by the consultant. Additionally, the retirement system requested to add the following clarification to this statement:  “These sections 

include Transparency: a description of the regular public monthly meetings of the Board of Trustees, some of which the evaluator does not attend; 

Investment Knowledge/Expertise: a description of the completion by the Board of Trustees of applicable education requirements, which the evaluator did 

not audit to confirm; and Accountability: a description of the allocation of authority between the trustees, internal staff and investment consultant, some 

of which occurs administratively and in meetings which the evaluator does not attend. 

The evaluation consists of two separate documents; the initial report dated May 1, 2020 and a supplemental report dated October 12, 2020. The excerpts 

included in the tables below are a combination of both documents. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The System’s current Investment Policy Statement (IPS) was adopted on July 18, 2019. Developing and the ongoing management of an IPS is an iterative 
process. [The investment consultant has] worked with Corpus Christi to develop and periodically update their IPS. The current IPS is constructed to cover 
all areas of the Fund's oversight and management of Fund investments. The intent is to highlight how decisions are made such that outsiders or new 
Trustees will understand the processes in management and decision making. 

The IPS is designed to meet the real needs and objectives of the retirement plan. However, it is not integrated with any existing funding or benefit 
policies. The Investment Policy does not take into account the current funded status of the plan, the specific liquidity needs associated with the 
difference between expected short-term inflows and outflows, the underlying nature of the liabilities being supported (e.g. pay-based vs. flat $ benefit, 
automatic COLAs, DROP, etc.) The Plan conducts an asset/liability valuation every two years. As of the Actuarial Valuation for December 31,2018, the 
Plan assumes a 7.5% annual investment rate of return, has an amortization period of 29.8 years and has a funded ratio of 60.2%. 

Plan Assets:1 $157,587,141 

Evaluator: UBS Financial Services, 
Inc.  

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Corpus Christi Fire Fighters’ Retirement System       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

The IPS and the Board's review procedures are sufficient based on [the evaluator’s] experience working with similar clients at UBS. When and where 
applicable, the Board and [the investment consultant] have reviewed the IPS, its policies, and procedures, to determine what areas, if any, need 
improvement, and have developed and executed plans to implement the same.  

Recommendations: 

− Although review and revisions are made to the IPS on a regular and recurring basis, the Board will consider specifically stating that the 
Investment Policy should be reviewed biennially or more often as necessary to meet investment objectives. 

− Clarifications, enhancements, additions and or revisions to the Investment Policy Statement should always be under review and consideration. 

− State the approximate current funding status in the IPS and update when reviewed. Consider the cost/benefit of a comprehensive Asset Liability 
Study provided by a third-party advisor with expertise in this area. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board of Trustees and their investment consultant review the asset allocation on a quarterly basis using the IPS as the foundational guide and 

performance results as an affirmation of the decisions made. The process used to develop and review the Retirement System's asset allocation combines 

the Board's strategic investment objectives, anticipated investment returns, spending policy, and risk tolerance with UBS' proprietary Capital Market 

Assumptions (CMAs), which include estimated forward-looking return, risk as measured by standard deviation and correlation assumptions among 

various asset classes. The strategic returns in the UBS CMAs consider returns over a full business cycle.  

The current assumed rate of return used for discounting plan liabilities usually does not factor into the decision making associated with setting the asset 

allocation. In practice, the asset allocation has no bearing on the assumed rate of return used for discounting plan liabilities. 

The IPS does not specifically define risk for the individual investment managers. The IPS states that assets shall be managed on a risk-adjusted basis to 

maintain value after inflation with consideration of returns, costs, spending and liquidity. The Board of Trustees and consultant quarterly review the 

portfolio allocation for asset rebalancing to adjust asset allocations to comply with strategic levels indicated in the IPS. Systematic portfolio rebalancing 

augments asset allocation by keeping the portfolio from drifting from target minimums and maximums. Together, asset allocation and rebalancing help 

establish and adhere to a long-term investment strategy and avoid "style drift." 

To date, the investment asset allocation is aligned with the guidelines as set forth in the IPS. The Retirement System is also following industry best 

practices regarding the establishment and evaluation of the asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

− Continue to foster communication between the actuary and consultant regarding actuarial assumptions and asset allocation decision-making. 
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Corpus Christi Fire Fighters’ Retirement System       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Recommendations: 

− To specifically state in the Investment Policy that the asset allocation will be reviewed at least biennially or more often if the Retirement System's 
strategic objectives, anticipated investment returns, spending policy or risk tolerance changes or if consultant determines that such a review is 
needed based upon changes in consultant's capital market assumptions. 

− To specifically provide in the IPS for a review of the expected return assumptions, expected risk assumptions, portfolio standard deviation and 
peer group rankings at least annually or more often if consultant determines that such a review is needed based upon changes in consultant's 
capital market assumptions. 

− Incorporate language in the IPS that directs the asset allocation targets to be utilized when liquidity events occur. 

 

Investment Fees 

Investment manager fees are reviewed on a regular basis by UBS and the Board for appropriateness based on its impact on investment performance. 
On a quarterly basis, the Board of Trustees reviews a fee analysis report for each of the investment managers in the portfolio. UBS does not review 
trading commissions incurred as a result of trading by the Retirement System’s investment managers and does not review any other fees associated 
with the Retirement System. The consultant will assist the Board in reviewing the fee analysis reports when requested. Legal counsel reviews all 
investment manager contracts and negotiates on behalf of the Retirement System.  

The IPS states the Board of Trustees will review and where possible control all plan expenses. On a quarterly basis, the Board of Trustees reviews a fee 
analysis report for each of the investment managers in the portfolio. The report is prepared by the Plan Administrator of the Retirement System. 

 

Governance 

The Board and UBS meet quarterly to discuss all matters relating to the investment portfolio. Current Board members include board members 
appropriately appointed or elected, including investment financial advisors and a certified public accountant. All the Trustees satisfy applicable 
educational requirements. All professionals on the Board also meet their own profession certification requirements. In addition to these requirements, 
the Trustees also attend other pension educational conferences, forums and seminars. The professional makeup of the Board of Trustees provides 
impartial guidance and support to assist in investment discussions and decisions. 

The Board of Trustees has adopted a Code of Ethics Policy which lists ethical responsibilities consistent with the Trustees' fiduciary responsibility, along 
with a number of professional responsibilities. The Code of Ethics also includes a number of conflict-of-interest requirements. 
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Corpus Christi Fire Fighters’ Retirement System       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Recommendation: 

− To specifically provide in the Investment Policy for a review biennially or more often as necessary to meet investment objectives and review 
investment governance processes for appropriateness. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board of Trustees with the advice and recommendation of the consultant select investment managers. The Board of Trustees engage the services 
of the investment consultant to aid in the selection of managers for the Retirement System by performing due diligence, narrowing the broad universe 
of managers to a more manageable group, and recommending a select set of specific managers for each asset class for the Board's final selection. A 
number of minimum criteria and parameters are described in the IPS for the selection of the investment manager. Responsibilities of the investment 
manager are described in the IPS including investment manager reporting and evaluation, asset monitoring, communication and information. The IPS 
also outlines the ethical considerations and potential conflicts of interest for the investment managers. 

[The investment consultant] reviews and evaluates Corpus Christi's performance through the lens of the goals as defined in [the system’s] IPS as well as 
through the perspective of a Capital Markets Overview that will put manager performance into perspective with the overall markets. The customized 
performance report is one of [the primary tools used for evaluation. The risk measure is derived from calculating the variance of returns, and is typically 
depicted as the standard deviation of returns. Additional risk measures may include portfolio beta, R-squared, Sharpe ratio and upmarket/down-market 
analyses. 

Recommendation: 

− Formalize in the Investment Policy Statement the criteria when a manager is to be under "watch" due to any event, transaction, or other 
variable in the manager's investment performance or structure. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Dallas Area Rapid Transit Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides brief explanations outlining the System’s processes and supporting arguments for the 

conclusions drawn, with detailed explanations of several topics related to managing the System’s assets. The 

explanation provides insight into the System’s practices as well as outlining the considerations and philosophies 

that guide the investment consultant.  

Specifically, the evaluation provides context around the asset allocation studies that helped guide the System in 

“a conservative management philosophy of the Pension Plan by utilizing a lower return expectation” of 6.75%. It 

also puts the $51 million unfunded liability into perspective by referencing “the DART 2019 operating budget is 

$544 million and the total DART budget is in excess of $1 billion” which is a useful comparison. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The DART Statement of Investment Objectives and Guidelines were last updated in January of 2020. They are frequently reviewed and have had two 
additional updates in the last five years. The guidelines cover purpose, objectives and guidelines for the Plan and all external vendors. It further discusses 
the Committee’s expectations for all these parties.  

Within the Statement of Investment Objectives and Guidelines, a plan funding philosophy is delineated, liquidity requirements are discussed, and 
permissible asset allocation ranges, as well as current strategic targets by asset class are defined. 

 

 Investment Asset Allocation 

Two types of meetings bring together our research staff in a formal setting – a “Level 4” meeting, which is the final stage of our investment manager 
due diligence process, and our Quarterly Asset Allocation Strategy meetings. The purpose of these quarterly allocation meetings is to update, if 
necessary, our forward-looking total return profiles for both liquid and illiquid asset classes, using a moving 3-year and 10-year horizon, respectively. 

In the asset allocation study approved in early 2016, a schedule was constructed to have a reasonable probability of achieving a fully funded plan by the 
year 2036. At the time of the study, a new funding target of $10 million per year was adopted by the Committee and has been agreed to each subsequent 
year. This $10 million funding level has been consistently larger than the actuarial required contribution. For example the current annual required 
contribution is $6.6 million. At year-end 2019, the expected market value from the original glide path was $171.3 million. As a result of both overfunding 
and strong markets, the actual market value at December 31, 2019 was $192.3 million. The actuarial expected return assumption is 6.75%. 

Plan Assets: 1 $185,584,000 

Evaluator: CBIZ Investment 
Advisory Services 

Evaluator Disclosures: 2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Dallas Area Rapid Transit Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

In addition to traditional MVO, Morningstar Direct provides liability-driven optimization, and includes multiple models to develop and test capital market 
input assumptions (return, volatility, correlation), including Monte Carlo Simulation, Black-Litterman, CAPM and historical analysis. 

Strengths: 

− DART’s plan has a 12.8 year effective amortization period which is in the top 25% of Texas public plans 

Recommendation: 

− With the current market dislocation, and the last full asset allocation review, including funding path analysis, finalized in 2016, an updated asset 
allocation study to be performed within the next year. 

 

Investment Fees 

Fees are negotiated for improvement where possible and represent a factor during the manager selection process, the monitoring of those fees is less 
robust once the manager is hired.  

For separate account allocations fee schedules are reviewed versus listed fee schedules and the investment consultant will attempt to negotiate a lower 
rate, if possible. Passive products are utilized and fees were also compared as a factor in determining the selection. 

Recommendation: 

− We would recommend that benchmarking data be added into the quarterly report to compare the existing fees where applicable with industry 
averages for the respective investment categories. 

 

Governance 

The construction and responsibilities of the Retirement Committee (“Committee”) are described in the Plan documents. The Committee consists of two 
elected employee members who are Plan participants, the CFO, a member of the Board and a member appointed by the President of DART. Members 
serve 4 year terms and can be reelected or reappointed. The Committee meets six to eleven times per year. Contracts with external parties are generally 
taken to bid every three to five years except custodial services, which is less frequent. 

Formal Committee meetings occur 6 to 11 times per year. Minutes are taken at each meeting and the minutes are approved and adopted at each 
subsequent meeting. Within the corporate structure of DART normal attendance at the Committee meetings include representatives from human 
resources, treasury, and legal. Additionally, the external investment consultant normally attends along with one different external investment manager 
at most meetings. The external auditor and actuary normal attend one meeting per year. This allows for the direct implementation of approved actions 
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Dallas Area Rapid Transit Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

as well as reporting on the normal course of business. This process provides the Committee the support function needed to carry out their fiduciary 
responsibilities. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

In implementing asset allocation changes or manager replacements the Committee will instruct the consultant to begin a search.  The basic for traditional 
searches performed by the consulting firm is below: 

- Manager Sourcing | Initial Screening 
- Initial Review 
- On-site | In-depth Evaluation 
- Final approval Process 

 

In addition to our RAB four step process, we use a combination approach to balancing our internal research resources with complimentary external 
research resources. Our team believes that there is no substitute for performing proprietary due diligence on the managers that we consider for inclusion 
in our clients’ portfolios. Our Research Advisory Board and Investment Committee are comprised of experienced research and investment professionals 
who perform initial and ongoing due diligence on hundreds of managers across the full spectrum of both traditional and alternative strategies. In 
addition to our own robust due diligence process, we have agreements in place to access due diligence provided by certain third party firms including 
Envestnet|PMC and Morningstar. We believe that the additional due diligence these firms provide is a meaningful complement to our own proprietary 
research.  

To monitor, the consultant provides detailed quarterly reports and abbreviated monthly reports. In the quarterly reports, they review compliance to 
asset allocation ranges, performance versus listed benchmarks, total fund performance versus goals, peer group rankings by the investment manager 
and by fund, sector concentration, security concentration, country exposure, and credit quality detail. This is reported net of investment fees. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Dallas Police & Fire Pension System           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2018 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a balanced approach to both summarizing key aspects of the System while also going into 

more detail where necessary. The evaluation provides helpful summary points for each section and 

recommendations are well-supported with details and comparison to leading practices.  

The evaluation provides and explains a recent 2018 stress test that influenced the actions of the Board. In response 

to the analysis, the Board adopted a Safety Reserve portfolio and is following a risk-based implementation plan 

designed to minimize the potential impact of a severe near-term market correction. 

The evaluation also addresses the unique situation that the System has with its rebalancing effort for its illiquid and alternative investments and 

recommends increasing passive exposure. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Investment Policy Statement (IPS) was reviewed by Dallas Police & Fire Pension (DPFP) Staff, the Investment Advisory Committee (IAC), investment 

consultant, and the Board.  

Strengths: 

- The IPS is well-thought-out and in-line (or better) than industry standards  

- It is consistent with guidance from the CFA Institute 

- Roles and responsibilities of all key parties involved are clearly outlined (Board of Trustees, Investment Advisory Committee, Executive Director, 

Investment Staff, Consultants, Investment Managers, Custodian) 

- The document is written in “plain-English” and easy for a layperson to understand 

- There is no evidence of any known compliance violations with the IPS at this time 

Recommendations: 

- The “Core Beliefs and Long-Term Acknowledgments” is thoughtful and should be reviewed at any time significant investment changes are 

considered. It offers good guidance without being overly prescriptive or prohibitive. 

- DPFP Staff and the Consultant should continue to conduct an annual review of the IPS. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $2,041,914,130 

Evaluator: Meketa 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Dallas Police & Fire Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

According to the IPS, “a formal asset allocation study will be conducted as directed by the Board, but at least every three years. Asset allocation targets 

will be reviewed annually for reasonableness in relation to significant economic and market changes or to changes in the investment objectives. Minimal 

tactical decisions have been implemented in the past two years. According to the IPS “the Strategic asset allocation determines the risk reward profile 

of the portfolio and thus drives overall portfolio performance and volatility.” 

DPFP has been 100% active over the recent history. DPFP recently funded its first passive mandate (on a temporary basis). DPFP requires a 2/3 approval 

of the Board for any new investments in alternative assets. DPFP does not plan to make any illiquid or alternative investments for the foreseeable future 

as it works to rebalance its portfolio to the new policy asset allocation. DPFP has a significantly lower target weight to illiquid investments (relative to 

current exposure) and has been working hard over the past few years to reduce its exposure. 

To be proactive DPFP has been tracking the computation pay relative to the city’s hiring plan because if hiring and pensionable compensation do not 

keep pace with projections less contributions will go into DPFP starting in 2025 after the contribution floor is lifted. Meketa (with data from DPFP’s 

actuary) modeled different asset-liability scenarios in 2018 based on different contribution rates. 

Strengths: 

- DPFP staff and Board recognize their current exposure is very different from policy weights and have been working very hard to shift the portfolio 

(out of illiquid investments). 

- DPFP’s current approach to asset allocation (2018) is thorough and robust. 

- It is on par (or better) than industry standards. 

- In our opinion, the approach DPFP takes to formulate asset allocation is sound, consistent with best practices, and leads to a well-diversified 

portfolio. 

- Current DPFP Staff is doing a commendable job with a very challenging situation, as it works to liquidate private market investments at the best 

possible price. 

- DPFP’s Board of Trustees' acknowledgment and understanding of the plan’s funded status and cash flow situation were crucial data points that 

helped guide the overriding theme of the most recent asset allocation decision-making process. 

- As noted previously, the Consultant conducted significant stress testing surrounding the anticipated liabilities of DPFP and the impact of not 

earning the plan’s actuarial return. 

- In response to the analysis, the Board adopted a Safety Reserve portfolio and is following a risk-based implementation plan designed to minimize 

the potential impact of a severe near-term market correction. 
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Dallas Police & Fire Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

- The Board consider increasing passive exposure in efficient asset classes where the likelihood of risk-adjusted outperformance, net of fees, is 

lowest. A recent survey of similar-sized public pension plans showed that the average passive exposure is 18% of total plan assets. 

- DPFP Staff should continue its process of working with the Board and external advisors to prudently exit illiquid investments to the extent 

possible. 

- The Board should remain patient with asset allocation as the portfolio is transitioned and doesn’t feel obligated to conduct comprehensive asset 

allocation overhaul every year. (Surveys have shown many large state plans are moving towards once every three - five years). 

- The Board and Staff should closely monitor contribution levels and maintain a constructive and open dialogue with the City. 

- If (based on the actuary’s advice) it becomes likely that DPFP is not on track to meet targets by 2024, we encourage the Board to act as soon as 

reasonably possible to discuss and implement additional plan design changes to avoid delaying and compounding any known shortfalls. 

- DPFP consider adjusting actuarial valuation assumptions as necessary based on the outcomes and advice of the actuary upon the conclusion of 

the experience study expected in 2020. 

 

Investment Fees 

Fees that are paid via invoice are reviewed by the appropriate DPFP analyst based on the assigned asset class coverage. According to conversations with 

Staff, the analyst will typically calculate the expected quarterly fee via an excel spreadsheet and reconcile with what is billed by the investment manager. 

DPFP Staff keeps an excel sheet with all investment related fees paid (direct investment management fees, incentive fees, commissions, custodian fees, 

investment consultant fees, legal related investment fees). DPFP Staff and Consultant monitor investment manager fees and appropriateness relative 

to similar investment strategies. 

In total, nine of the eleven public markets managers charge less than the median manager for their respective peer groups. Of the two that were more 

expensive than median, DPFP restructured one of those fee arrangements to a performance-based fee within the past year. DPFP paid a blended average 

fee of 0.74% bps in calendar year 2018. This is above the industry average of 0.60% (according to the latest available NCPERS survey conducted). 

Strengths: 

- DPFP has done a good job of identifying public market managers with competitive fees. 

- DPFP’s process for reconciling and paying fees appears in-line with industry standards. 

- DPFP’s tracking and monitoring of fees appear in-line with industry standards. 

- The transparency and disclosure of fees in the annual CAFR are clear and unambiguous. 
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Dallas Police & Fire Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

- Passive strategies could reduce overall investment-related fees for DPFP fees. 

- We recommend continued efforts on seeking no fee or discounted fee arrangements on private market investments that enter extension 

periods. 

- We recommend DPFP staff document its internal process for fee reconciliation and payment in a formal procedure document or memo. 

 

Governance 

Most investment related decisions are accompanied by spirited debate between Trustees, Staff and Consultant. The IAC meetings are still in a 

development phase. All positions on the IAC were recently filled in 4Q19. Its roles and responsibilities are detailed in the IPS but its interplay with the 

broader Board of Trustees is still yet to be applied in practice. There is very little (to no) “rubber stamping.” Monthly meetings are required. DPFP’s 

meeting frequency is standard for public pension meetings. We have conducted surveys of large public pension plans and found that many are moving 

towards less frequent meetings but more in depth (lengthy) meetings. 

Strengths: 

- DPFP’s website and transparency are better than most similar-sized public pension plans. 

- DPFP’s Staff is appropriately following the rebalancing protocol and does a great job of conveying all rebalance recommendations with 

appropriate supporting data and rationale. 

- DPFP’s board members are more sophisticated and knowledgeable than most similar-sized public pension plans. 

- The Board composition appears sufficiently diversified in terms of subject matter expertise. 

- The meeting minutes (posted to the website) are sufficiently detailed to get a good sense of the discussion and decisions conducted at a meeting. 

- They are also published in a reasonable amount of time following each meeting (typically within 30 days). 

Recommendations: 

- To the extent possible, we would like to see increased continuity of Trustees on the Board. 
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Dallas Police & Fire Pension System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Meketa has a process where it continuously monitors and reviews investment managers in the industry. From this work, Meketa creates a “bullpen” of 

high conviction products that have been thoroughly vetted through Meketa’s multi-phase process. According to the IPS, each hiring recommendation 

will include information on Investment Manager’s organization, key people, investment process, philosophy, past performance, future expectations, 

risks, proper time horizon for evaluation, comparative measures such as benchmarks and peer groups, role within the relevant asset class and expected 

costs. While no active managers have been hired during Meketa’s tenure as DPFP’s current consultant, the Consultant typically produces a “search 

document” that compares and contrasts eligible strategies on the basis of firm ownership/structure, investment teams, investment philosophies, 

processes/risk management, performance, fees, and strengths & weaknesses. 

The Consultant produces a quarterly performance report that is shared with Staff, Board of Trustees, and IAC. DPFP Staff and investment consultant 

are primarily responsible for monitoring the performance of the investment managers and reporting to the Board of Trustees and IAC. 

Strengths: 

- The evaluation process for new investment manager hires is untested in its current form but appears adequate (as written on paper) and in-

line with industry best practices. 

- DPFP Staff is very knowledgeable and informed on the investment activities of its individual investments and investment managers 

- Performance monitoring and benchmarking are in-line with industry best practices.  

- Evaluation (and thoughtful discussion) by DPFP Staff on performance drivers and considerations for the need for any portfolio adjustments are 

measured, well thought out, and more complete than typical for similar-sized pension plans. 

Recommendations: 

- We recommend Staff continue to prepare deep-dive reviews into each asset class to cover the entire portfolio in each calendar year. 

- We recommend DPFP formally documents the rationale for all hiring and firing decisions. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Dallas/Fort Worth Airport Board        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement in 2010, the Fund has undergone several reviews 

of the asset allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and 

the addition of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 

Plan Assets:1  

Retirement Plan: $549,954,000 
DPS Retirement Plan: 215,338,000 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Dallas/Fort Worth Airport Board DPS Retirement Plan      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

The Fund's cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant's quarterly performance review. 
This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 
Fund. Based on the Fund’s expectations of future cashflows, the portfolio has been positioned to include reasonable allocations to private assets. The 
Fund’s pacing models are reviewed regularly by staff and the investment consultant to ensure liquidity needs are appropriately addressed. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Board  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 
target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. The management fees for the portfolio as 
of December 31, 2019 estimated strategy market values reflect a weighted-average cost of 0.83%. The fees for the portfolio, while slightly higher than 
the average, are reasonable based on the large allocation to private funds. In addition, the underlying manager fees, with only a few of exceptions, are 
reasonable when compared to peers. The marginally higher weighted average portfolio fees are driven by the portfolio’s use of predominantly active 
managers, and as previously stated, the large allocation to private investments (alternatives). Both approaches command higher fees with the 
expectation to generate higher returns.  

While high or low fees do not guarantee failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting 
firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. AndCo 
recommends ongoing review of the investment fees. 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors and investment staff in 
assisting the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets 
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Dallas/Fort Worth Airport Board DPS Retirement Plan      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

lies with the Board. As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset 
allocation targets and manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards.  AndCo recommends the Fund continue to follow the IPS, engage investment experts as appropriate, 
and continue to seek ongoing educational opportunities consistent with Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 607. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant and staff. While the 
investment consultant may make recommendations regarding investment strategies, the ultimate decision to select a specific strategy for inclusion in 
the Fund’s portfolio resides with the Board.  

The investment consultant's reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance 
measurement standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. 
Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watch list or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision 
process from the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained 
in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy 
in the Fund's portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy's agreement) resides 
with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its 
investment consultant and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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El Paso Firemen & Policemen’s Pension Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically the asset allocation and 

investment manager selection and monitoring practices that are critical to the success of the Fund.  

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement proactively 

and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for the System “to 

maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking to identify new 

investments that can improve the System’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining liquidity to meet 

its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation notes that System recently underwent a comprehensive asset allocation review beginning in 2019 when the current investment consultant 

was hired, resulting in “revisions to the Fund's investment policy statement, investment manager changes, and the addition of new asset classes. The 

changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio diversification.”  

The evaluation identifies the benefits to conducting asset liability studies noting that “through a comprehensive discussion over the asset/liability study 

results clients can have a clearer understanding of practical plan investment expectations.” The evaluator highlights the collaborative effort  between the 

investment consultant, actuary and trustees when performing these studies stating “Asset/liability studies are the only standard analysis that evaluate 

several components of a Plan’s key financial drivers including the Investment Policy, Contribution Policy and Benefit Policy.”   

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System's IPS, and the 

Board's compliance with the I PS, is appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the 

structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STA TEMENT FOR 

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− Maintain its ongoing annual review of the IPS. We believe that a periodic review of the investment policy statement is a strong practice for the 

Fund and should be continued.  

− AndCo recommends that the Fund continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner. 

 

Plan Assets:1  

Fire: $645,011,835 
Police: $935,185,893 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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El Paso Firemen & Police’s Pension Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund’s process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through strategic asset allocation studies that contain a variety 

of potential asset allocation targets for the Board’s consideration. AndCo works directly with the System’s Actuary and Trustees to incorporate the 

System’s specific liability circumstances and projections to review the potential impacts of varying investment asset allocation policies on the key 

actuarial and liability metrics. For public pension funds, asset/liability studies are a critical tool to examine how well alternative investment strategies 

(differing asset allocations) impact the key long-term actuarial circumstances, including funded status and contribution requirements. As public pension 

funds value their liabilities using a static discount rate that represents an expectation of the System’s long-term investment return, this assumed rate 

of return, along with specific cash flow, and liquidity circumstances drives the formulation of an appropriate asset allocation policy. 

We believe a robust asset/liability study helps the consultant and Board review asset allocation mixes to determine those allocation strategies which 

could potentially best serve to protect or increase funding levels, while providing adequate liquidity for benefit payments and minimizing associated 

risks. AndCo believes that through a comprehensive discussion over the asset/liability study results clients can have a clearer understanding of practical 

plan investment expectations. 

The Fund's cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant's quarterly performance review. 

This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 

Fund. The traditional portfolio has adequate liquidity to meet current cash flow needs. The Fund's pacing models are also reviewed regularly by staff, 

the Investment Committee, the Board, and the investment consultant to ensure liquidity needs are appropriately addressed. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund 

− Maintain its long-term asset allocation structure and tolerance ranges.   

− Continue the process of active review. Asset allocation studies and asset liability studies are being developed and reviewed every three 
to five years which is in line with what AndCo views as best practice in the industry and across its client base.   

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.    

− Maintain its policy of continuing education on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio   

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-
term target allocations    
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El Paso Firemen & Police’s Pension Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Fees 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 

failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees 

are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time.  

 

Governance 

The Fund's IPS contains clear definitions of the Board's responsibilities as well as the role of the Board's professional advisors and investment staff in 
assisting the Board in fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund's assets 
lies with the Board. As such, all decisions regarding the Fund's portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset 
allocation targets and manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Fund's governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund's processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund continue to follow the IPS, engage investment experts as appropriate, and continue to seek ongoing educational 
opportunities consistent with Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 607    

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund's investment consultant and Investment 

Committee. Whether a specific investment strategy review is directed by the Board, staff, or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant's 

research group, all potential investment strategies must go through the consulting firm's due diligence process and subsequently be presented and 

approved by the investment consultant's Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the 

Fund's portfolio. Candidates are vetted by the consultant's research group to identify the best and most appropriate managers for the System in each 

investable asset class.  
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El Paso Firemen & Police’s Pension Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

− AndCo feels that the manager selection process in place at the Fund is robust and is in line with industry best practices. AndCo employs a 
similar search and selection across its national public fund client base. 

− AndCo feels that the Fund is in line with the best practices laid out by the GFOA for selecting third party investment professionals for pension 
fund assets. 

− All performance calculations supplied by the consultant to the Board meet the guidelines of the CFA institute 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant, staff, and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Appendix 4  Texas Pension Review Board 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas                                                     Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 8/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation covers the Employee Retirement System of Texas (ERS), the Judicial Retirement System of Texas Plan 

Two (JRS II) and the Law Enforcement & Custodial Officer Supplemental Retirement Plan (LECOSRF) (collectively 

referred to as “ERS” or “the System”.) It includes detailed and useful explanations that help stakeholders understand 

how ERS operates as well as provide insight into effective best practices. This evaluation is an example of what a 

highly useful evaluation can look like.  

The evaluation also provides a meaningful look into the potential impact of continued underfunding by reviewing 

both a cash flow analysis and an Asset Liability Management (ALM) study. The combination of these two forms of 

analysis led the evaluator to make a critical recommendation, “The Plan and its stakeholders must find a sustainable 

way to address the overriding issue and biggest risk to the System becoming insolvent: a $1.2 billion annual cash 

flow shortfall.”  

Additionally, the evaluation engaged a third-party expert to conduct a Trade Cost Analysis (TCA). While such an analysis is not necessary for most systems, 

it demonstrates the thoroughness of the evaluation conducted. The TCA, along with a review of its findings, helps to better understand the commissions 

paid by the System. 

The evaluation also included a unique recommendation for staff to review the impact of the statutorily required RFP process for public equity investment 

managers. More specifically, the evaluator suggested reviewing if this formal RFP process has resulted in missed investment opportunities. However, it was 

noted that any potential changes to this process would likely require legislative approval.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The most recent version of the IPS was approved by the ERS Board on May 22nd, 2019. The IPS was heavily revised during calendar year 2018 to streamline 

the document, clarify accountability, and sharpen the focus on higher level policy, organizational structure and investment beliefs. The goal was to mold 

the IPS into a document that clarifies the strategic purpose and provides flexibility for tactical implementation.  

The ERS IPS is generally consistent with elements recommended by GFOA, the CFA Institute and the NEPC IPS template. One important difference between 

the ERS IPS and those of its peers is that ERS’ performance objectives do not refer to achieving or exceeding the actuarial assumed rate of return in the 

stated performance objectives. The IPS rather states the Trust’s performance objective “is to obtain overall investment returns over rolling five-year 

periods in excess of the adopted benchmark, and to achieve investment results commensurate to the amount of active risk (tracking error or other 

appropriate risk measurement metric) assumed.” 

 

Plan Assets1  

ERS: $27,351,224,157 
JRS II: $456,192,249 
LECOSRF: $943,662,645 

Evaluator: NEPC 

Evaluator Disclosures2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 
- The ERS IPS compares favorably with the investment policy statements examined from the peer group of similar investors. ERS’ IPS is ahead of 

many of its peers in the thorough and detailed treatment of governance. In addition to clarity in definition of roles and responsibilities, the Plan’s 
IPS also provides additional detail on processes such as proxy voting, scrutinized investments, and securities litigation. 

Recommendations: 

- ERS should pursue a comprehensive review of funding policy to help ensure the retirement security of Plan participants and beneficiaries. We do 

note that funding for the plan is outside of the direct control of ERS. 

- Adding language that includes meeting or exceeding the Fund’s actuarial assumed rate of return over the long term. 

- The definition of an asset allocation study be more precise and that the timing of such studies be more flexible. 

- Regarding the Plan’s rebalancing process and policy, NEPC advises ERS to document the frequency of rebalancing, transaction cost considerations, 

and whether asset classes are to be rebalanced to mid-range or target. This documentation may either reside in the IPS or in the operating 

procedures for relevant asset classes. 

- NEPC suggests to move the current Table 3 of Chapter IV (Asset Class Allocations and Ranges) into the IPS appendix. 

- NEPC has several suggestions regarding items to be reported to the Board. The CFA Institute and GFOA do mandate monitoring and reporting 

procedures be outlined somewhere in the IPS. 

- The IPS should specify that performance reporting include net of investment management fee data. At least once every three years, NEPC 

recommends a trade cost analysis report to the Board that summarizes explicit commissions as well as implicit costs of trade execution. 

- NEPC also recommends a comprehensive annual report on liquidity risk. This goes beyond the current language on page 22 that states “Staff 

prudently and actively manages liquidity within the other asset classes and specifically reports back to the Board in the case of private market 

asset classes in quarterly asset class reporting”. 

- Additionally, as part of prevailing practice for this section, the evaluation suggests the Plan consider inclusion of a “Watch” list policy and process.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

ERS has developed a clear process that allows for routine setting, monitoring, and review of both the asset allocation of the portfolio and the assets and 

liabilities of ERS. This process is consistent with prevailing practice among peer public pension funds. The IPS states that the “single most important 

decision the Board makes is the long-term asset allocation decision. Staff is tasked with implementation though prudent and sound strategic decision.”  

As with most other public pension funds, ERS relies on its General Consultant to provide capital market forecasts for expected returns, volatilities and 

correlations among the asset classes. The asset class assumptions are formally prepared annually but may be revised during the year should significant 

shifts occur within the capital markets. The IPS outlines the asset classes that ERS can invest in, including the benchmarks for each asset class and the  
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Employees Retirement System of Texas           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

role that each asset class plays in the Trust’s portfolio. This makes it clear to the reader how to measure the performance of the asset classes according 

to the benchmarks and according to the role that the asset classes play in the portfolio. 

Based on current expectations and assumptions, ERS is expected to remain solvent until the year 2075, after which the funding would revert to a pay as 

you go status.  

Strengths: 

- ERS has developed a detailed asset allocation and asset liability review process. The approach is robust and sufficiently detailed to maximize 

effectiveness.  

Recommendations: 

- As expected returns for capital market assumptions are trending downward, ERS and its stakeholders should devise a comprehensive plan to 

address the persistent contribution shortfall. 

- The Plan and its stakeholders must find a sustainable way to address the overriding issue and biggest risk to the System becoming insolvent: a 

$1.2 billion annual cash flow shortfall. 

- The purpose, functions, membership, and possible actions of [the Valuation Committee] should be formalized. 

- Consider a central resource to manage liquidity risk. We suggest this process be managed by a collaboration of the Director of Fixed Income and 

the Risk Committee. The process should monitor liquidity risk in light of scenario stress tests and regular reports to the IAC and Board on at least 

an annual basis. 

- We recommend … adding language for an informal review of capital market outlook on an annual basis to improve flexibility for ERS to respond 

on the margins to rapidly changing market environment. 

 

Investment Fees 

The direct and indirect fees and commissions paid by the System include fees that are paid by the System and fees that are netted against returns. The 

System pays management fees, performance/carried interest, and brokerage fees. Additionally, the System pays custodian fees, security lending agent 

fees, investment consultant fees, internal staff salaries and investment banking fees. Fees charged to the System are reported annually in the CAFR and 

should encompass all forms of manager compensation. According to the policies and procedures provided, fees are checked for reasonableness monthly 

for external advisors for public equity, and on a quarterly basis for private markets.  

NEPC engaged a third-party expert, Elkins/McSherry (a unit of State Street Corp.) to produce an independent Trade Cost Analysis. ERS Internal 

Management compares favorably to the total cost of the universe[, which is a compilation of actual trade data from Elkins/McSherry customers]. Of note, 

when principal traded is significant in size the cost savings is high. Only three of eleven portfolios are more expensive versus the universe. Within these 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

portfolios the market impact costs are driving the performance while commissions are notably lower than the universe. Portfolio savings is being driven 

by lower commissions ranging from approximately 3 basis points (0.03%) to 8 basis points (0.08%) in savings. 

Strengths: 

- As compared to plans of similar size and investment programs the expenses are reasonable and represent a significant cost savings when 

considering asset size and prevailing investment management fees that external investment managers may charge. Given that ERS currently 

manages approximately 54% of assets internally (greater than $15 billion), we believe that significant savings are being accrued as compared to 

attainable investment management fee structures externally.  

Recommendations: 

- The management and monitoring of direct and indirect compensation paid to investment managers and other service providers should be more 

clearly defined in the IPS or other policies that state what should be presented to the Board on an at least annual basis. 

- An annual review of investment fees should include a fee analysis based on peer group or industry averages for the relevant asset classes in 

aggregate as well as by investment strategy type. A strategy level fee analysis will allow for a deeper look into terms and scale- based savings of 

the investment program. We also recommend a fee analysis that incorporates performance outcomes. We recommend that the analysis include 

an evaluation of internal investment management cost versus similar external investment manager costs. 

- Consider adding an evaluation metric for securities brokerage vendors based on execution skill. Execution skill should be measured using a 

appropriate benchmark for each broker that incorporating metric on trading efficiency and impact on performance. 

- Consider disaggregating research and securities brokerage costs as it may be difficult to measure the value of research and ensure best execution. 

- Consider memorializing through policy or guidelines the business model of securities brokerage, how performance is measured ensuring 

incorporation of broker quantitative analysis and performance outcomes. 

- ERS should consider formalizing [the responsibility for monitoring and reporting fees to the Board of Trustees] as doing so may provide additional 

incentive for staff to negotiate better fees with their investment managers. 

- The Fixed Income Program Guidelines should define broker/dealer relationships and the governance of those relationships. 

- An additional aspect to consider is that given ERS’ size, it has the potential to negotiate better rates than the “headline” rates charged to smaller 

(in AUM) investors. The difference between ERS’ rates and headline rates can be considered fee savings and this should be tracked systematically. 

This is currently tracked by the private equity team and reported to the Board and IAC, however this can likely be done across the private markets 

and public markets asset classes. 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Governance 

ERS has established a governance structure that includes a Board of Trustees, which delegates authority to the Executive Director, Investment Advisory 

Committee, Asset Class Investment Committees, Investment Staff, Compliance Staff, and to external vendors hired by the Board including Investment 

Consultants, a Retirement Actuary, a Custodian, External Advisors and Emerging Managers. As stated in ERS’ IPS, the ERS Board is responsible for 

formulating, adopting, and overseeing the investment policies of the Trust.  

Although the Board maintains oversight of the investment of Trust, the Board performs its fiduciary responsibility to invest the Trust through delegation 

of authority to the ERS Investment Staff for execution of the investment strategy according to this Policy. The Board views adherence to the Investment 

Policy and the Investment Compliance function as important components of the investment process and to achieving the overall objectives of the Trust. 

Staff are responsible for ensuring that investment activities comply with this Policy.  

Strengths: 

- The presence of an Investment Advisory Committee (IAC) is a governance component that NEPC believes is above the level of prevailing practice 

among U.S. public pension plans. The IAC assists the Board in carrying out its fiduciary duties about the investment of the Trust and related 

duties. 

- ERS does an excellent job of illustrating a roadmap of how decisions are made at ERS. 

Recommendation: 

- It may be useful for ERS Texas to explicitly define the role of the Chief Investment Officer in the Governance section of the IPS. Currently, the CIO 

is referenced in terms of supervisory authority over the Investment Staff.  

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

ERS’ IPS states that the Board is responsible for making long-term asset allocation decisions and that ERS Staff is tasked with implementation through 

prudent and sound strategic decisions. Staff is responsible for selecting investment managers with the Board providing an oversight role, supported by 

recommendations from Staff, independent external advisors that are appointed by the Board (Investment Advisory Committee) and consultants hired 

by the Board. The IPS describes the Board’s investment philosophy. This guides the Board’s asset allocation decisions as well as informs Staff as to the 

Board’s priorities when making investment recommendations. These philosophy statements are taken into consideration in the asset class program 

guidelines and asset class standard operating procedure (“SOP”) documents that were reviewed. 

The IPS states that Staff and the General Plan Investment Consultant will “monitor the performance of each investment strategy quarterly, while retaining 

a long-term focus.” The IPS lists several factors that Staff should look out for as being possible triggers for recommending termination. 
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Employees Retirement System of Texas           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Performance is monitored on an ongoing basis at the asset class level and at the Trust level. It is reviewed through regularly scheduled meetings of 

Investment Staff, Investment Directors and the Risk Committee. It is reported to the Board monthly and quarterly through reporting and Board Meeting 

presentations. Gross and Net of fee performance is provided monthly in the monthly Investment Summary reports provided to the Board. 

Recommendations: 

- Reviewing the Investment Monitoring Processes in the SOP documents and formulating a standard that can apply to all asset classes should be 

considered. 

- Reviewing whether the current RFP process for public equity investment managers has caused ERS to miss investment opportunities and to 

measure missed investment returns. This recommendation is tied to the observation in Section 1 that Procurement constraints may hamper ERS’ 

operational flexibility. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Fort Worth Employees’ Retirement Fund 
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Fort Worth Employees' Retirement Fund           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation  

The evaluation is well-balanced in its summarizing of information in easily understandable graphics, while also 

providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically, the helpful explanations of the asset allocation and 

investment manager selection processes. The evaluation models transparency by clearly identifying the internal 

documentation, third-party analyses and benchmarking sources used in the thorough review. 

The evaluation provides helpful details from the Fund’s September 2015 Asset Liability Study and recommends a 

new study, which the Fund plans to complete in 2021. The details and explanations provided are extremely useful 

in understanding the key factors influencing the Fund. One item of particular note is a caution against using an even 

more aggressive asset allocation to close the funding gap, as high expected return and high expected risk approaches bring with them increased risk of 

large declines in the value of the Plan.” 

There is also a thorough review of investment fees, which reveals that the Fund pays somewhat more than its peers. The evaluation identifies the use of 

alternative investments “designed to create a smoother return pattern … rather than a lack of effort to control fees” as the primary cause for the difference. 

It also notes, “FWERF has been successful in negotiating attractive fees with its public investment managers. The process for investment manager selection 

… has likely created significant efficiencies in this area.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The FWERF’s investment program is governed by the Investment Policy Statement, which serves as the overarching program document detailing the 

guidelines for overall management of Fund assets. The IPS clearly articulates the delegation of authority, expectations for each party involved, as well 

as applicable guidelines and performance benchmarks for the investment portfolio. The Board reviews this document at least annually, making updates 

based on recommendations from the Investment Consultant(s), Investment Staff, as well as feedback from the Investment Committee. The current IPS 

follows industry standards and is well articulated in its purpose, structure, and overall mission. We do believe there may be room for incremental 

improvement through the creation of an implementation policy, but would not classify this as a shortfall of the current structure. 

Recommendation: 

- RVK does recommend the Board consider developing an Investment Implementation Policy (“IIP”) document as a complement to the IPS. The IIP 
is meant to expand on the IPS, providing more details on specifics relating to operational components of the Fund, contracting terms, individual 
mandates, etc., all of which are crucial to the success of the overall program. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $2,312,863,285 

Evaluator: RVK 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Fort Worth Employees' Retirement Fund           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The efforts from the Board, Investment Committee, Investment Staff, and Investment Consultant are evident throughout the asset allocation process, 
with a particular focus on creating a blend of assets which attempts to best match the Fund’s unique liability structure. The last asset/liability study 
was performed in 2014; since that time, contribution and benefit policies – as well as capital market expectations – have changed materially, warranting 
a new asset/liability study. Based on our understanding, the Board has agreed to begin this process later in 2020 to ensure the updated actuarial 
valuation is included in the analysis. 

Recommendation: 

- Consider Performing Updated Asset Liability Study. It is RVK’s understanding the Board is planning to complete this study later in 2020, once an 
updated valuation has been performed by the Fund’s actuary and approved by the Board. 

 

Investment Fees 

The reasonableness of fees can be demonstrated by the comparison to similar sized mandates in the public markets, plus the emphasis on performance-
based fees in alternatives. While the overall level of fees may be higher than some public pension peers, that is due to the asset allocation decision 
made in attempt to create a smoother return pattern through the use of alternatives, rather than a lack of effort to control fees for each manager. We 
also note that the use of trade cost analysis providers has become less common in the public pension universe, meaning the FWERF is likely part of the 
majority in its choice not to undertake this effort consistently. However, should a more thorough analysis of commissions paid be required by future 
reports relating to Code 802.109, it is likely the FWERF should consider hiring a third party trade cost analysis vendor. 

Strengths: 

- FWERF’s use of specialty consultants has likely led to better pricing power than would be otherwise possible. 

 

Governance 

Through our review of approved policies and charters, along with meeting materials and Board education, it is clear the FWERF’s investment decision 
making process and governance structure is in line with other public pensions of similar size. We also understand the Board underwent a more detailed 
governance review with a third-party consultant, which may result in material changes to a variety of processes, policies, and responsibilities. For the 
purpose of this report, we focused on the current structure, noting our belief that it is well documented and articulated, with clear delegation and 
reporting lines.  
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Fort Worth Employees' Retirement Fund           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- The Investment Policy is quite specific – more than some public funds in our experience – in setting for both general and quantitative objectives 
for fund performance. 

- The Board’s processes and requirements for monitoring both fund performance and that of all entities involved in investment decision-making is 
thorough.  

- The Board’s policy is unusually clear in the delineation of investments that are either prohibited (e.g., crypto-currencies) or limited (derivatives). 
This level of clarity provides both guidance to investment managers and protection to the Fund. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The FWERF’s investment manager selection and monitoring process varies depending on the asset class in question, but is well defined for each. The 

IPS outlines expectations and guidelines for both public and private asset classes, but allows for ample flexibility in sourcing and monitoring managers. 

The ongoing due diligence process of the Investment Staff is notable, further strengthened by the use of outside Investment Consultants, some of 

which are tasked with a single asset class. We do note that other forms of investment manager selection processes are available and worth 

consideration, specifically the idea of a “premier list” or manager “bench,” but believe those could be long-term changes to governance structure and 

would require additional education to the Board before adoption. 

Recommendations: 

- Consider the addition of details surrounding a formal review process for managers. The current practice has been in place and functioning well for 
many years, but could be documented either in the IPS or a new “implementation policy” as previously recommended. 

- Consider the separation of reporting requirements by asset class, rather than by consultant. Different asset classes require different forms of 
reporting and level of detail. The current language indirectly implies that asset classes will line up directly with General and Specialized Consultants, 
which may not always be the case. 

- Revisit Watch List language for alternative asset classes. Many alternatives – namely anything with a capital call structure – should have a different 
form of performance measurement, which would also require unique language for inclusion or removal from the Watch List. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Galveston Firefighter's Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Galveston Firefighter's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a helpful summary of its findings and recommendations as well as providing details 

outlining the System’s policies and procedures. While the evaluation generally concludes most policies and 

procedures are best practices or in-line with industry standards, it is unclear how these are defined. 

The evaluation provides useful context when discussing how the systems asset allocation is determined and the 

specifics behind criteria when reviewing investment managers and some of the metrics that are used in evaluating 

their performance.  

The evaluation specifically states “the assumed rate of return drives the asset allocation decisions” and notes that an asset-liability study has not been 

prepared in at least 3 years. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Investment Policy Statement was amended and formally adopted in April 2020. The document was revised to incorporate requirements under 
Senate Bill 322. The IPS is clear in regards to the purpose, investment objectives, responsibilities of parties involved, asset allocation & rebalancing, 
permitted investments, and performance measurement criteria. The IPS specifies that it should be reviewed annually. It also states that investment 
management fees are to be reviewed annually and the investment consultant shall provide an opinion on the reasonableness of these fees. In addition, 
the IPS provides various quantitative and qualitative rationale for potentially replacing an investment manager. We believe the current IPS is in 
accordance with industry standards. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Asset allocation studies are periodically conducted using intermediate and long-term capital markets assumptions to determine whether the Plan’s 
asset allocation is appropriate for meeting the actuarial rate of return assumption over time. The asset allocation studies combine traditional and 
alternative asset class investments with the goal of increasing expected returns while not dramatically increasing risk. The analyses conducted have 
assisted in the development of a well-diversified allocation mix comprised of traditional equities & fixed income and alternative investments. The 
methodology is prudent, recognized as best practice, and consistency applied.  

The System’s written policies have created a well-diversified asset allocation driven by the assumed rate of return. During annual reviews when a 
potential change to the assumed rate of return may be warranted, an asset allocation study is provided to determine the probability of the strategic 
asset allocation in meeting various assumed rates over time given the Board’s current risk tolerance. Passive investments are used in the plan with 
efficient asset classes such as large cap equities. Alternative investments are utilized in the system’s portfolio in attempt to provide diversification 

Plan Assets:1 $49,030,850 

Evaluator: Graystone Consulting 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Galveston Firefighter's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

benefits, low correlation of returns and some downside portfolio protection. Asset classes are tested in the stress test scenarios. Managers are typically 
selected for downside protection to help in times of market stress. 

The evaluator identified that the systems liquidity should be sufficient and that an asset allocation study was last performed in 2019; however, an asset-
liability study has not been prepared in at least the past 3 years. 

Recommendation: 

− Asset allocation studies have historically been provided when appropriate; however, we recommend adding language to the IPS requiring an 
asset allocation study be provided at least annually. 

 

Investment Fees 

A billing summary is provided in the Plan’s quarterly performance evaluation. This billing summary shows the fees paid during the quarter for investment 
management, consulting, and custody. The traditional manager fee rates appear very competitive due to the consulting firm’s ability to negotiate 
potentially lower fees with third party investment managers based on the size and scope of their firm in the industry. The fees for the alternative 
investments funds utilized by the Plan are considerably higher than the traditional manager fees, but are in-line with other similar funds. Investment 
managers are provided the ability to execute trades through Morgan Stanley’s trading desk as long as best execution can be achieved. The quarterly 
performance report reflects performance on a gross and net of fees basis. A comprehensive fee comparison was conducted in 2019 and resulted in a 
reduction of overall investment manager costs. The quarterly reporting in comprehensive and we believe is appropriate under PRB guidelines and SB322. 

 

Governance 

 In addition to the Plan’s governance structure being documented in the IPS, the Plan has also adopted a Code of Ethics which outlines trustee 
responsibilities. Under the Code of Ethics, each trustee is required to agree to adhere to legal, moral, and professional codes of conduct in fulfilling their 
fiduciary responsibilities. They must periodically attest that they understand these responsibilities. The Plan has a comprehensive website that includes 
various investment related reports, agendas, and detailed minutes. The Board meets at least quarterly and typically monthly. New trustees are educated 
during quarterly meeting and through attendance at conferences. The Board also issues vendor RFPs every 3-5 years to ensure they are receiving services 
at a competitive cost. We believe the Plan’s governance practices are well-defined and appropriate for assisting the trustees in fulfilling their fiduciary 
responsible to the Plan and its participants. 
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Galveston Firefighter's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board is responsible for selecting investment managers presented by the Investment Consultant for recommendation. Managers are identified 
through the consultant’s internal Global Investment Manager Analysis (GIMA) team. The IPS provides minimum requirements for managers to be 
considered and the managers must also meet the standards of the GIMA team to be presented to the Board. To monitor investment manager 
performance, a quarterly performance report if provided to the Board. The report is in a digestible format accessible to trustees with differing levels of 
investment knowledge/expertise. Manager performance is provided gross and net of fees and compared to appropriate benchmarks on an absolute 
and risk-adjusted basis. The Plan has defined criteria within their IPS as to when a manager should potentially be replaced. We believe the Plan’s 
investment manager and monitoring process is stringent and in accordance with industry best practices. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Harlingen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Harlingen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement, the Fund has undergone reviews of the asset 

allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and the addition 

of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $33,712,925 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Harlingen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 
methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

The Fund's cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Pension and Benefits Committee each quarter as part of the investment consultant's 
quarterly performance review. This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions 
to, and withdrawals from, the Fund. Based on the Fund’s current expectation that cash flow (net contributions less withdrawals) will be negative for 
the foreseeable future without a change in the contribution rate, the portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Board  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 
target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in basis points) paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying investment 
managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Fund’s portfolio 
as of December 31, 2019 reflect a cost of 0.56%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the 
average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important to note the Fund also considers fees an 
important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment manager and strategy considered for 
inclusion in the Fund’s portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.56% reasonable and appropriate for its portfolio. Furthermore, the Fund has 
taken steps over the last couple of years to reduce fees further by using an index fund for a portion of the domestic equity investments. 

While high or low fees do not guarantee failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting 
firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes 
are recommended at this time. 
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Harlingen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund’s portfolio. 

The investment consultant’s reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance 
measurement standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. 
Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watchlist or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision 
process from the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained 
in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy 
in the Fund’s portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy’s agreement) resides 
with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its 
investment consultant and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Harris County Hospital District Pension Plan    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a helpful summary of the information in each section and identifies the system as 

following best practices. The evaluation answers the questions provided in the PRB’s informal Guidance for 

Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation, providing detailed descriptions in several areas and states “The 

following responses reflect what Aon believes to be a reasonable and appropriate summary of the investment 

practices and performance evaluations followed by Harris County Hospital District (HCHD).”  

The evaluation details how using asset-liability studies help provide useful evaluation of existing and potential 

asset allocations and risk levels in the context of the plan’s liabilities. The evaluator also states, “in general terms, 

the Plan’s asset allocation has been chosen to meet the desired actuarial expected return on assets, while also factoring in a reasonable level of risk.” 

The evaluation notes that “while HCHD does not have a written investment management fee policy, investment management fees are compared to peer 

universes on a regular basis.” The evaluation supports this statement by confirming HCHD and the Investment Consultant are currently starting a project to 

specifically benchmark and evaluate the competitiveness and reasonableness of fees incurred.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

Roles and responsibilities of all involved parties are clearly outlined in IPS. Investment objectives are clearly stated in IPS. The District’s Retirement Plan 
policy requires that the actuarial Annual Required Contribution be funded by the District each year. Additional contributions are allowed.  

The Plan’s IPS is reviewed annually. Most recent substantial change was in April 2020 to reflect updated investment guidelines for one of the investment 
managers. The document provides a thorough, yet succinct overview of the roles and responsibilities for each applicable group associated with 
investment decisions and oversight.  The Plan’s IPS is quite comprehensive. Overall, we think the level of detail and the readability of the document is 
appropriate given the context of HCHD.  Based on our review, we believe the IPS follows best practice. 

Strengths: 

− The Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) is comprehensive and follows best practice, it contains appropriate measurable outcomes, and it is 
being followed. 

 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $737,321,640 

Evaluator: Aon Investments USA 
Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Harris County Hospital District Pension Plan         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Plan’s asset allocation guidelines are clearly outlined in the Plan’s IPS and reviewed on a regular basis. Harris County Hospital District Pension 
Committee (“Committee”) [is responsible for making the decisions regarding strategic asset allocation]. 

Risk tolerance was established considering the Plan’s ability to withstand short and intermediate-term volatility in various market conditions, as well 
as long-term characteristics of various asset classes, focusing on balancing risk with expected return. Per the Plan’s IPS – a formal asset allocation study 
is to be conducted every five to seven years. 

The approach to setting investment policy begins with the evaluation of the target asset allocation and risk level in the context of a plan’s liabilities. 
Asset-liability studies analyze the impact of various asset allocations and risk levels on required contributions and funded status to identify future 
trends in the financial health of the plan under a range of different macro-economic scenarios. It is our belief that this approach aligns with industry 
best practice. 

Strengths: 

− The Plan is following common practice in its process for establishing and evaluating asset allocation, assets are well diversified, and risk 
positioning is being measured and managed appropriately. 

 

Investment Fees 

One of the outlined investment objectives of the Plan is to ensure the assets of the Plan are invested in a manner that controls the costs incurred in 
administering and managing the assets. The system pays direct and indirect investment fees to each of the investment firms managing an 
account/strategy within the Plan. The Committee is tasked with monitoring and controlling investment expenses, including investment manager fees, 
trustee fees, and trading costs. One of the outlined investment objectives of the Plan is to ensure the assets of the Plan are invested in a manner that 
controls the costs incurred in administering and managing the assets. If it is found that investment expenses have grown to a level not commensurate 
with results, the Committee, in conjunction with the investment consultant, has the ability to negotiate with the respective investment manager and/or 
seek alternate strategies to fill the particular mandate. 

Strengths: 

− Fees, both for administering and managing the assets, are appropriately monitored through regular reporting processes. 
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Harris County Hospital District Pension Plan         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Governance 

The Board is comprised of community members appointed by the Harris County Commissioners Court; currently four are physicians, three are attorneys 
and two are other members of the community. 

The Committee is generally responsible for developing, implementing and managing the investment program, employing service providers, monitoring 
and evaluating the effectiveness of service providers in carrying out their respective duties under the investment program and evaluating the 
effectiveness of the investment program. The Committee is responsible for delineating general investment guidelines for the investment program, 
including the asset allocation guidelines, investment manager structure guidelines, appointing investment managers to fulfill specific roles, monitoring 
and evaluating each investment manager, approving the termination and, if appropriate, replacement of an investment manager. 

The Board of Trustees of the District is responsible for appointing and removing the members of the Committee. The Committee is responsible for 
employing an investment consultant to assist with all aspects of the investment program, including developing investment guidelines and evaluating 
the performance of the Plan’s investment managers.  

Overall, we believe the governance structure is in line with best practices of a fund the size and complexity of HCHD.  We found HCHD to have extensive 
and detailed documentation of its governance related to the investment-decision making process. The IPS is detailed and follows best practices by 
clearly articulating roles and responsibilities and clarity regarding what authority has been retained by the Board and what has been delegated.  We 
determined that the level of delegation from the Board is in line with its peers and best practices. 

Strengths: 

− The structure and breadth of the investment decision-making governance process is in line with best practices, with clearly delineated roles 
and responsibilities, monitoring, reporting, and transparency. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Committee, with guidance from the investment consultant, is responsible for selecting investment managers. The investment consultant conducts 
a prudent investment manager search process, as needed, to identify appropriate candidates for investment manager positions for review and selection 
by the Committee. When selecting investment managers, the Committee may employ a competitive search process. 

Members of the Board of Trustees and the Pension Committee do not provide recommendations to the investment consultant regarding the selection 
of potential candidates for review. The investment consultant’s discretion to select potential investment managers is based on the criteria set forth 
above, and only vetted candidates are presented to the Pension Committee for consideration. If a Committee member has disclosed a conflict of 
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Harris County Hospital District Pension Plan         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

interest, or if other meeting participants are aware of such a conflict, the conflicted member would be prohibited from participating in the selection 
process. 

The Plan’s investment consultant is responsible for measuring and reporting net of fee investment performance to assist in evaluating investment 
guidelines and the investment program as a whole.  Such reports will evaluate the performance and risk characteristics of the Plan’s investments.  We 
believe that the performance reports are appropriately formatted and presented to allow Committee Members of all investment acumen and expertise 
to evaluate the investment success associated with the implementation of the investment policy.  Given the complex nature of the topic, the additional 
opportunity to discuss the reports with the Committee’s investment consultant further alleviates any concern that the reports are overly complex. 

Strengths: 

− The manager selection process is well defined and robust. Returns are calculated by the Plan’s consultant, and all performance is reported net 
of external investment management fees. 

 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Houston Municipal Employees Pension System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance 

1 As of 6/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

As allowed by Texas Government Code §802.109, the evaluation was prepared in accordance with the Houston 

Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund’s governing statute.  

 

 

The following table recreates the review section of the report in its entirety. 

Review of HMEPS’ investments as set forth in its governing Statute, Article 6243h, Tex. Rev. Civ. Stats., §2D(a)(1-8)  

Subsection 2D(a): Information Reviewed Finding 

(1) the pension system's 
compliance with its investment 
policy statement, ethics policies, 
including policies concerning the 
acceptance of gifts, and policies 
concerning insider trading  

- HMEPS Investment Policy Statement (Appendix I 

rev. 10/1/17)  

- HMEPS Ethics Policy, rev. 10/22/15  

- Gifts: § 107  

- Prohibition on Insider Trading: § 105.05  

- Ethics Policy Acknowledgements by Trustees and 

Executive Director (2018-2020) and HMEPS-

identified Key Staff (2019-2020)  

- Chapter 171 and 176, Tex. Local Gov’t Code 

disclosures; CIS and CIQ disclosures available on 

HMEPS website: 

http://www.hmeps.org/cis.html; 

http://www.hmeps.org/ciq.html  

 

The System’s Investment Policy Statement states that it 
was adopted by the Board in 2011 with the following 
purpose: “The purpose of this Investment Policy 
Statement (IPS) is to delineate the investment policies 
and objectives of the System. These policies and 
objectives are intended to allow for sufficient flexibility 
in the management process to capture investment 
opportunities, yet provide parameters that will ensure 
prudence and care in the execution of the investment 
program. Specifically, these policies should assist the 
fiduciaries of the System in effectively monitoring and 
evaluating the investments of the fund.”  

Based on Wilshire’s review of the Investment Policy 
Statement, including the items reviewed with respect to 
§2D(a)(2)-(8), Wilshire has determined that the System 
maintains documents showing that it is in compliance 
with the Investment Policy Statement.  

The HMEPS Ethics Policy states it was adopted by the 
Board in 2015, and includes provisions regarding receipt 
of gifts and a prohibition of insider trading.  

 

Plan Assets:1 $3,100,999,065  

Evaluator: Wilshire Associates, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Houston Municipal Employees Pension System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance 

The following table recreates the review section of the report in its entirety below. 

Subsection 2D(a): Information Reviewed Finding 

  Based solely on materials and assertions provided by 
HMEPS, Wilshire has determined that the System 
maintains documents demonstrating that Trustees and 
key people identified by HMEPS are in compliance with 
the Ethics Policy.  

(2) the pension system's asset 
allocation, including a review and 
discussion of the various risks, 
objectives, and expected future 
cash flows  

 

- Investment Policy Statement, rev. 10/1/17, 

Appendix I, Asset Allocation and Corridors  

- Wilshire Asset/Liability Analysis and 

Recommendations, 8/24/17  

- Board meeting minutes for 8/24/17, Item 21, 

MAKE DETERMINATIONS REGARDING HMEPS 

ASSET ALLOCATION REVIEW: “Motion to approve 

the asset allocation recommendation as set forth 

in the revised Appendix 1 of the Investment Policy 

Statement.”  

 

Wilshire reviewed the Investment Policy Statement and 
the asset allocation review provided by HMEPS. Wilshire 
has determined that the Board reviewed available asset 
classes and discussed the objectives, risks, and expected 
returns and cash flows of these asset classes.  

 

(3) the pension system's 
portfolio structure, including the 
pension system's need for 
liquidity, cash income, real 
return, and inflation protection 
and the active, passive, or index 
approaches for different portions 
of the portfolio  

- Investment Policy Statement, rev. 10/1/17  

- Wilshire Asset/Liability Analysis and 

Recommendations, 8/24/17  

- HMEPS 2019 CAFR, 2018 CAFR and 2017 CAFR  

- HMEPS 2019 Financial Statements, 2018 Financial 

Statements and 2017 Financial Statements  

HMEPS’ portfolio structure is contained in each of the 
reviewed documents. Additionally, Wilshire has 
determined that HMEPS considered the pension 
system's need for liquidity, cash income, and real return 
in determining the asset allocation. The asset allocation 
review also considered active, passive and/or index 
approaches for different portions of the portfolio.  
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Houston Municipal Employees Pension System              Summary of Investment Practices and Performance 

The following table recreates the review section of the report in its entirety below. 

Subsection 2D(a): Information Reviewed Finding 

(4) investment manager 
performance reviews and an 
evaluation of the processes used 
to retain and evaluate managers 

- Investment Policy Statement, rev. 10/1/17 

- Wilshire Quarterly Executive Summary reports, 

September 30, 2017 to May 31, 2020 

- Wilshire Quarterly Managers on Probation 

reviews, September 30, 2017 to May 31, 2020, 

and Board actions 

Wilshire confirmed that the Board reviews a 
performance Executive Summary and recommendations 
on Managers on Probation on a quarterly basis. 

(5) benchmarks used for each 
asset class and individual 
manager 

- Investment Policy Statement, rev. 10/1/17, 

Appendix I, Asset Allocation and Corridors 

- Manager guidelines 

Wilshire reviewed the Investment Policy Statement and 
related manager guidelines and has determined the 
Board has defined benchmarks for individual managers. 

(6) an evaluation of fees and 
trading costs 

- Investment Policy Statement, rev. 10/1/17 

- HMEPS 2019 CAFR, 2018 CAFR and 2017 CAFR, 

Investment Section, Schedule of Fees and 

Commissions Paid 

- HMEPS 2019 Financial Statements, 2018 Financial 

Statements and 2017 Financial Statements 

Wilshire reviewed the Investment Policy Statement and 
determined that an evaluation of fees is part of HMEPS’ 
manager selection process. Wilshire also reviewed 
HMEPS’ Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and 
Financial Statements and determined that investment 
related expenses and trading costs are disclosed. 

(7) an evaluation of any leverage, 
foreign exchange, or other 
hedging transaction 

- HMEPS 2019 CAFR, 2018 CAFR and 2017 CAFR 

- HMEPS 2019 Financial Statements, 2018 Financial 

Statements and 2017 Financial Statements 

Wilshire reviewed HMEPS’ Comprehensive Annual 
Financial Reports and Financial Statements and 
determined that HMEPS evaluates the use of leverage, 
foreign exchange and other hedging transactions. 

(8) an evaluation of investment-
related disclosures in the 
pension system's annual reports 

- HMEPS 2019 CAFR(pp. 56-58; 62-68) 

- HMEPS 2018 CAFR (pp. 54-56; 60-67) 

- HMEPS 2017 CAFR (pp. 54-56; 60-67) 

Wilshire reviewed HMEPS’ Comprehensive Annual 
Financial Reports and determined that the 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports provide 
investment-related disclosures. Wilshire has not 
assessed the adequacy of such disclosures. 

 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Irving Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2018 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation.  

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation offers a balanced approach, summarizing key aspects of the Fund while also going into more detail 

where appropriate. Each section contains summarized analysis that describes what the Fund is doing well and 

supports recommendations made in the evaluation. 

The evaluation included a detailed timeline of the most recent allocation review and adoption process, which was 

very helpful. It also noted that Irving Fire has been increasing passive investments based on investment consultant 

recommendations and provides details showing the changes in passive allocation. This contributed to fee savings, 

which are detailed in the investment fee section. The evaluator recommended formalizing the fee monitoring 

processes. 

Irving Fire has also faced cash flow issues as a result of its DROP program; the evaluator recommended, and the System has made, changes to the program 

to better align it with the Plan’s long-term financial needs. 

The System notified the PRB the recommended switch away from the City’s website to the System’s website has been completed. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS covers Fund level items but also manager guidelines (e.g. concentration limitations, sector constraints, etc). The most recent review occurred in 
February 2020. The Consultant presented a red-lined version to the Board for review and discussion. The Board approved the recommended changes at 
the next Board meeting in March 2020. 

Strengths: 

− The IPS is well thought-out and in line with industry standards. 

− It is consistent with guidance from the CFA Institute. 

− Roles and responsibilities of all key parties involved are clearly outlined (Board of Trustees, Staff, Investment Consultant, Investment Managers, 
Custodian Bank). 

− The document is written in “plain-English” and easy for a layperson to understand. 

− There is no evidence of any known compliance violations with the IPS at this time. 

− It is our opinion that the Board of Trustees and Staff will be able to stay committed to the guidance detailed in the IPS during a stressed or 
prolonged market scenario. 

− Overall: The existing Investment Policy Statement appears appropriate, adequate, and effective in our opinion. 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $195,301,301 

Evaluator: Meketa  

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Irving Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Recommendation: 

− In the most recent annual review, the Consultant and Board streamlined and simplified the IPS in many sections. The Consultant would like to 
see continued simplification, as the document is intended to be high-level and not overly prescriptive. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The most recent significant asset allocation review was conducted over most of 2019. The [asset allocation review] included a DROP analysis with a 
number of assumptions and modeled scenarios to assist the Trustees in re-designing the DROP program. The analysis showed that a decrease in the 
DROP rate, or conversion to a variable rate structure tied to the performance of the overall Fund, would likely be beneficial to the stability of the Fund. 
The Consultant (and the majority of investment research) advocates the importance of a long term strategic asset allocation approach. According to the 
Actuary: “accumulated DROP balances are a significant portion of the Fund assets. Due to the nature of the DROP provisions, it is extremely difficult to 
estimate the total benefit payments in any given year.” 

Irving Fire has been actively increasing its use of passive exposure based on the recommendation of the Consultant. Exposure to alternate investments 
has decreased and we expect that trend to continue based on the new asset allocation policy target. 

Over the course of the past year, Foster and Foster [Actuary] has prepared a number of special projection actuarial analysis to identify plan design 
changes. 

Strengths: 

− In our opinion, the approach Irving Fire takes to formulate asset allocation is sound, consistent with best practices, and will lead to a well-
diversified portfolio. At the time of this report production, Irving Fire was still in a transition phase as it rebalanced to the new target asset 
allocation in accordance with the rebalance plan created by its Consultant. 

− Given the size of the Fund, the negative net cash outflows for benefit payments and DROP payments, and the uncertainty surrounding plan 
design changes, we are pleased the Board has adopted a more conservative asset allocation policy with significantly less illiquid alternative 
investments. 

− Irving Fire’s approach to passive management is consistent with industry best practices (e.g. passive is used in efficient asset classes).  

− We are pleased with the Board’s decision to reduce the actuarial assumed rate of return over the past few years. The current rate is in line with 
industry medians. 

Recommendations: 

− We recommend the Board continues to follow its rebalance plan to the new asset allocation policy. 

− We recommend the Board and Staff closely monitor contribution levels, DROP withdrawals and expected net out flows. 
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Irving Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

− We recommend Irving Fire consider adjusting actuarial valuation assumptions as necessary based on the outcomes and advice of the actuary. 
The Fund will likely need to increase contributions, cut benefits, change the DROP program, or all of the above. 

− We recommend the Fund conducts an Actuarial Valuation Report every year (rather than every two years). 

− We recommend making changes to the DROP program to better align it with the long-term solvency of the Fund. Options to consider include 
(non-exhaustive list): reduce the DROP crediting rate, adopt a variable rate that is tied to the returns of the Fund, place limitations on the amount 
of DROP assets that can be redeemed from the Fund in any given month. 

 

Investment Fees 

The overall process is not documented in any written formal policy.  

In October 2019, the Consultant prepared a portfolio Transition Plan with recommendations to eliminate many high fee strategies and increase the use 
of low cost passive index funds. The Consultant predicts the total Fund level investment fees (inclusive of investment management fees, custodian fees 
and consultant fees) for Irving Fire will decrease from 0.98% effective fee to 0.61% effective fee once the transition is complete.  

The private markets related fees are expensive but not surprising, nor outside the norm for fund of funds. The use of fund of funds adds a double layer 
of cost to Irving Fire. Based on our analysis, we estimate Irving Fire paid a blended average fee of approximately 0.78% of Fund assets in calendar year 
2019 to investment managers. This is above the industry average of 0.60% (according to recent NCPERS survey conducted).  

Strengths: 

− Irving Fire’s increased use of passive index funds will help reduce overall costs for the Fund. 

− The commissions paid appear reasonable and in-line with industry norms. 

− When hired in June 2019, the Consultant and the Board made a conscious effort to reduce investment management fees going forward. 

Recommendations: 

− We recommend Irving Fire continues to increase its passive exposure in efficient market classes. 

− We recommend that Staff, the Board, and the Consultant all remain diligent in monitoring fees. 

− We recommend Irving Fire staff document its internal process for fee reconciliation and payment in a formal policy document. 

− We recommend Fund counsel reviews all legal contracts when the Fund hires a new vendor or investment strategy. 
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Irving Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
 
 

Governance 

Irving Fire’s board meeting frequency is standard for public pension meetings. We have conducted surveys of large public pension plans and found that 
many are moving towards less frequent meetings but more in depth (lengthy) meetings. The number of items on each Agenda is frequently longer than 
we see from other public pension clients.  

The information on the City website is very out of date. The list of Trustees is not accurate and there are reports dating back to 2015 that are inferred to 
be current or up-to-date.The Irving Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund is currently (April 2020) in the process of building its own website. Historically, 
and currently, the Fund has a web page on the City of Irving website. 

Strengths: 

− Irving Fire’s board members appear to work well together. The size of the board is average (to small) relative to other pension plans. Generally 
we have observed better decision making, and less infighting, with small boards. 

Recommendations: 

− Recommend switching to the new website soon or updating the out of date City website. 

− Recommend posting all policies on the website. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

[The] Board of Trustees, with the advice and recommendation of the Consultant[, selects the investment managers]. A number of minimum criteria is 
listed in the IPS for consideration when the Board is considering hiring an investment manager. The criteria is rules based in nature (e.g. must be 
registered investment advisor, must be registered to do business in Texas, must provide ADV, etc.). Broadly, Meketa has a process where it continuously 
monitors and reviews investment managers in the industry. From this work, Meketa creates a “bullpen” of high conviction products that have been 
thoroughly vetted through Meketa’s multi-phase process. 

Meketa has a process where it continuously monitors and reviews investment managers in the industry. From this work, Meketa creates a “bullpen” of 
high conviction products that have been thoroughly vetted through Meketa’s multi-phase process. The Consultant produces a quarterly performance 
report that is shared with Staff and the Board of Trustees. The Consultant is primarily responsible for monitoring the performance of the investment 
managers and reporting to the Board.  

Strengths: 

− Performance monitoring and benchmarking is in-line with industry best practices. 

Recommendation: 

− We recommend Irving Fire formally documents the rationale for all hiring and firing decisions. 
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Irving Supplemental Benefit Plan 
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Irving Supplemental Benefit Plan             Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement, the Fund has undergone reviews of the asset 

allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and the addition 

of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the Plan’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the Plan’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Plan's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 

Plan Assets:1 $70,213,418 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Irving Supplemental Benefit Plan             Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

The Plan’s cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant’s quarterly performance review. 
This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 
Fund. The portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends  

− The Board and Staff continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− The Board and Staff maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− The Fund continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its 
long-term target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in basis points) paid to administer the Plan’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying investment 
managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Plan’s portfolio 
as of December 31, 2019 reflect a cost of 0.73%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the 
average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important to note the Plan also considers fees an 
important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment manager and strategy considered for 
inclusion in the Plan’s portfolio. The Plan considers the current fee of 0.73% reasonable and appropriate for its portfolio, particularly given the 
allocations to private assets which typically carry higher costs. Furthermore, the Plan has taken steps over the last year to reduce fees further by 
allocating more to index funds for a portion of the domestic equity investments. 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Plan’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Plan’s 
fees are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. AndCo recommends ongoing review of the 
investment fees. 
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Irving Supplemental Benefit Plan             Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Governance 

The Plan’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Plan with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Plan’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Plan’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Plan’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Plan’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Plan is conducted in collaboration with the Plan’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Plan’s portfolio. 

The investment consultant’s reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance 
measurement standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. 
Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watchlist or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision 
process from the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained 
in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy 
in the Plan’s portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy’s agreement) resides 
with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo feels that the manager selection process in place at the Fund is robust and is in line with industry best practices. AndCo recommends 
that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment consultant and 
Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Killeen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement, the Fund has undergone reviews of the asset 

allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and the addition 

of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 

Plan Assets:1 $45,861,896 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Killeen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

The Fund’s cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant’s quarterly performance review. 
This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 
Fund. Based on the Fund’s current cash flow expectations, the portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Board  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 
target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in both dollars and basis points) paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying 
investment managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Fund’s 
portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.45%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems 
Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important 
to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment 
manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund’s portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.45% reasonable and appropriate for its 
portfolio. 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. AndCo recommends ongoing review of the investment 
fees. 
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Killeen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund’s portfolio. 

The investment consultant’s reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance 
measurement standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. 
Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watchlist or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision 
process from the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained 
in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy 
in the Fund’s portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy’s agreement) resides 
with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Laredo Firefighters Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a thorough background of the System and its current practices, which support the 

document’s recommendations. The evaluation provides helpful summary findings for each section and detailed 

explanations where appropriate, including the source of what is used to define industry practice.  

The evaluation identifies the System has hired the Center for Fiduciary Excellence to review the System’s IPS and is 

working towards obtaining CEFEX certification.  

The evaluation’s analysis of the determination of its asset allocation as well as the System’s ability to achieve its 

assumed rate of return is particularly noteworthy. The evaluator states that “only portfolios with expected returns 

greater than the assumed rate-of-return are considered by the Board for further evaluation.” The evaluation further indicates that “forward looking asset 

class returns have not been great enough to create a portfolio with a prudent level of risk” and given FEG’s 2020 capital market assumptions “there is not 

an asset allocation that can meet the System’s 7.5% assumed rate-of-return without taking outsized positions in risky asset classes.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

FEG Investment Advisors undertook a thorough evaluation of the System’s Investment Policy Statement (IPS) and affirms the System is in compliance 
with the policies defined within the document. Additionally, the System hires the Center for Fiduciary Excellence (CEFEX) to review the System’s IPS.  

Overview of Findings: 

− Investment return objectives are not being met, but it is not because of a poorly written IPS or the failure to adhere to the policies.  

− The IPS establishes formal yet flexible investment guidelines and investment structure for managing the System's assets; structure includes 
various asset classes, investment management styles, asset allocation, and acceptable ranges expected to produce an appropriate level of 
overall diversification and total investment return over the investment time horizon, in order to incorporate prudent risk parameters, 
appropriate asset guidelines and realistic return goals. 

− The IPS provides a framework for regular constructive communication between the Board, the Staff, and the System's providers of investment 
services. 

Strengths: 

− While the System’s IPS has not yet received CEFEX certification, it is the intention of the Board to do so. 

− The IPS is written clearly and explicitly and we believe anyone could manage the portfolio and conform to the desired intentions. 

Plan Assets:1 $158,998,242 

Evaluator: FEG Investment Advisors 
(FEG) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2  

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Laredo Firefighters Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

− The statement establishes formal criteria to select, monitor, evaluate, and compare the performance results achieved by each investment 
manager on a regular basis. 

Recommendations: 

− Better integrate the IPS with funding and benefit policies. The IPS is written as a stand-alone document with little consideration for the Plan’s 
funding ratio and liquidity needs. There is no reference to the nature of the System’s liabilities.  

− While the IPS creates a framework for reviewing investment managers who underperform benchmarks, there is little evidence the System is 
following the framework. It is recommended the System dedicate a portion of a Trustee meeting each quarter to formally review 
underperforming investment managers and take actions as defined in the IPS. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The System’s Investment Policy Statement defines the process for determining and evaluating its asset allocation. While it is the Board that ultimately 
establishes asset allocation ranges and investment guidelines, the investment consultant is tasked with making recommendations as to the appropriate 
target portfolio weightings among the various major asset classes (e.g., stocks, bonds, and cash) within the System. The System’s strategic asset 
allocation is reviewed annually, although it does not change every year.  

Overview of Findings: 

− The System’s IPS does not clearly define risk at the total portfolio level. The portfolio is to be diversified to “minimize the risk of large losses”. 
As a part of the asset allocation process, the investment consultant is to “incorporate prudent risk parameters”, but no specific risk criteria are 
established. 

− There is no evidence the investment consultant and actuary communicate regarding their respective future asset class expectations. However, 
the current assumed rate-of-return, is integral to the strategic asset allocation process. The current assumed rate-of-return is used as the 
starting point in development of the strategic asset allocation. Theoretically, only portfolios with expected returns greater than the assumed 
rate-of-return are considered by the Board for further evaluation. 

− In recent years, forward looking asset class returns have not been great enough to create a portfolio with a prudent level of risk. 

− The System does not implement a tactical asset allocation. 

− The System’s asset allocation is similar to the average TLFFRA member but does have a slightly smaller allocation to fixed income and a slightly 
larger allocation to real assets. 

− Given FEG’s 2020 capital market assumptions, there is not an asset allocation that can meet the System’s 7.5% assumed rate-of-return without 
taking outsized positions in risky asset classes such as emerging markets equity, energy infrastructure, or various private capital strategies. 
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Laredo Firefighters Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

While these asset classes are a part of the System’s asset allocation, they are not significant enough to raise the overall expected return greater 
than 7.5%. 

Recommendations: 

- The System should clearly define a risk tolerance and better use risk parameters in developing its asset allocation. The current asset allocation 
was chosen because it had a high probability of meeting the System’s assumed rate-of-return. 

- The System should use risk metrics beyond standard deviation in assessing the overall risk of the asset allocation. 

 

Investment Fees 

The Laredo Firefighters Retirement System places great emphasis on monitoring investment fees. However, the System recognizes its mission is to 
provide benefits to its members and their beneficiaries, requiring a 7.5% required rate-of-return, net of fees. In seeking this return, the System has 
chosen to invest in many actively managed investment portfolios, some of which can have above average investment fees. The System’s Board has 
historically chosen investments based on the highest expected net-of-fees return, not the lowest fee. The IPS outlines both the Board’s and the 
Investment Consultants role in monitoring fees and what is required to be reviewed and reported.  

Recommendation: 

- Ensure investment returns are clearly stated gross or net of fees. The current investment performance evaluation report has a blend of both 
gross and net of fees returns.  

 

Governance 

The System has a number of governance policies separate from policies embedded within the Investment Policy Statement. These policies cover long 
term Board goals, elections, funding, gifts, attendance, travel and expense reimbursement. Additional policies cover non-endorsements, non-
participation in entities employed the System, and a separate code of ethics. Collectively, these documents, along with adherence to Texas Pension 
Review Board and Texas Local Fire Fighters Retirement Act requirements and guidance, create a strong governance structure. The System is transparent 
in all activities. Board meetings are open to public and the public is invited to make comments at each meeting.  
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Laredo Firefighters Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Strengths: 

− The IPS clearly defines portfolio measurement, including appropriate benchmarks and procedures for investments failing to meet IPS defined 
performance goals. 

Recommendation: 

− In addition to the PRB MET Program, new Trustees should meet with the investment consultant in their first year of service for investment 
training. This training can be basic or more advanced depending on the investment expertise of the Trustee. The consultant can also educate 
the Trustee on the current portfolio, its expected return and risk, how it was constructed, and any manager specific issues. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Investment managers are selected by the Board of Trustees, with guidance from the investment consultant. To reduce conflicts of interest between 
the investment consultant and investment managers, the Investment Policy Statement clearly defines a manager selection criterion. This includes an 
eleven-step screening process to eliminate from consideration managers who are not “institutional” in quality (i.e. lack of track record, experience of 
managers, assets under management, and various performance metrics). 

Performance measurement is driven by the investment consultant. Following industry return calculation guidelines, the investment consultant 
calculates the returns of all investment managers, asset class composites, and the overall investment portfolio on a monthly basis. Working with the 
Board, and defined in the IPS, each manager, asset class, and the overall portfolio are compared to appropriate benchmark indexes. The investment 
results are published and presented to the Board quarterly. 

Recommendation: 

- Refine the manager selection criteria so that it places less emphasis on past performance. The current criteria would like prefer managers “at 
the top of the game” versus those who have recently underperformed. Manager performance is often not consistent period to period and the 
System should seek to avoid hiring last year’s winners.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Longview Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Longview Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund    Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation answers the questions provided in the PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and 

Performance Evaluation, providing detailed descriptions in several areas. However, it does not offer any 

recommendations for improvement and is unclear as to why the evaluator determined the lack of need for any 

recommendations.  

 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The current IPS does not take into account liabilities or liquidity needs. There is no language regarding re balancing or criteria for hiring/firing an external 
manager. There is evidence that the system has been adhering to the asset allocation in the IPS, though there is not manager termination language in 
the IPS. The system practices semi-annual re balancing and terminating managers when their trailing three-year risk adjusted peer group ranking falls 
below the 75th percentile, which is not a written investment policy and procedure. The IPS is reviewed annually in the first quarter. The most recent 
substantial change was January 1, 2018 which updated the assumed rate of return and inflation after the latest actuarial study. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board reviews the asset allocation study annually in the first quarter meeting. Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine and evaluate the 
strategic asset allocation. The actuarial expected rates of return are a major factor in determining the asset allocation. The asset allocation is based on 
sound modern portfolio theory, which is prudent and consistently applied. The system uses trailing returns to October of 2008 to give them a better 
idea of how a given asset will behave over an entire economic cycle. They do not attempt to predict the future with capital market "assumptions". Every 
year there is an actuarial study which includes asset growth projections with the growth in the projected liabilities given cash flow projections, DROPS, 
etc. The only system-specific issues incorporated in the asset allocation are the liquidity needs of the system and the funded ratio. The actuarial study 
has a much larger impact on the asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

- The approach used by the system to formulate asset allocation strategies is sound and consistent with best practices.  
- The portfolio is stress-tested annually to get a sense of the potential worst-case scenarios (2 standard deviations from the LT mean). 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $45,779,786 

Evaluator: Robert Harrell, Inc 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Longview Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Fees 

The system’s policies do not specifically describe how compensation to managers is monitored, though there are never any indirect fees paid to an 
investment manager or consultant. It is the responsibility of the consultant to present all fees to the Board on an annual basis. Manager fees are all 
within one standard deviation from the average. The Board keeps a very sharp eye on fees, but they are not specifically addressed in the IPS. 

 

Governance 

[The System is subject to] Texas Local Fire Fighters Retirement Act (6243E of Vernon's Civil Statues). The board meets monthly. The primary topics of 
discussion are the minutes from previous meetings, finances, benefit payments, expenses, etc. There is no set time for discussion. Action items are 
detailed to the extent of the motion made. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Portfolio performance is monitored monthly by the administrator and through quarterly reports provided by the Consultant. The consultant brings the 
[investment manager] recommendations to the Board. The Board is responsible for selecting investment managers. 

A group of managers is first identified by their respective beta exposures. The risk-adjusted Alpha is calculated for the group, and they are ranked. Other 
parameters are used to eliminate certain candidates, and a short list is compiled. For those managers deemed suitable for further examination, a 
questionnaire is submitted to the managers. Their quantifiable characteristics are debated or confirmed with the managers. Many qualitative factors 
also go into an evaluation of an investment management organization. 

From a historical performance perspective, the returns furnished by the manager are scrutinized by RHI’s analysts before any reports are generated. 

As important as how a manger is hired, many trustees want to know under what conditions a manger is terminated. In short, we begin to seriously 
consider terminating a manager when his/her alpha production on a relative basis has fallen below the 75th percentile rank (1st being the highest alpha 
rank) over the trailing three-year period. We are not suggesting that a plan wait three years to terminate a manager, only that the magnitude of the 
recent under performance is best measured at the trailing three-year mark.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Lubbock Fire Pension Fund 
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Lubbock Fire Pension Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation describes the Fund’s existing policies and procedures, and reports key data on the Fund’s asset 

allocation analysis and investment fees. While the evaluation provides details regarding some of the existing plan 

practices and summarizes what the evaluator considers key elements for an IPS, it does not offer any 

recommendations for improvement and is unclear as to why the evaluator determined the lack of need for any 

recommendations.  

The evaluation concludes that “the Board has the necessary policies and procedures in place to implement the 

investment program for the Pension Plan.” 

The evaluation also specificaly states the System “does not commission asset/liability studies.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Board utilizes a two document approach for investment governance. The Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) addresses the overall policies, 

procedures, responsibilities and monitoring for the Plan’s investments and is long-term in nature. The Investment Strategy Document (“ISD”) specifies 

current goals and implementation of the longer-term IPS. Both the IPS and ISD are reviewed annually. Fewer changes are expected in the long term IPS 

while the ISD tends to evolve to reflect current Board thinking. The IPS and ISD were evaluated relative to best industry practices. 

The asset allocation strategy is broadly defined in the IPS which discusses the desire to reflect, and be consistent with, the long-term Investment 

Objectives. The IPS asset class ranges are broad and reflect the long-term investment goals, the risk tolerances of the Board, the liquidity needs of the 

Plan and any legal or regulatory constraints on the investment program. By design the ISD includes more specific asset allocation targets and tighter 

constraints. Both are reviewed annually as part of the Board’s governance calendar through an asset allocation analysis performed by the Plan’s 

consultant. The ISD also includes the specific liquidity amounts as determined by the Plan Administrator, given the Plan has experienced net cash 

outflows for several years. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The asset allocation targets for the Plan’s investment program are guided by the target rate of return, the risk tolerance of the Board, and the liquidity 

and regulatory constraints on the investments. The Plan’s investment consultant assists by providing an annual asset allocation analysis. The analysis is 

based on mean-variance optimization and includes all asset classes available to the Plan and also includes appropriate limits on high volatility and/or 

illiquid investments. The Plan’s illiquid private equity, private credit and most of the private real estate are held within commingled funds. The investment 

Plan Assets:1 $211,548,454 

Evaluator: J.H. Ellwood & 
Associates, Inc.  

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Lubbock Fire Pension Fund            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
 
 

managers for each of the private commingled investments determine the valuation methodologies. Each fund is audited by an independent auditing 

firm annually. The current liquidity target in the ISD is $2 million. A minimum and maximum amount of liquid assets are set with procedures in place for 

adding or subtracting from liquid holdings. 

The Board does not commission asset/liability studies. 

 

Investment Fees 

Ellwood reviewed the fees of each investment firm and product in the Plan’s investment program. The only separately managed account is with a fixed 
income manager so the plan pays no direct commissions. 

 

Governance 

The IPS lists governance duties, along with other duties, for the Board, Staff, Investment Consultant, and other related parties. The Board does not 

delegate investment authority. The Board follows an annual governance calendar. Formal investment evaluations are presented each calendar quarter 

with updates reviewed on off quarter months. Each spring, the consultant provides an asset allocation analysis to determine if the asset allocation is 

expected to meet LFPF’s targets or whether the allocation and/or targets may need adjustment.  

The Board members are active in both TEXPERS and TLFFRA which provide educational and informational seminars each year. Non-firefighter Board 

members have been selected based on their relevant knowledge which can be investment, legal or pension related. All but one Board member are long-

time fiduciaries of the Plan. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board has retained the services of an investment consultant to assist in investment implementation and monitoring. The selected investment 

consultant is independent from any investment manager, broker/dealer, custodian or any other source of conflicts. The investment consultant assists 

the Board in the development of the investment structure based on the targeted asset allocation selected. Once the Board has made an educated 

decision on structure, the investment consultant identifies candidate firms/products to utilize. The Board does not use a rigid “scoring method” to 

evaluate investment managers. These methods tend to place higher importance on factors that can be easily quantified. Board members objectively 

evaluate both the quantitative factors and qualitative factors with equal rigor when evaluating investment managers. 
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McAllen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides brief explanations outlining the System’s processes and supporting arguments for the 

conclusions drawn, with detailed explanations of several topics related to managing the System’s assets. The 

explanation provides insight into the System’s practices as well as outlining the considerations and philosophies 

that guide the investment consultant.  

The evaluation concludes, “McAllen’s investment processes, governance, investment actions, and investment 

procedures are reasonable and aligned with industry best practices in comparison to other public pension plans.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

McAllen does have an IPS that has been constructed to suit the requirements and objectives of the Plan. It includes the necessary processes and 
procedures needed in order to address investment related issues. It is written in a plain and straightforward manner so that each affiliated party’s 
responsibilities are easily understood and the administration, requirements, and objectives of the Plan can be more efficiently achieved. 

It has been the standard practice of the Board and the investment consultant to review the IPS every two to three years to ensure its ongoing efficacy. 
Although the IPS is referred to regularly for questions pertaining to the oversight and management of the Plan, it was observed that the last formal 
review of the IPS took place during 2017. The IPS was last amended and restated as of August 25, 2017. 

Recommendations: 

- It is CBIZ’s recommendation to review the IPS formally on a more consistent basis. CBIZ recommends reviewing the IPS biennially, going forward. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

CBIZ RPS is responsible for and performs analysis of the Plan’s strategic asset allocation on a continual basis. This is accomplished through the 

preparation and review of monthly and quarterly performance reporting. In general, the Plan’s assets remain allocated according to the approved ranges 

and targets. However, when opportunities are created within the markets, for example, an extreme widening of credit spreads in high yield fixed income, 

the investment consultant advises the Board of the market conditions and presents options for how to tactically adjust the asset allocation of the Plan 

in order to take advantage of the opportunity. Historically, the Board has been both nimble and judicious in its approach to taking these actions. Over 

time, it has resulted in good performance for the Plan. Since the inception of the relationship with the investment consultant), the Plan has exceeded 

its actuarial assumed rate of return of 7.5%. 

Plan Assets:1 $53,972,127 

Evaluator: CBIZ Investment 
Advisory Services 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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McAllen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

  

Specifically pertaining to formal asset allocation studies, CBIZ RPS, as the investment consultant, has the responsibility for preparing and presenting 

them. Although the Plan has achieved returns in excess of its actuarial assumed rate of return, it was observed that the last formal asset allocation study 

was performed more than five years ago. 

Recommendations: 

- It is CBIZ RPS recommendation to prepare formal asset allocation studies for presentation to the Board on an interval of three to five years, or if 

substantial changes to the Plan or actuarial changes occur. 

 

Investment Fees 

The CBIZ RPS investment consultant for McAllen negotiates fees for traditional, long-only separate account strategies and alternatives managers. The 

goal is to reduce the fees paid by the Plan by as much as possible. Additionally, when recommending a mutual fund, the consultant recommends the 

share class with the lowest expense ratio available, at the time of investment. At times, because of CBIZ RPS’ relationships with investment managers, 

it is able to get minimum investment amounts waived so that McAllen can invest in a share class with a lower expense ratio. Because of the overall size 

of CBIZ RPS’ assets under advisement, oftentimes when allocating to different managers/strategies, the team is able to negotiate and secure lower fees 

and better terms for its clients than the standard, published fee schedules and terms. McAllen has benefitted from this in the past. The consultant 

monitors fees on an ongoing basis via quarterly reporting.  

Within the quarterly report, an Expense Summary page is included. This is for the Board’s and investment consultant’s use in monitoring the fees being 

paid to the investment managers entrusted with the Plan’s assets. 

Recommendations: 

- It is CBIZ RPS’ recommendation to include the peer universe median fees/expense ratios for the asset classes in which they are available, for 

comparative purposes, in the quarterly reports going forward. 

 

Governance 

McAllen’s present governance framework is well-established and well-defined in the IPS. Each party’s roles and responsibilities are clearly and concisely 

defined.  

In addition to the three firefighters who are Board members, the City’s Director of Finance, the City Manager, the City’s former Deputy Finance Director 
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McAllen Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

  

(now retired), and the at-large citizen, who is a financial advisor for Edward Jones, are Board members. In addition to their own personal experiences in 

providing oversight to the Plan, the Board members attend the TEXPERS and TLFFRA conferences on a regular basis, keeping themselves informed and 

educated on all issues and best practices pertaining to public pension plans, including governance. CBIZ RPS confirmed with the Board chairman that 

McAllen submitted two filings in 2019, with details on the Board members meeting their continuing education requirements. 

Upon reviewing the information available to it and through participating in the monitoring and management of the Plan with the Board, it is the opinion 

of CBIZ RPS that the Board is engaged in a reasonable governance approach for the Plan. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

As delegated in the IPS, the Board has the responsibility of evaluating and selecting investment managers and the investment consultant has the 

responsibility of screening and recommending investment managers. Monitoring of the investment managers is an ongoing process that is carried out 

as [described in detail in the evaluation]. As required in the IPS, managers do attend quarterly meetings, as requested. 

Recommendations: 

- It is the recommendation of CBIZ RPS to have a different manager in attendance at least semiannually to provide an update to the Board.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Odessa Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a helpful summary of the findings and recommendations for each section, as well as specific 

answers to each of the questions included in the PRB’s guidance.   

The evaluation also includes a discussion of the System’s recent transition from a single asset manager who also 

served as the investment consultant and custodian to an independent investment consultant. This process began 

in 2019, prior to the passage of SB 322, and resulted in a number of changes to existing processes that were 

completed prior to the evaluation. The evaluator notes, “During this two-year process the OFRRF Board made 

tremendous progress towards improving its fiduciary oversight.” The result is only a few additional 

recommendations within the evaluation, which relate mostly to formalizing existing practice by including it in the Plan’s Investment Policy Statement (IPS), 

which is expected to occur in 2021. 

For example, the evaluation notes the Fund’s robust policy and practice of measuring all fees/compensation, consistent with PRB guidance, but 

recommends that policy be formalized by adding it to the IPS. The evaluation also notes that the Fund does not have a formal policy in place for evaluating 

potential investment manager candidates, including minimum requirements or formal selection criteria; the evaluation recommends identifying formal 

criteria for consideration and adopting a formal policy.  

The evaluation highlights that the plan is severely underfunded and will experience consistent liquidity needs/outflows at least over the next decade and 

that the System’s board is working hard to identify funding solutions. It further states that cashflow and liquidity needs are considered when asset 

allocation is stress tested for best and worst outcomes.     

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Plan’s IPS is clear in describing the purpose and investment objectives, how asset managers are to be benchmarked and evaluated, and how 
rebalancing is to be accomplished. The IPS thoughtfully explains the investment managers’ responsibilities, however it is silent regarding the roles and 
responsibilities of other investment related fiduciaries and vendors. The IPS is also silent on identification of the criteria used to evaluate future target 
investment managers. The current IPS does not consider the funded status, cash flows and liabilities. While the Board has a stringent process in place 
to track fees that is consistent with SB 322, this practice is not articulated in the IPS. 

Recommendation: 

- We recommend that the 2021 IPS is updated to include: 1) the fiduciary duties and responsibilities of the investment related vendors 2) 
consideration of the funded status, liabilities, and cash flows 3) the criteria to be utilized in manager selection 4) the existing practice for the 
measurement and disclosure of plan fees. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $44,811,154 

Evaluator: Southeastern Advisory 
Services (SEAS) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Odessa Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

OFRRF has a practice of reviewing capital market assumptions annually and conducting strategic asset allocation studies periodically. The analyses 
include, portfolio optimization, stress testing and loss evaluation (Value at Risk). Formal allocation studies have also considered the inclusion of outside 
asset classes not currently utilized by the plan. Also considered are the cash flows of the plan and its tolerance for illiquid investments. The process 
used by the plan has resulted in fully diversified asset mix, including active management, passive strategies and alternative investments. The plan’s 
policies for asset allocation studies are deemed prudent and consistent with best practices. 

Recommendation: 

- The plan’s policies for asset allocation studies are deemed prudent and consistent with best practices [identified by the CFA institutes codes, 
guidelines, and standards or those defined by the Center for Fiduciary Studies.] While there is a constructive practice in place, there is no formal 
policy stating the frequency for these reviews. We recommend that the 202I IPS include the current practice and frequency for reviewing the 
investment asset allocation. 

 

Investment Fees 

OFRRF maintains a comprehensive fee disclosure in its quarterly performance reporting. This reporting evaluates direct fees, indirect fees and the fees 
paid to outside investment related vendors including the custodian and investment consultant. The Plan’s reporting also captures any commissions 
and other fees. Investment performance is measured both gross and net of fees. We also found the total investment expenses percentage to be 
acceptable based peer group expense comparison.  

Strengths: 

- The reporting of fees is comprehensive, updated quarterly and, in our opinion, consistent with PRB guidance and SB322. We found the plan’s 
fees to be reasonable and competitive relative to peers. 

 

Governance 

SEAS evaluated the Plan’s governance and investment processes, delegation of investment authority, Board investment expertise, and trustee 
education. The Board complies with Texas Chapter 607 for Minimum Educational Training (MET) requirements for trustees.  
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Odessa Firefighters’ Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

- We found the Plan’s governance practices robust and evidence of diligence in fulfilling its role of fiduciary.  

Recommendations: 

- We recommend that the Plan review vendor contracts regularly to ensure cost savings and possible improvements over time. 

- We also recommend formalizing current practice for trustee education and periodic vendor review into a written Plan policy. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

There is not a formal Board policy in place for evaluating potential investment manager candidates, including minimum requirements or formal 
selection criteria. The Plan has a robust process for monitoring manager performances including benchmarking and peer groups; as well as clearly 
defined criteria for reviewing and replacing investment managers. The performance reporting is “digestible” with clear lines of performance 
accountability. We found the practice of quarterly investment review to be rigorous. 

Recommendation: 

- Identify formal criteria for consideration of future asset managers with minimum standards for potential candidates including GIPS, ethical 
considerations, and potential conflicts of interest. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Port Arthur Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation answers the questions provided in the PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and 

Performance Evaluation, providing detailed descriptions in several areas. However, it does not offer any 

recommendations for improvement and is unclear as to why the evaluator determined the lack of need for any 

recommendations.  

 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The current IPS does not take into account liabilities or liquidity needs. There is no language regarding re balancing or criteria for hiring/firing an external 
manager. There is evidence that the system has been adhering to the asset allocation in the IPS, though there is not manager termination language in the 
IPS. The system practices semi-annual re balancing and terminating managers when their trailing three-year risk adjusted peer group ranking falls below 
the 75th percentile, which is not a written investment policy and procedure. The IPS is reviewed annually in the first quarter. The most recent substantial 
change was January 1, 2018 which updated the assumed rate of return and inflation after the latest actuarial study. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board reviews the asset allocation study annually at the first quarter meeting. Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine and evaluate the 
strategic asset allocation. The actuarial expected rates of return are a major factor in determining the asset allocation. The asset allocation is based on 
sound modern portfolio theory, which is prudent and consistently applied. The system uses trailing returns to October of 2008 to give them a better idea 
of how a given asset will behave over an entire economic cycle. They do not attempt to predict the future with capital market "assumptions". Every three 
years there is an actuarial study which includes asset growth projections with the growth in the projected liabilities given cash flow projections, DROPS, 
etc. The only system-specific issues incorporated in the asset allocation are the liquidity needs of the system and the funded ratio. The actuarial study has 
a much larger impact on the asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

− The asset allocation is based on sound modern portfolio theory, which is prudent and consistently applied. 

− The portfolio is stress-tested annually to get a sense of the potential worst-case scenarios (2 standard deviations from the LT mean). 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $51,911,829 

Evaluator: Robert Harrell, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Port Arthur Firemen’s Relief and Retirement Fund      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Fees 

The system’s policies do not specifically describe how compensation to managers is monitored, though there are never any indirect fees paid to an 
investment manager or consultant. It is the responsibility of the consultant to present all fees to the Board on an annual basis. All manager fees are with 
one standard deviation from the average. The Board keeps a very sharp eye on fees, but they are not specifically addressed in the IPS. 

 

Governance 

[The System is subject to] Texas Local Fire Fighters Retirement Act (TLFFRA). The board meets monthly. The primary topics of discussion are the minutes 
from previous meetings, finances, benefit payments, expenses, etc. Action items are detailed to the extent of the motion made and action taken. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Portfolio performance is monitored monthly by the administrator and through quarterly reports provided by the Consultant. The consultant, in 
coordination with the Board, is responsible for selecting investment managers. 

A group of managers is first identified by their respective beta exposures. The risk-adjusted Alpha is calculated for the group, and they are ranked. Other 
parameters are used to eliminate certain candidates, and a short list is compiled. For those managers deemed suitable for further examination, a 
questionnaire is submitted to the managers. Their quantifiable characteristics are debated or confirmed with the managers. Many qualitative factors also 
go into an evaluation of an investment management organization. 

From a historical performance perspective, the returns furnished by the manager are scrutinized by RHI’s analysts before any reports are generated. 

As important as how a manger is hired, many trustees want to know under what conditions a manger is terminated. In short, we begin to seriously consider 
terminating a manager when his/her alpha production on a relative basis has fallen below the 75th percentile rank (1st being the highest alpha rank) over 
the trailing three-year period. We are not suggesting that a plan wait three years to terminate a manager, only that the magnitude of the recent under 
performance is best measured at the trailing three-year mark.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Port of Houston Authority Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 7/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement in 2011, the Fund has undergone several reviews 

of the asset allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and 

the addition of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the Fund’s IPS and the Commission’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s IPS, and the Commission’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with 
what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by 
the CFA Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions among staff, the 
Pension and Benefits Committee, the Commission, and the investment consultant. Each year, the Commission’s investment consultant uses a 
combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk 

Plan Assets:1 $184,407,686 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Port of Houston Authority Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have 
the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then 
recommended to the Commission for consideration. 

The Fund's cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Pension and Benefits Committee each quarter as part of the investment consultant's 
quarterly performance review. This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions 
to, and withdrawals from, the Fund. Based on the Fund's closed status, the portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid 
assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Commission  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 

target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

The Pension and Benefits Committee reviews the fees (stated in both dollars and basis points) paid to administer the Fund's portfolio on a quarterly 
basis for each of its underlying investment managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment 
consultant. The fees for the Fund's portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect an average cost of 0.52%. Based on the 
2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey's 155 state and local government pension 
respondents was 0.55%. It is important to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the 
potential fee impact for each new investment manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund's portfolio. The investment consultant and 
staff considers the current fee of 0.52% reasonable and appropriate for the Fund portfolio.  

While high or low fees do not guarantee failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting 
firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes 
are recommended at this time. 
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Port of Houston Authority Retirement Plan           Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Governance 

The Fund's IPS contains clear definitions of the Commission's responsibilities as well as the role of the Commission's professional advisors in assisting 
the Commission in fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund's assets 
lies with the Commission. As such, all decisions regarding the Fund's portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset 
allocation targets and manager selection and retention reside with the Commission.  

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards.  AndCo recommends the Fund continue to follow the IPS, engage investment experts as appropriate, 
and continue to seek ongoing educational opportunities consistent with Texas Administrative Code, Chapter 607. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. While the investment 
consultant may make recommendations regarding investment strategies, the ultimate decision to select a specific strategy for inclusion in the Fund’s 
portfolio resides with the Commission.  

The investment consultant's reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on 
both a qualitative and quantitative basis. Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watch list or terminated. The 
criteria are not designed to remove the decision process from the Commission, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on 
managers who are underperforming the criteria contained in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the 
continued retention or termination of an investment strategy in the Fund's portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy 
(within the bindings of the strategy's agreement) resides with the Commission. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 

consultant and Commission in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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San Antonio Fire & Police Pension Fund        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a thorough review of the Fund’s practices. In each subject area, it describes the review 

process and standard of comparison (i.e. industry standards or best practices) followed by the findings and 

enhancement recommendations. This structure allows the reader to follow-along with the evaluator’s work as they 

build to findings and recommendations, providing clear explanations for the conclusions.  

The review of cash flow and liquidity needs was particularly helpful. The evaluator reviews the 2020 Asset-Liability 

Study (ALM), noting its use of scenario analysis to highlight the potential impact of shifting economic and market 

regimes on the Fund. It notes that while the Fund’s funded ratio was expected to remain constant for the next 

decade, it was expected to experience negative cash flow of -2% over that period, which is not uncommon for mature pension plans. 

The evaluation notes the System’s Funding Policy is separate from the IPS suggesting, at a minimum, it should be incorporated by reference, which can be 

followed by other pension plans as a good practice. 

It is also noteworthy that while NEPS finds “SAFPPF’s policies, procedures and practices to be appropriate, adequate and effective when compared to 

industry prevailing practice,” the evaluator offers additional areas for enhancing existing practice, which demonstrates the strength of the evaluation. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS is generally consistent with the following elements recommended by GFOA, the CFA Institute and the NEPC IPS template outlined in the 
evaluation. Going back through SAFPPF Board Meeting minutes, we can see that the Plan is following the IPS in terms of pursuit of objectives, delegation 
of authority, decision making process, as well as the frequency and detail of monthly, quarterly, annual and other periodic reporting to the Board. As 
SAFPPF’s General Investment Consultant, NEPC has directly observed, that the Board is adhering to the governance and compliance guidelines set forth 
in the IPS. 

SAFPPF has a thorough and thoughtful IPS. However, improvements should be considered in the next IPS review cycle for the sake of additional clarity, 
accountability and efficiency. 

Recommendations: 

- The IPS states that an asset-liability study should be conducted at least every five years (industry standard) to determine the long-term targets 
and that annually, the targets are to be reviewed for reasonableness in relation to significant economic and market changes or to changes in 
the Fund’s long-term goals and objectives. For clarity, this annual review should be defined in the IPS as an asset allocation (or asset-only) study. 

- NEPC recommends adding language to the Roles and Responsibilities section of the IPS, to explicitly define the role of the Executive Director. 

Plan Assets:1 $3,408,689,000 

Evaluator: NEPC 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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San Antonio Fire & Police Pension Fund     Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

- SAFPPF utilizes a General Consultant, as well as one or more Specialty Consultants across alternative asset classes and the emerging manager 
program. NEPC recommends language be added to the Roles and Responsibilities section of the IPS to clarify the use of Specialty Consultants. 

- SAFPPF has developed an Emerging Manager program with a dedicated level of assets and policy statement. For clarity, NEPC recommends 
language be added to the IPS that provides a broad definition and scope of the program. 

- The Funding Policy is not directly articulated within the IPS. Instead SAFPPF has a separate Funding Policy document that is currently being 
revised. In our review we’ve found that it is not uncommon for public funds to have a separate Funding Policy and as such, recommend that 
this document be incorporated by reference into the IPS. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

SAFPPF has developed a clear process that allows for routine setting, monitoring, and review of both the asset allocation of the portfolio and the assets 
and liabilities of the SAFPPF. This process is consistent with prevailing practice among peer public pension funds. SAFPPF has developed a detailed asset 
allocation and asset liability review process. The approach is robust and sufficiently detailed to maximize effectiveness. 

Having reviewed SAFPPF’s most recent IPS, asset allocation study, and strategic plans for alternative asset classes, we find that the methodology for 
concluding that alternative investments were appropriate was sound given the Plan’s size and expertise of staff and specialty consultants.  

The Asset-Liability Study (ALM) done in March 2020, used scenario analysis to highlight the impact of shifting economic and market regimes on the Plan 
and its target asset allocation. Key findings from the study showed the fund had a projected funded status of 87.2%, as of January 1, 2020 and is projected 
to maintain this funded ratio over the next 10 years, despite potential investment return headwinds and level contribution rates creating an uneven 
path as both assets and liabilities are projected to grow at an average rate of 4.1% over the next 10 years. 

Recommendations: 

- We recommend, as noted in Section 1, adding language for an informal review of capital market outlook on an annual basis to improve flexibility 
for SAFPPF to respond on the margins to rapidly changing market environments. This annual review may find cause for the Fund to consider 
minor changes to its asset mix more frequently than every five years. Frequent asset allocation changes, however, are not meant to be a tactical 
tool. Significant changes to the strategic asset allocation should not be made without careful consideration and are not expected to occur every 
year. 

- The IPS does not specify a process around the valuation or confirmation of alternative assets valuations. NEPC recommends that language be 
added to the IPS that codifies the above process for valuing alternative assets. 

- As SAFPPF continues to build out its alternative asset programs, NEPC recommends that the Plan add language to the IPS that addresses liquidity 
risk, and that periodically (every three years) requires a comprehensive report on the liquidity of the Fund. 
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San Antonio Fire & Police Pension Fund     Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Fees 

The direct and indirect fees and commissions paid by the Fund include fees that are paid by the Fund and fees that are netted against returns. The 
Board, Staff and Investment Consultants place an emphasis on fee savings in a variety of ways, including negotiations with managers during the selection 
process, leveraging existing relationships (e.g., fee break for certain asset levels), as well as leveraging their size and standing in the industry (both the 
Consultants and the Fund). Analysis shows that fees across equities are below the median, while fixed income fees are slightly above the median, for 
the respective broad universes being used for comparison.  

Strength: 

- It should be noted that differences between SAFPPF’s investment structure and that of the broad universes don’t allow for an exact comparison, 
but in general we find SAFPPF’s fees to be appropriate and within industry standards. 

Recommendations: 

- The IPS states that the Investment Committee is to monitor and control investment expenses. This language should be expanded to clearly 
define what type of report or analysis should be presented to the Board on at least an annual basis. 

- The annual review of investment fees should include a fee analysis based on peer group or industry averages for the relevant asset classes in 
aggregate as well as by investment strategy type. 

 

Governance 

NEPC compared the governance structure of SAFPPF against governance information publicly available on the websites of the Texas Public Fund Pension 
peers with a focus on some key elements of governance such as: 

- Roles – clearly defined, separation of duties, authority and responsibility (Evaluation confirms and provides details on the roles) 

- Policy – investment policy statement, funding policy, standards of conduct, etc. (Evaluation describes the key aspects of the fund IPS) 

- Education – experience, expertise, continuing education (Education and Training is sufficient) 

- Operations – Board operations, committee structures, meeting frequency 

- Reporting – frequency of reports (e.g., monthly/quarterly), monitoring of investments, etc. 

Recommendation: 

- SAFPPF Investment Committee members are tasked with on-site due diligence trips and evaluations to provide review and oversight of any 
potential new investments for the Plan. NEPC recommends that this process be codified under the Roles and Responsibilities section of the 
IPS. 
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San Antonio Fire & Police Pension Fund     Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

When reviewing SAFPPF’s investment manager selection and monitoring process, NEPC was looking for processes that exhibited the following: 

- A consistent and comprehensive process which describes the steps for investment selection and monitoring 
- Addresses ethics and conflicts of interest that may present themselves 
- And a monitoring process that strives to hold investment managers accountable to the agreements they made with the Fund 

NEPC also reviewed the recommended resource provided by the Government Finance Officers’ Association regarding “Selecting Third-Party Investment 
Professionals for Pension Fund Assets”. While this resource was useful and comprehensive, NEPC recognizes that there is some understandable 
variability in investment manager selection and monitoring process between asset classes. 

Strength: 

- In general, SAFPPF has thorough policies and processes in place with regards to investment manager selection and monitoring.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Retirement Plan       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation describes the Plan’s existing policies and procedures, providing detailed descriptions in several 

areas. While the report does not reference outside sources for best practices, the explanations generally suggest 

what the evaluator considers best practice and how it compares to the Plan’s current practices. 

The evaluator notes that the Plan considers liabilities when creating an asset allocation, particularly because the 

plan is closed to new participants. The evaluation states, “Over time the asset allocation would migrate to a more 

conservative posture as the membership of the Plan shifts more to pay status and fewer contributions are made 

into the Plan. On a periodic basis we would conduct asset allocations to monitor this changing condition.” 

The evaluation also expands on the investment manager practices including both selection and monitoring. It details the qualitative and quantitative aspects 

the Plan considers when assessing manager performance and provides specific peer metrics including industry standard benchmarks they subscribe to.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

During our review, we determined that the roles and responsibilities for those entities involved with the Plan were clearly outlined. We found that the 
format of the IPS, broken into eight sections was easy to understand and that the document was designed to meet the needs and objectives of the 
Plan. The IPS has an explicit actuarial rate of return and defines the objectives needed to achieve this return.   

Strength: 

− Our process follows our consulting philosophy of emphasizing planning, not reacting. This philosophy encourages our clients to prepare both 
short and long-term investment programs based on analysis of cash flow projections. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Our approach to an asset allocation begins with the construction of a mathematical model of the liability stream and simulation of the returns that 
various asset combinations would achieve over time. Data specific to each client including: the Plan’s time horizon, liquidity needs, funding status, the 
appropriate level of risk, and legal or regulatory constraints are used to generate possible outcomes for various asset allocations. From the results 
produced by our model, we select three or four that we feel would most likely help the Plan achieve its goals. The Board then decides from amongst 
those recommended allocations. Additional estimates of mean return, risk, correlation, and alpha are required for each asset class included in the 
study. 

Plan Assets:1 $303,012,956 

Evaluator: Dahab Associates 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Retirement Plan      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

Our analysis determined that the Plan would likely still achieve better returns, while maintaining a similar risk profile with the elimination of the global 
tactical asset allocation mandate. The assets were reallocated across a few of the existing mandates in the portfolio; this resulted in the Plan being 
more streamlined and reduced fees. Because we believe asset allocation is critical to a Plan’s performance, we typically perform a comprehensive asset 
allocation study every two to five years. We establish a sound strategic asset allocation and use it as a reference point, with periodic rebalancing. We 
are skeptical of most tactical asset allocation strategies because we believe that market timing does not work; however, during periods of significant 
dislocation, we adhere to best practices and, if warranted, rebalance the portfolio closer to the target allocation. 

 

Investment Fees 

VIA Metropolitan Transit’s IPS describes the management and monitoring of direct and indirect compensation paid to investment managers. Although 
the IPS is silent on the ongoing monitoring and reporting of the fees, it is implicit in the responsibilities to the Board that the Consultant provides this 
oversight. We track all forms of compensation paid to the managers and provide that information to the Board. 

 

Governance 

The Board has endeavored to maintain a high level of transparency as it relates to the investments of the Plan. The governance structure of the Plan is 
in the IPS. The monthly Board meetings are in a public forum and agendas and minutes are available to the public. The 11 members of the Board are 
appointed to staggered two-year terms by the following entities: San Antonio City Council (appoint five), Bexar County Commissioners Court (appoint 
three), and the Suburban Mayors (appoint two). Although the Board relies on the impartial advice of the Investment Consultant, a service provider 
that is bid out every five years, the Board has the final approval on investment decisions made for the Plan. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Dahab Associates assist the Board in the selection, retention and hiring of managers. We adhere to a selection process that prevents conflicts of 
interest. Manager performance is one of the more important factors in evaluating potential managers for our clients’ portfolios. For both searches and 
performance reporting, we compare a manager’s performance not only to an appropriate benchmark, but also to a universe of other actively managed 
portfolios of similar style. Investment performance is presented in the context of a universe with rankings to allow the Board to determine the success 
of the investment strategy. The comparative universes are selected to provide fair, objective measures of performance. For instance, the entire 
portfolio will be measured against a universe that only contains other Public funds. Additionally, each of the managers will be compared against styles 
and market capitalization. Style universes assist in determining style integrity and success relative to peers. For performance measurement and peer 
universe rankings, we subscribe to Investment Metrics (IM). We typically will recommend utilizing industry standard benchmarks to clients. At times 
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San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Retirement Plan      Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

managers fall short of expectations and changes are recommended; however, we strive to avoid too much manager turnover. Manager turnover has 
been correlated with Plan underperformance. 

Strengths: 

− Returns are always shown on a gross of fee and net of fee basis 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Teacher Retirement System of Texas       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

 

1 As of 8/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 
3 A separate group within AHIC (“Fiduciary Services Practice") is providing this Evaluation at TRS’ request 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides a detailed review of both policies and practices used in TRS’s investment program. The 

evaluation enhances transparency by clearly identifying the policies, summarizing information in an easily digestible 

format, explaining the conclusions and often providing additional context from key decision-makers. 

The evaluation provides helpful discussion regarding the System’s governance processes, including highlighting the 

TRS board includes appointed members with financial expertise, and the System incorporates robust trustee 

training. The evaluation further notes the “trustees cannot be expected to perform all of the duties required to 

properly manage the massive size of public pension fund assets. What they can do, as TRS has done, is appropriately 

delegate those responsibilities to those who have the required expertise, clearly delineate the scope and parameters of those delegations, and monitor and 

demand accountability.” 

The evaluation identifies the asset allocation and risk management processes as “leading-edge.” The asset-liability analysis and stress testing 

“simultaneously considers the assets, liabilities, future funding, and their interaction with one another within a holistic framework,” including under a variety 

of worst-case scenarios.  

Finally, the evaluator also states noteworthy actions taken by TRS include “the concerted effort to drive the investment industry towards increased 

transparency and reduced investment management fees.” TRS’s efforts to improve industry best practices are not only a benefit to TRS stakeholders but to 

all Texas plans. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Plan has an IPS document that was last reviewed in September of 2019 and is reviewed on a biennial basis. The document provides a thorough, yet 

succinct overview of the roles and responsibilities for each applicable group associated with investment decisions and oversight. The TRS IPS document 

is quite comprehensive. Overall, we think the level of detail and the readability of the document is appropriate given the context of TRS – that of a large 

and sophisticated institutional investor. Additionally, based on our review we believe the IPS follows best practice. 

Based on our review of the meeting minutes, board reports, and interviews, we believe the IPS and other policies are being followed. Additionally, TRS 

has an independent compliance team which performs ongoing oversight to ensure that the IPS is being followed. 

The IPS contains measurable outcomes for the Plan as well as the underlying asset classes. The document contains measurable risk/return outcomes for 

investment managers. As detailed in the report, the Plan has been successful in meeting its stated objectives over the trailing 10-year period.  

Plan Assets:1 $157,978,199,075 

Evaluator: Aon Hewitt Investment 
Consulting (AHIC) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant3  

Investment Discretion: None 
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Additionally, the current policy would have provided desirable returns relative to the stated performance objectives if it were implemented 20 years 

ago. 

Strengths: 

- Two noteworthy practices include the ongoing review of investment related policies and the concerted effort to drive the investment industry 
towards increased transparency and reduced investment management fees. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board articulates a process for how they will determine and evaluate the asset allocation of the Plan within the IPS (occurring every 5 years). Based 

on our review of the most recent evaluation they are following this process. The strategic asset allocation development process (which includes asset 

liability analysis and stress testing) occurring in practice is robust, and we believe represents a leading-edge practice. The system’s overall risk tolerance 

is expressed and measured in many ways. The Board has determined that its asset allocation represents the appropriate risk positioning to achieve the 

objectives of the Plan over time. That risk positioning is managed through the Plan’s tracking error targets and asset allocation ranges, which have been 

adopted within the Plan’s IPS. 

The Board’s investment consultant and actuary communicate regarding their respective future return expectations. The process for deriving the strategic 

asset allocation of the Plan considers the actuarial discount rate, and the ability to achieve that assumption through the returns offered in the capital 

markets. The actuarial discount rate is a part of the mosaic of information considered by the Board when selecting the strategic allocation that will most 

efficiently allow the Plan to meet its obligations. The assets of the Plan are well diversified with modest use of passive management. 

We believe the process to determine the asset allocation of the Plan is robust, and there is nothing in our analysis that would position us to say that a 

different asset allocation would be better positioned to meet the investment return and risk objectives of the Plan.  

Strengths:  

- We believe the size of TRS, the duration of its liabilities, the depth of the Investment Management Division (“IMD”), and the support of the 
Board give it a competitive advantage in achieving alpha in the alternative investment space. 

- We believe IMD is well positioned relative to other similarly sized institutional investors to capture the benefits of alternative investing. 
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Teacher Retirement System of Texas       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Fees 

The Plan dedicates the appropriate amount of review and reporting on investment fees and commissions. The Plan does not have a written policy with 
regards to rules for fee negotiations. Based on our conversations with the system’s Investment Management Division (IMD), this is due to the unique 
nature of each investment and how fees are structured and negotiated. IMD stressed during our interactions that they strive for the lowest fees possible 
with each investment opportunity. A written policy on rules for fee negotiations is uncommon across peer institutional investors. 

IMD maintains procedures for the payment of management and incentive fees. The procedure document outlines the process for receiving, reconciling, 
paying, and documenting the payment of management and incentive fees. Fees are reported to the Board in multiple ways, including its Annual Budget 
Exercise, Investment Cost Effectiveness Analysis survey (“CEM Benchmarking Report”), monthly Transparency reports, the annual CAFR, and as part of 
the annual audit. The CEM Benchmarking Report is the industry standard for objective fee benchmarking relative to peer institutions. The December 31, 
2018 report found that the investment costs of the Plan were slightly higher (0.038%) than the CEM benchmarked costs. 

 

Governance 

Overall, we found TRS to have extensive and detailed documentation of its governance related to the investment-decision making process. The IPS and 
Board Bylaws are detailed and follow best practices by clearly articulating roles and responsibilities and clarity regarding what authority has been retained 
by the Board and what has been delegated.  

The makeup of the Board includes a requirement that certain appointed members have demonstrated financial expertise, who have worked in private 
business or industry, and who have broad investment experience, preferably in the investment of funds. The onboarding training provided to new Trustee 
is in line with best practices and covers a multitude of topics. The Trustees have continual training and education provided by a variety of sources, including 
annual fiduciary training and ongoing investment education. We found that Trustees clearly understand and embrace their fiduciary responsibilities and 
have properly engaged outside Advisors to assist them in their decision-making process. 

We believe the degree of delegation exercised by the TRS Board is appropriate and in line with comparable peers and best practices given the size and 
complexity of TRS. We believe the governance structure is in line with best practices of a fund the size and complexity of TRS.  

Strengths: 

- We found TRS to be leading-edge in terms of its transparency, exceeding that of many public retirement systems [as it broadcasts open portions 

of its Board and committee meetings online and maintains past broadcastings of the meetings on TRS site. In addition to posting board agendas 

and minutes, TRS posts Board Meeting Packets (going back to 2013) with all supporting materials. TRS also posts Trustee biographies, a listing of 

Board Committees and Officers, Board of Trustee Ethics Policy, Board of Trustees External Communication Policy, and the Board Meeting 

Calendar.] 
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Teacher Retirement System of Texas       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
 
 

- We found TRS to have extensive and detailed documentation of its governance related to the investment-decision making process. The IPS and 
Board Bylaws are detailed and follow best practices by clearly articulating roles and responsibilities and clarity regarding what authority has 
been retained by the Board and what has been delegated. 

- New Board members go through rigorous orientation provided by TRS staff, which is typically a two-day orientation with tours of TRS divisions 
and follow up by TRS staff. The Board orientation booklet is robust and follows best practices, with clear, unambiguous language and guidance. 

The Board establishes policy and ensures appropriate monitoring, reporting, and accountability of its policies. Staff is able to appropriately implement the 
Board’s directives within the parameters set by the Board. The policies, procedures, practices, and interviewees’ commentaries all support a strong, stable 
governance framework for TRS to fulfill its mission and purpose. 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

It is ultimately the responsibility of IMD to review, consider, and authorize proposed investments and external manager selection (within the guidelines 

set forth in the Plan’s IPS). For public market, private market, and risk parity candidates, teams will utilize all their available resources to come up with a 

list of potentials managers that warrant further due diligence; the process for further screening the list of potential managers is robust. TRS General 

Counsel works diligently with the Attorney General’s Office to ensure the System retains firms with the required expertise with respect to investment-

related transactional reviews. 

Investment management fees are considered when reviewing investment performance. All investment results reported to the Board by the investment 

consultant and IMD are net of external investment management fees and gross of the IMD Operating Budget (this is consistent with peers). The CEM 

Benchmarking Report provides a thorough review of the investment expenses of the Plan as well as the net of fee investment results of the Plan relative 

to peers. 

As part of the IPS, the Board has established tracking error targets and maximums. In implementing the strategic asset allocation IMD monitors forward 

looking and historical tracking error of the underlying investment managers as well as compliance with the Plan’s risk targets. To the extent that an 

investment mandate contributes active risk levels inconsistent with its historic trend or expectation, the strategy is flagged for further review and 

consideration. The risk team works to manage and monitor forward looking risk positions based on trend history and the interaction between the different 

investment mandates and asset classes. 

Strengths: 
- To help ensure all investment decisions and recommendations are free of potential conflicts of interest, external investment managers must 

complete an Investment Integrity Disclosure (form included in the IPS). The disclosure reports whether a Placement Agent has been involved and 
any political contribution or Placement Fee. The disclosure also reports the relationship of the recipients to the Placement Agent, Texas Elected 
Official, or Candidate. 
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Temple Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund                                   Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides an overall review of the system and its practices while detailing specifics of the asset 

allocation and investment manager selection and monitoring processes.  

The evaluation notes the determination of the asset allocation is “the result of an iterative exchange between the 

Board, the consultant, and the actuaries. Allocations are the result of a combination of quantitative modeling 

(portfolio optimization) and qualitative overlays (appropriate asset classes differ by plan).” Risk management is 

also identified as a “Key” part of the process. However, the evaluation cautions the “actuarial assumed rate of 

return is 7.75% which may be difficult to achieve regardless of asset allocation strategy.”  

The evaluation also provides a thorough review of the investment manager selection and monitoring process, outlining both the investment consultant’s 

process and the System’s philosophy. Overall, the evaluation includes explanations that provide insight into the System’s practices, but it offers little 

descriptive commentary on how they compare to best practices.  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS clearly indicates the processes necessary for anyone to manage the portfolio. The investment policy follows industry best practices. The roles 
and responsibilities are clearly defined, the risk and return objectives are identified, and the investment philosophy and asset allocation policy are clearly 
stated. There is clear evidence that the system is following its IPS.  

As of 12/31/2019, the portfolio has outperformed the benchmark by 10 basis points since the inception of the CAPTRUST relationship (6.27% vs. 6.17%) 
and by 38 basis points over the last three years (9.35% vs. 8.97%). The actuarial assumed rate of return is 7.75% which may be difficult to achieve 
regardless of asset allocation strategy. Overall, it appears the portfolio has performed well over the long-term and investment goals are being met. 

As part of each asset allocation study, CAPTRUST conducts a historical simulation using benchmark indexes to examine how the proposed portfolios 
would have actually performed across time. This analysis is utilized when constructing the permissible ranges with respect to the strategic asset 
allocation chosen by the Board. As such, the policy has been constructed with enough flexibility to weather severe market downturns. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

When determining and evaluating the strategic asset allocation, a proactive and regimented process is conducted. The asset allocation is the result of 

an iterative exchange between the Board, the consultant, and the actuaries. Allocations are the result of a combination of quantitative modeling 

(portfolio optimization) and qualitative overlays (appropriate asset classes differ by plan). 

Plan Assets:1 $43,569,953 

Evaluator: CAPTRUST 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Temple Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund                                   Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

When constructing defined benefit plan allocations, a considerable amount of time is spent evaluating the liabilities of the plan and importance is placed 

on ways to de-risk plan allocations - from reducing portfolio volatility to reducing contribution volatility. Several optimizers are utilized, and philosophical 

views are expressed when constraining portfolio optimizations. Risk management is a key part of this process. Plan-specifics are considered including 

cash flow and other accounting / financial considerations surrounding the plan as well as a macro view on the role the plan plays now and the Board’s 

intention going forward.  

In conjunction with the consultant, the Board models, and ultimately develops, an acceptable asset allocation strategy that will control risk to the funded 

ratio while achieving a reasonable return. The Board remains cognizant of the expected return on assets utilized for accounting purposes but the long-

term benefit to participants takes precedence in terms of setting the asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

- The system utilizes an investment consultant to formulate asset allocation strategies which is common throughout the industry. CAPTRUST (as 

consultant) utilizes best practices in the determination of suitable asset allocation recommendations. The methodologies implemented by 

CAPTRUST and the resulting asset allocation in place have resulted in a well-diversified portfolio across several different asset classes and 

investment managers. 

Recommendation: 

The IPS identifies the maximum allowable allocation to Alternatives and the investment types permitted for alternatives. Although, the IPS could be 

improved in that area by furthering clarifying which Alternatives are permitted and prohibited. 

 

Investment Fees 

The IPS does not directly address the system’s policies and procedures with respect to direct and indirect compensation paid to managers. The 

investment consultant monitors and reports investment fees to the board. This is clearly stated in the IPS. The net expense ratio includes all forms of 

manager compensation. The system has appropriate policies in place to account for and control fees. The Board selects managers after their own 

evaluation and the investment consultant is responsible for monitoring and further evaluation of the managers selected. Investment fees are monitored 

on an ongoing basis by the investment consultant. Administrative and custody fees are monitored on a quarterly basis and reviewed and assessed every 

5 years per contract. 
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Temple Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund                                   Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Governance 

The governance policy is outlined in Vernon’s Civil Statutes in accordance with the Texas Constitution. all investment-related policy statements are 

accessible to the plan members via the system website. However, the documents are accessible only to the plan members and not the general public. 

Meetings are held monthly, and the agendas and minutes are available to the public. The IPS clearly defines the responsibilities of all parties involved. 

The Board is responsible for clearly identifying specific responsibilities between members.  

As it relates to risk, the roles and responsibilities of each party involved in the management of the plan is clearly defined in the IPS. In short, the Board 

is responsible for developing the investment objectives of the plan, hiring of all parties, allocating assets, review of investment results and investment 

policy. 

The consultant assists the Board with these responsibilities, but ultimate approval resides with the Board. Lastly, the investment managers are directly 

responsible for the management of the plan’s assets. 

This structure is very common throughout the industry and serves as a good system of checks and balances. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment consultant serves as a co-fiduciary to the plan and recommends investment managers to the board. Ultimately, the board is responsible 

for approval of the investment managers. Since manager selection is foremost about forward-looking views and investment recommendations, 

CAPTRUST is committed to the qualitative assessment of investment managers. CAPTRUST believes that understanding a manager’s firm and its people 

is critical to the assessment of investment capabilities. 

CAPTRUST presents to the Board each quarter the performance of the plan relative to the pre-specified benchmarks and peer groups but it is the Board’s 

responsibility to interpret the performance.  Performance is always evaluated on a net-of-fee basis. Every quarter, CAPTRUST’s (as consultant) 

investment research team issues an opinion – in Good Standing, Marked for Review, or consider for termination - on all managers. In addition to their 

standard quarterly process, when circumstances require a more immediate response, CAPTRUST does not wait for the end of a quarter to relay their 

views and potential actions. Intra-quarter recommendations may be based upon due diligence findings, manager departures, strategy shifts, or other 

material events. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Texarkana Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation identifies the policies and practices the system follows and concludes they are largely in-line with 

best practices. Best practices and benchmarks considered are clearly identified and helpful justifications are 

provided. Further, the primary findings and recommendations were summarized in a clear and concise manner. 

The evaluation found the System’s policies to be “thorough and complete” but did identify several opportunities 

for improvement. All opportunities for improvement identified during the evaluation were incorporated in a 

revised Investment Policy Statement adopted during the evaluation process in April 2020.  

The evaluation also notes that several policies included in the IPS were not being consistently followed. However, 

according to the evaluator, these policies exceed best practice therefore the evaluator recommends removal to “improve upon its adherence to policies.”  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The CCR Team found the Plan’s policies to be thorough and complete. In other words, CCR Team found no nonconformities (“NC”) with the Plan’s IPS. 

However, CCR determined there existed several opportunities for improvement (“OFI”). These were identified and communicated to Board. All OFIs 

were remedied during the consulting engagement with CCR and thus there are no further recommendations. 

The only IPS objective that is not consistently met is meeting the 7.75% actuarial rate of return. Given expectations for capital market returns, this is 

to be expected. 

Strengths: 

− With respect to the analysis of investment policies, Texarkana’s current investment policies are broadly consistent with “best practices”. These 

best practices are defined and practiced by the Center for Fiduciary Studies. 

Recommendations: 

− Texarkana added a fund administrator whose roles and responsibilities were not defined in current policies. Texarkana added language to its 

IPS to improve their policies.  

− Because the Fund Administrator has money movement and Board meeting roles and responsibilities, the absence of the explicit language left 

gaps in the Fund’s policies. CCR and Texarkana discussed this opportunity for improvement (“OFI”) and added language to its IPS to improve 

their policies. 

Plan Assets:1 $36,402,489 

Evaluator: Champion Capital 
Research, Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Texarkana Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

− With respect to the adherence to existing policies, we found that Texarkana could improve upon its adherence to policies and should remove 

policies that were above and beyond best practices. The demands of the former IPS that were in excess of best practices were [discussed in 

detail with the System] and thus removed from the April 2020 IPS. 

− For example, the former IPS indicated a fixed income monitoring procedure that was periodically being implemented. The IPS was more 
stringent than “best practice” in this regard. Thus, the IPS was modified to concur with regular procedures. 

− The IPS states that the “Consultant work directly with the Actuary to assist the Board in assessing an asset allocation and asset-liability 
study no less than once every five years to review asset classes, risk-return assumptions, and correlations of returns.” This is not done, 
nor is it expected to be a regular process for Texarkana. Thus, the language was removed. 

− The Purpose of the IPS included 1.) monitor quarterly in detail the contribution of decisions made by managers, vendors, and all fiduciaries. 
This “attribution” analysis is above “best practices” and was not being implemented. Given the Board’s quantifiable criteria used for 
monitoring investment manager performance, the “attribution” policy was removed. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Individual fund managers risk metrics are reviewed monthly and quarterly and measured by Sharpe ratio. However, the Plan’s aggregate risk tolerance 

was not expressed in its policies. In the Plan’s May 2020 IPS, portfolio risk is referenced by a standard deviation statistic and the resultant expected 

range of returns is stated, so that the Board recognizes the “large loss” potential of the portfolio. In practice the asset allocation has no bearing on the 

assumed rate of return used for discounting plan liabilities. 

The Plan’s asset allocation is not a derivation of a mean variance optimized portfolio nor simulated Monte Carlo portfolio. However, the Plan’s asset 

allocation is sufficiently diverse, and annual adjustments to the Plan’s asset allocation is thoughtful of the expected cash flow needs of the Plan. Given 

the expected capital market assumptions it is unreasonable to expect to achieve the actuarial rate of return of 7.75% using a broadly diverse asset 

allocation and today’s capital market assumptions.  

 

Investment Fees 

The CCR team found that the system’s IPS does not describe the monitoring of direct and indirect compensation paid to investment managers and 

other service providers. The Plan’s IPS implemented in May 2020 requires the Board to direct the Consultant to assess and report annually the aggregate 

direct and indirect investment fees and commissions paid by [the System]. 
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Texarkana Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

As part of the Plan’s monthly monitoring, mutual fund investment fees are assessed and reviewed for reasonableness, in that the MF managers fees 

will not fall withing the most expensive quartile relative to peers. Quarterly, the MF and SMA management fees are assessed for reasonableness in the 

same way. 

Recommendations: 

− It is recommended for Texarkana to ensure its Investment Consultant monitor all explicit and implicit fees and expenses for all vendors, by 

requiring an annual report from each manager regarding any and all remuneration received as a result of doing business with Texarkana. 

− Additionally, the Consultant is responsible to report to the Board annually its assessment of the reasonableness of these fees. 

 

Governance 

CCR finds Texarkana’s decision‐making processes, delegation of authority and investment education and expertise among the Board to be robust, 

prudent, and consistent. Best practices require Texarkana evaluate all vendor contracts every three years. With respect to monitoring, any outstanding 

OFIs in this section have been addressed and rectified in the previous section. 

The Plan’s investment related education requirements have historically and are currently in compliance with TLFFRA/statue requirements as well as 

the Texas Pension Review Board recommendations and requirements. 

Strengths: 

− The annual review of the Plan’s IPS helps to ensure policies are being followed. 

Recommendation: 

− It is best practice to evaluate the services and agreements with all service providers at least once every three years. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Texarkana uses specific quantifiable criteria in the monthly and quarterly monitoring of its investment managers. Texarkana’s Board relied on the 

quarterly gross of fee and net of fee performance relative to benchmarks to assess the performance of its investment managers.  

The overall performance of the portfolio is monitored by three independent entities. One the Fund Administrator follows a TEXPERs actuary’s 

recommendation regarding the computation of aggregate fund performance. Second, the Consultant monitors aggregate fund performance. Finally, 
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Texarkana Firemen’s Relief & Retirement Fund       Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

the Investment Manager, Westwood, monitors its aggregate fund performance in addition to Consultant and Fund Administrator. 

Strengths: 

− Texarkana’s Board relies on the monthly net of fee and gross of fee relative to peers and benchmarks. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Texas County & District Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation includes useful comparisons to industry practices to explain how TCDRS’s investment program 

operates. The evaluation offers detailed explanations across each subject area, including the use of data and 

understandable tables as appropriate.   

For example, the evaluation provides a detailed discussion of the System’s asset allocation. It was noted that TCDRS 

is approximately net cash neutral due to its savings-based plan and actuarially determined contribution structure so 

it can handle a higher level of illiquidity. Given its uniqueness, the System’s asset allocation policy is more 

comparable to a large endowment with a lower exposure to public stocks and bonds and a higher exposure to 

private equity, hedge funds, and credit investments.  

The evaluation shows that TCDRS has developed robust governance processes and parameters for investment manager selection and monitoring. The 

evaluation also highlights the unique measures in place to manage risk associated with investment volatility and the investment return assumption, 

including a $1 billion reserves fund (as of Dec. 31, 2018).  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The Policy is intended to allow for sufficient flexibility to capture investment opportunities yet provide parameters to ensure prudence and care in the 

management of the investment program. The Policy documents TCDRS’ investment objectives, policies, guidelines and procedures. It also outlines the 

duties and responsibilities and provides guidance to the fiduciaries of the System including the Board of Trustees, individual members of the Board 

(“Trustees”), the Investment Officer, staff professionals, investment consultants, performance measurement analysts, external investment managers, 

custodians, securities lending agents and others who exercise discretionary authority or control over the management or disposition of System assets. 

In addition, the policy states the standards and disciplines adopted so that trustees can effectively evaluate the performance of TCDRS staff, investment 

managers, investment consultants and others. The IPS serves as compliance with TCDRS Act, which requires that the Board of Trustees (the Board) 

establish written investment objectives concerning the investment assets of TCDRS. The IPS is reviewed quarterly and is modified, as appropriate, at the 

Board’s discretion.  

 

 

 

Plan Assets:1 $33,833,510,529 

Evaluator: Cliffwater LLC 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Texas County & District Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The primary means through which the Board ensures that the System achieves the System Investment Objective is through an asset allocation plan. 

This is documented in the IPS and is updated on an annual basis. The asset allocation is integrated with the overall System Investment Objective (SIO), 

which is to attain an 8% annualized return net-of-fees over a long-term (30 years or more). Periodically, the Board reviews and evaluates the SIO, 

considering, among other things, TCDRS benefit design, expected future returns and risk on invested assets, employer cost volatility and future expected 

cash flows as the System matures. 

Due to its unique construct, the TCDR asset allocation differs from the typical state pension plan and is more comparable to a large endowment. Unlike 

the typical public defined benefit pension plan that relies on annual contributions approved by the respective contributing body, TCDRS is a savings plan 

whereby any shortfall/excess versus the 8% annual crediting rate is automatically amortized into the participating system’s annual rate reset. 

Additionally, unlike most state pensions that are in a net cash outflow situation, TCDRS is approximately net cash flow neutral such that TCDRS can 

withstand a higher level of illiquidity than a typical state pension plan. Given these circumstances, TCDRS has maintained an asset allocation policy more 

comparable to a large endowment, focusing on return generation while balancing risk through diversification. As such, there is a lower exposure to 

public stocks and bonds with a higher exposure to private equity, hedge funds and credit investments. 

The asset allocation process uses capital market assumptions (expected return, risk, correlation) for each asset class. The covariance matrix, along with 

appropriate constraints, are used to develop an efficient frontier of asset mixes that maximize return at differing risk levels. This is standard in the 

industry and the System has consistently applied this process since diversifying out of the 100% bond portfolio in 1995. Each alternative investment 

category has their own set of investment guidelines and performance measurement standards that are detailed in the attached IPS. 

 

Investment Fees 

TCDRS reports all investment returns “net of fees”. Because of this, the investment results reported on tcdrs.org and in publication and financial reports 

are the actual values available for TCDRS use. TCDRS is focused on ensuring that their resources will be expended in the asset classes where there is a 

higher probability of consistent manager outperformance or where index funds are not available (e.g. alternative investments). 

TCDRS collects and reviews all fees and expenses annually. TCDRS provides full transparency on fees by reporting both management and carried interest 

fees on tcdrs.org and in their annual financial report. 

TCDRS staff, external legal counsel and consultants work together to minimize the amount of fees that TCDRS ultimately pays with the goal of ensuring 

that each set of legal documents encapsulates the previously noted objectives. To further minimize fees, TCDRS focuses its size and economies of scale 

with respect to investment structuring such as having customized separate accounts, negotiating “most‐favored nations clauses”, negotiating 

relationship discounts, getting GP ownership stakes if seeding new investment strategies, etc. 
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Texas County & District Retirement System        Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
 

Governance 

The Board governs using the Policy Governance model and has a Board of Trustees’ Policy Manual that outlines the strategic goals of the organization 
and clearly defines the roles, responsibilities and limitations of the board, executives and staff. In addition, the board maintains a written investment 
policy statement that documents TCDRS’ investment objectives, policies, guidelines and procedures; outlines the duties and responsibilities; and 
provides guidance to the fiduciaries of the System. 

The Board monitors the effectiveness of the investment program, considers any needed changes to the investment policy, reviews governance processes 
and monitors performance on a quarterly basis. 

All board-hired contracts, including the investment consultant, are reviewed annually as part of the governance policy process with an in-depth contract 
review conducted every four years. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board is ultimately responsible for selection of investment managers to manage the portfolios within the asset classes. However, the Investment 

Officer and appropriate investment consultants will assist the Board in the selection process.  

TCDRS is focused on ensuring that TCDRS resources (e.g., investment management fees, personnel time, etc.) will be expended in the asset classes 

where there is a higher probability of consistent manager outperformance or where index funds are not available (e.g., alternative investments). Given 

this, the entire TCDRS US equity exposure is in index funds, over 40% of the developed non‐US equity exposure is in index funds and 10% of emerging 

markets exposure is in index funds. For the public markets, active management is used in global equity, core fixed income, MLPs, REITs, and credit. 

When choosing alternative investment vehicles the following criteria are considered: 
- Quality and stability of the firm and investment team; 
- Previous investment track record of the investment vehicle manager; 
- Proposed investment strategy; 
- Ability of investment vehicle manager to demonstrate capability to generate superior returns; 
- Operational capabilities; 
- Legal and economic terms governing the partnership or other vehicle; 
- Alignment of interests; and 
- TCDRS portfolio fit 

The Board retains a performance measurement analyst to report performance of the System’s investments based upon a total return using time-
weighted rate of return calculations, calculated on a monthly basis on a gross and net of fee basis. The Board formally reviews these reports on a 
quarterly basis. 
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Texas Emergency Services Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 8/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically the asset allocation and 

the general governance decision-making process.   

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement proactively 

and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for the System “to 

maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking to identify new 

investments that can improve the System’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining liquidity to meet 

its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation indicates the System has made numerous changes since engaging the current investment consultant in 2017, including investment policy 

statement revisions, investment manager changes and asset class additions which have “resulted in improved overall investment performance.”  

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has 
determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable the structure of an effective investment 
policy statement as laid out by the CFA Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 
by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the System maintain its ongoing review of the investment policy statement. We feel that including the policy statement in 
each quarter’s board packet for review is a strong practice and should be continued.  

− AndCo recommends that the System continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The System’s process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through strategic asset allocation studies conducted by the 
System’s investment consultant. The specific asset classes included in each strategic asset allocation study will include both asset classes currently in 
the System’s portfolio as well as other asset classes that may be suitable for inclusion. AndCo works directly with the System’s Actuary and Trustees to 
incorporate the System’s specific liability circumstances and projections to review the potential impacts of varying investment asset allocation policies 

Plan Assets:1 $115,155,476 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Texas Emergency Services Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

on the key actuarial and liability metrics. For public pension funds, asset/liability studies are a critical tool to examine how well alternative investment 
strategies (differing asset allocations) impact the key long-term actuarial circumstances, including funded status and contribution requirements. 

We believe a robust asset/liability study helps the consultant and Board review asset allocation mixes to determine those allocation strategies which 
could potentially best serve to protect or increase funding levels, while providing adequate liquidity for benefit payments and minimizing associated 
risks. AndCo believes that through a comprehensive discussion over the asset/liability study results clients can have a clearer understanding of practical 
plan investment expectations. 

A comparison of the System’s asset allocation vs public fund peers … reflects that the System’s overall asset allocations are in line with public fund peers. 
The only area that was not represented in the asset allocation at 8/31/19 was international fixed income. Exposure to this area was added in 2020. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the System  

− Maintain its long-term asset allocation structure and tolerance ranges. To this point the System has been responsive when presented with 
recommendations for expanding the asset classes in use within the portfolio.  

− Continue the process of active review. Asset allocation studies and asset liability studies are being developed and reviewed every three to 
five years which is in line with what AndCo views as best practice in the industry and across its client base. 

− Maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment consultant, investment 
committee, and board in selecting new investment managers for use within the pension fund’s investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provided needed cash flow and maintain its long term target 
allocations. 

− AndCo recommends that the board and its investment committee  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.   

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

Recommendation: 

− It has been recommended that the board eliminate the allocation to MLPs going forward, this was completed in 2020. 
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Texas Emergency Services Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Fees 

The fees for the System’s portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.62%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public 
Retirement Systems Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 
0.55%. It is important to note the System also considers fees an important part of the decision-making process and evaluates the potential fee impact 
for each new investment manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the System’s portfolio.  

The System considers the current fee of 0.62% reasonable and appropriate for its portfolio. We reviewed the fees paid to administer the System’s 
portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the 
System’s fees are appropriate as evidenced to the comparison of national plans in the 2019 NCPERS public Retirement Systems Study. No changes are 
recommended at this time. 

 

Governance 

The System’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board 
in fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the System with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the System’s assets lies with the 
Board. As such, all decisions regarding the System’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets 
and manager selection and retention reside with the Board. In working with the System AndCo has found the staff and the trustees to be actively 
engaged in oversight of the investment portfolio. All investment decisions and allocation decisions have been made in the best interest of the System.  

We reviewed the System’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s processes are appropriate. No changes 
are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund's investment consultant and Investment Committee. 
Whether a specific investment strategy review is directed by the Board, staff, or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant's research 
group, all potential investment strategies must go through the consulting firm's due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by 
the investment consultant's Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund's portfolio. 
Candidates are vetted by the consultant's research group to identify the best and most appropriate managers for the System in each investable asset 
class.  
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Strengths: 

− All performance calculations supplied by the consultant to the board meet the guidelines of the CFA institute.  

− AndCo feels that the manager selection process in place at TESRS isrobust and is in line with industry best practices. AndCo employs a similar 
search and selection across its national public fund client base. In addition, AndCo feels that the System is in line with the process best practices 
laid out by the GFOA for selecting third party investment professionals for pension fund assets. 

− AndCo recommends that the System maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant, investment committee, and board in selecting new investment managers for use within the pension fund’s investment portfolio. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Texas Municipal Retirement System            Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 
 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation is well-balanced in its summarizing of information in easily understandable graphics, while also 

providing detailed explanations where appropriate, specifically, the helpful explanations of the asset allocation and 

investment manager selection processes. The evaluation models transparency by clearly identifying the internal 

documentation, third-party analyses and benchmarking sources used in the thorough review. 

The evaluator indicates that the System follows best practice by considering its liabilities when developing the asset 

allocation, stating, “TMRS’ target allocation is ultimately driven by the liabilities of the System including expected cash 

flow and liquidity needs. The primary method for analyzing the projected liabilities in the context of asset allocation 

is through an Asset/Liability (“A/L”) Study.” The evaluation then provides a highly useful review of the asset allocation process and, specifically, how the 

2019 A/L Study was used. Future cash flow and funding needs are also addressed. 

The evaluation also provides a thorough review of the investment fee structure and highlights the staff’s unique annual process for reviewing manager fees. 

Finally, the evaluator presents an overview of how the System’s investment beliefs and practices have resulted in fee savings. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

TMRS’ investment program is governed by the Investment Policy Statement (“IPS”) including the Investment Committee Charter, supported by the Internal 
Procedures, which together serve as overarching program documents detailing the objectives and guidelines used for the management of System assets. 
The Board of Trustees (the “Board”) reviews the IPS at least annually, with the other documents maintained and managed by Executive and Senior 
Investment Staff. RVK finds all three documents to be clear, thoughtful, and comprehensive. The recent changes to the delegation model are also in line 
with what we consider to be best practices for management of System assets.  

RVK believes TMRS’ IPS is consistent with industry best practices, representing clearly defined language aimed at providing the Board governance 
standards when instituting their investment program. In RVK’s experience and reading of the Board meeting minutes, the Board has reviewed, edited 
where necessary, and approved changes at least on an annual basis over the last three years. 

Strengths: 

- RVK believes TMRS’ Investment Department Internal Procedures are an example of industry best practice, representing clear and transparent 
processes for implementation of the System’s investment program. 

Recommendation: 

- Finalize the System’s Investment Beliefs and Fee Policy. Both items are crucial in the ongoing management of System assets and will assist all 
stakeholders in future decision-making processes. 

Plan Assets:1 $31,813,811,275 

Evaluator: RVK 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The efforts from the Board and Investment Staff show a thoughtful approach to the selection of the Strategic Target Allocation, with particular emphasis 
on the 2019 Asset/Liability study. From this analysis, TMRS was able to narrow the potential range of outcomes and create a set of target allocations 
applying reasonable judgement and its own investment beliefs throughout the process. The current TMRS target portfolio represents one that is 
diversified, with ample opportunity for growth without sacrificing material downside protection. The process to reach the current target allocation took 
place over multiple Board meetings and continues to be refined as appropriate with each new analysis performed.  

TMRS’ target allocation is ultimately driven by the liabilities of the System including expected cash flow and liquidity needs. The primary method for 
analyzing the projected liabilities in the context of asset allocation is through an Asset/Liability (“A/L”) Study.  

Using the A/L Study as a guide, Investment Staff and the Investment Consultant perform detailed analyses on current allocations and potential target 
allocations. Analyses regularly performed include, but are not limited to, long-term risk and return characteristics, correlation and diversification 
relationships between asset classes, Monte Carlo simulations over the short and long-term, stress testing, and liquidity analysis. 

Based on the results from the A/L study conducted in 2019, TMRS elected to continue to implement a well-diversified investment portfolio. The study 
acknowledges the System’s need to take on risk to achieve a return that can support the current level of annual pension funding. However, the study also 
cautions against adopting an overly aggressive asset allocation, as high expected return and high expected risk approaches bring with them increased risk 
of large declines in the value of the Plan. 

Recommendation: 

- Consider the inclusion of a broader set of potential portfolios in each asset/liability study. The recent asset/liability study has numerous portfolios 
modeled, but the overall dispersion of outcomes was relatively small; the Board may benefit from seeing more varied risk and return 
characteristics in the future. 

 

Investment Fees 

The overall aggregate level of investment fees and commissions paid by TMRS is below market for its asset allocation, meaning its implementation has 
been successful in managing costs. With very few exceptions, fees paid to individual managers are among the lowest in the industry for each mandate 
and are a testament to the diligence and contracting processes currently in place. While there are several mandates within the portfolio where fees or 
commissions appear modestly above industry median, it is important to note that these are also areas in which TMRS is receiving a differentiated level of 
active performance in a manner consistent with the Board and Staff’s stance on use of active management. As such, higher fees in these areas may be 
warranted as overall net of fees performance remains attractive.  
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

TMRS has been successful in negotiating attractive fees with its public investment managers. The process for investment manager selection, more 
thoroughly explained in Section 5 of this report, has likely created significant efficiencies in this area. 

Strengths: 

- During RVK’s review of fees paid to investment managers, the TMRS Investment Staff provided extensive supporting documentation for review. 
This documentation is part of a larger annual process in place involving the collection, aggregation, and review of manager fees. This process is 
somewhat unique and RVK believes it is a positive differentiator compared to many peers. 

- RVK believes TMRS has taken a thoughtful approach within its implementation, leading to lower than market cost for the total portfolio and a 
majority of the underlying asset classes. In addition, TMRS continues to further its efforts with fee transparency and management, through a Fee 
Policy section in its pending Strategic Plan. 

 

Governance 

Through a review of past and current policies, charters, and meeting materials, it is clear the TMRS investment decision-making process and governance 

structure have been carefully constructed to reflect industry best practices. Notably, the separation of policy from procedures is an important and 

attractive characteristic of the TMRS investment program. Additionally, the ongoing education through formal training and meeting materials appear to 

satisfy certain requirements within Texas, while also providing Trustees with meaningful and important information critical to the management of System 

assets. Delegation of authority among Board, Executive and Investment Staff, and Investment Consultant are also clearly defined, with sound reasoning 

and a structure which allows for some degree of flexibility necessary to manage a successful investment program.  

Strengths: 
- Our review revealed an unusually comprehensive and detailed documentation of the TMRS’ [governance and decision-making framework] … in 

a level of detail that in our experience is beyond the norm encountered in public funds nationally. In both their comprehensiveness and depth, 

we believe [TMRS’s governance and decision-making framework] are a strong illustration of best practices. 

Recommendation: 

- We note there is currently no mention of ESG-related considerations or internal management and believe both items could be included in the 
future. 
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The TMRS investment manager selection and monitoring process is well-defined and thoughtful in its approach. The TMRS Investment Staff diligently 

follows the policies and procedures as described and has made notable efforts in the improvement of their own due diligence efforts. The unique and 

differentiated approach to manager selection in both public and private markets, provides tangible and intangible benefits that a more common process 

followed by many peers may not afford, such as the demonstrated ability to negotiate lower fees and the avoidance of performance chasing behavior. 

While there are always areas to consider improvement, we believe the current process and documentation thereof is best-in-class within the public 

pension universe and commend the TMRS Board and Investment Staff on their efforts in the creation of a successful manager selection and monitoring 

program.  

Strengths: 

- RVK has found that the investment manager selection and monitoring process is well constructed and more thorough than many of those currently 

in place with other asset owners of similar size [and] allows TMRS to be a leader in this field. 

Recommendation: 

- Consider the adoption of mandatory reporting expectations by consultants and asset class directors to the Board in the IPS. While TMRS is 

currently receiving detailed and adequate reporting from each consultant, it is important to document expectations for continuity and governance 

purposes. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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THA Master Trust for Member Hospitals  Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 9/30/2019, 2/29/2020 and 12/31/2019, respectively 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 
manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 
3 A separate group within AHIC (“Fiduciary Services Practice") is providing this Evaluation at the Plan’s request 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation covers the Texas Hospital Association (THA) Master Trust for Member Hospitals, which includes 3 

public retirement systems subject to the requirements of Texas Government Code §802.109 (JPS Pension Plan - 

Tarrant County Hospital District [JPS], Retirement Plan for Citizens Medical Center [Citizens] and Retirement Plan 

for Guadalupe Regional Medical Center [Guadalupe]) as well as a number of other, smaller, public retirement 

systems.  

The evaluation provides a good balance by clearly identifying the policies, summarizing information in an easily 

digestible format and explaining the conclusions in detail, where appropriate. 

Within Texas, THA is unique in its design given the assets are pooled and invested similar to a multi-employer plan 

but the participating plans can have significantly disparate benefit structures. The evaluation, therefore, provides 

a detailed review of existing policies and practices utilized by THA at the trust level, but does not provide a 

comprehensive analysis at the “plan” level.  It does however, indicate “that THA has taken strides to allow each Plan Sponsor to customize the investment 

program to meet its respective needs and objectives.” 

The evaluation concludes that across all areas evaluated THA is following or demonstrating best practices but continues to make recommendations for 

improvement. The evaluation notes several of the recommended changes were made following the evaluation but prior to the publication of the final 

report. 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS generally followed best practice prior to our review and following the implementation of our modest recommendations we consider the 

document to be in-line with best practice. The document is written sufficiently clear that anyone could manage the portfolio and generally conform to 

the desired intentions of the Board. The IPS includes investment objectives for the Plan and individual managers, with manager level benchmarks 

articulated within the performance reporting materials. 

Given the circumstances of THA as an outsourced administrator, the process for designing the IPS and funding policy to meet the needs and objectives 

of each Plan Sponsor is an important element. It is clear that THA has taken strides to allow each Plan Sponsor to customize the investment program to 

meet its respective needs and objectives. The Board of Trustees (Board) has created four asset mix options that can be utilized by participating defined 

benefit plans (Plan Sponsors). Plan Sponsors select from the four asset mixes based on annual recommendations provided by THA’s actuary and 

investment consultant. 

 

Plan Assets:1  

JPS: $312,711,970 
Citizens: $114,454,921 
Guadalupe: $83,831,094 

Evaluator: Aon Hewitt Investment 
Consulting (AHIC) 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant3 

Investment Discretion: None 
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 
 

Recommendations: 

- We believe the IPS could be enhanced by  

- adding language elaborating on the fiduciary duty to the underlying participants of the plans. 

- adding a section articulating the duties of the investment consultant and actuary. Following the completion of our analysis and prior to the 
distribution of our final report, THA added language to its IPS outlining the responsibilities of the consultant and the actuary. 

- adding descriptive language on who sets benchmarks, timing for their review, and the rationale for their selection. 

- the inclusion of high-level language on the importance of diversification and how the Board thought about the benefits of diversification 
when selecting the asset allocation of the mixes. 

- including more definitive rebalancing ranges and guidelines. 

- including a more descriptive timeline of the cycle for reporting on key metrics associated with the governance of the Plan 

- We believe the IPS should include language articulating the process and timing associated with determining the appropriate asset allocation for 
each asset mix. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The THA Board selects the strategic asset allocation of the asset mixes that are intended to represent the range of risk that would be desired by Plan 

Sponsors. THA then works in conjunction with the actuary and the investment consultant to recommend the appropriate asset mix to each Plan Sponsor. 

The Plan Sponsor then evaluates the recommendation, in conjunction with their own risk preference, and selects an appropriate asset mix. 

The asset allocation of the offered mixes are evaluated on an ongoing basis, with the most recent review occurring in December of 2019. These reviews 

typically occur due to changes in the capital markets or based on conversations with the Plan Sponsors. At the time we performed our review, THA did 

not have a formal and/or written policy for determining and evaluating its asset allocation. Following the completion of our analysis and prior to the 

distribution of our final report, THA added language to its IPS outlining the timing and high-level analysis which will be performed as part of the process 

for evaluating the target allocation for the offered mixes.  

Given THA’s role as an outsourced administrator of defined benefit plans, performing an asset-liability study is not applicable. THA performs portfolio 

projections and analysis including stress testing to determine the allocation of the asset mixes. THA is following common practice in its process for 

establishing and evaluating asset allocation. 

Recommendations: 

- We believe the Plan could benefit from continued evaluation on how alternative investments could be utilized for diversification purposes but 
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continue to meet the required liquidity needs of the Plan Sponsors.  

- We believe the Plan could benefit from continued consideration of further diversifying into developed and emerging international markets. 

 

Investment Fees 

THA does not have a written investment management fee policy. However, investment management fees are compared to peer universes and provided 

to the Board on a quarterly basis. This type of policy is not common across peer institutional investors. 

The Plan’s investment management fees compare favorably at the Plan level as well as by individual investment strategy. On a quarterly basis, the Plan’s 

investment consultant provides analysis which compares the investment expense of each investment mandate against that of a peer group. Investment 

management fees are reviewed for reasonableness on a quarterly basis. The financials of the Plan are also provided to the Board for review on a 

quarterly basis. 

 

Governance 

The IPS outlines the roles and responsibilities of the investment decision making processes for the trustees and investment managers. The Master Trust 

document outlines plan administration, funding, investment of the trust, powers and fiduciaries responsibilities, and delegation to investment 

managers. 

THA designated the Successor Trustee Board (STB) to act as trustee for the Master Trust and to fulfill the purposes of the Trust. The Successor Trustee 

Board is currently composed of seven appointed members. The Trustees are senior executive officers from the plan sponsor and THA. The Successor 

Board meets on a quarterly basis. The Trustees receive meeting agendas and board materials in advance of the meetings. There are detailed minutes of 

each meeting which are approved at the next quarterly meeting. The assigned investment consultants from AHIC provide quarterly investment updates 

and legal counsel provides legal reports and fiduciary guidance to the Trustees. 

Strengths: 

- The use of a Board Charter is a recognized governance best practice and can assist the Plan in formally documenting its already demonstrated best 
practices of efficient and effective structure, meetings, and oversight of the Plan. 

Recommendation: 

- While the IPS and Master Trust Document generally outline the governance of the investment-decision making process, we recommend adoption 
of a Board Charter (or bylaws or comparable document) for the Successor Board. 
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Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board’s investment consultant produces recommendations for manager selection. The managers presented to the Board for review are all Buy 

rated by the investment consultant’s investment manager research team. The ultimate selection among multiple Buy rated candidates is at the 

discretion of the Board based on it’s review of the consultant’s diligence reports, discussions with the consultant, and the Board’s own experience. 

The process performed by the consultant for identifying, further screening, ongoing diligence, and termination of investment managers is robust and is 
outlined in detail within the report. 

The Plan’s investment consultant is responsible for measuring and reporting net of fee investment performance. We believe that the performance 

reports are appropriately formatted and presented to allow Trustees of all investment acumen and expertise to evaluate the investment success 

associated with the implementation of the investment policy. Given the complex nature of the topic, the additional opportunity to discuss the reports 

with the Board’s investment consultant further alleviates any concern that the reports are overly complex. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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The Woodlands Firefighters' Retirement System          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides both a review of policy practices and clearly documents the sources used as comparative 

best practices, while also providing detailed explanations where appropriate. 

The evaluator notes that the existing investment consultant makes recommendations for improvement 

proactively and are already incorporated in the existing practices, therefore only general recommendations for 

the System to “maintain its robust processes to both review the current investment portfolio while also seeking 

to identify new investments that can improve the Fund’s long term expected risk and return while maintaining 

liquidity to meet its benefit obligations” are made in this evaluation.  

The evaluation supports the Systems consistent practice of improving by stating “Since our engagement, the Fund has undergone reviews of the asset 

allocation. The results of these activities have been revisions to the Fund’s investment policy statement, investment managers changes, and the addition 

of new asset classes. The changes implemented by the Fund have improved the risk/return profile of the Fund while also increasing portfolio 

diversification.” 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

We analyzed the System’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s IPS, and the Board’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards, and comparable to the structure of an effective investment policy statement as laid out by the CFA 
Institute (ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, Copyright 2010 by the CFA Institute). 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends the Fund 

− Maintain its ongoing review of the IPS. We feel that reviewing the policy statement annually is a strong practice and should be continued. 

− Continue to track the changes to the investment policy and report them in a clear and transparent manner.  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund's process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board's investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward-looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 

Plan Assets:1 $42,315,851 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund's return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund's strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. 

The Fund’s cash flow and liquidity needs are reviewed by the Board each quarter as part of the investment consultant’s quarterly performance review. 
This review includes discussions regarding the current, expected, and known timing variances of future contributions to, and withdrawals from, the 
Fund. The portfolio has been positioned to include higher allocations to public, liquid assets. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Board  

− Continue regular asset allocation reviews with its investment consultant.  

− Maintain its policy of educating themselves on new asset classes that could be beneficial to the investment portfolio. 

− Continue to work with the Consultant to actively rebalance the portfolio to provide the required liquidity levels and maintain its long-term 
target allocations.  

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in both dollars and basis points) paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying 
investment managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Fund’s 
portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.33%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems 
Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important 
to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment 
manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund’s portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.33% reasonable and appropriate for its 
portfolio. The Fund recently took steps to reduce the investment fees it pays by increasing exposure to a low-cost passive domestic equity investment.  

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. AndCo recommends ongoing review of the investment 
fees. 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets lies with the Board. 
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The Woodlands Firefighters' Retirement System         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board. 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund’s portfolio. 

The investment consultant’s reports highlight portfolio and investment manager performance and risk relative to the various performance 
measurement standards established in the IPS. The criteria established in the IPS tracks managers on both a qualitative and quantitative basis. 
Strategies that repeatedly fail to meet these standards will be placed on a watchlist or terminated. The criteria are not designed to remove the decision 
process from the Board, but rather are intended to add objectivity and enhanced scrutiny on managers who are underperforming the criteria contained 
in the IPS. While the investment consultant may make recommendations regarding the continued retention or termination of an investment strategy 
in the Fund’s portfolio, the ultimate decision to retain or terminate an investment strategy (within the bindings of the strategy’s agreement) resides 
with the Board. 

Strengths: 

− AndCo recommends that the Fund maintain its investment process for investment manager search and selection which relies on its investment 
consultant and Board in selecting new investment managers for use within the Fund's investment portfolio. 

− AndCo feels that the Fund is in line with the best practices laid out by the GFOA for selecting third party investment professionals for pension 
fund assets 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Tyler Firefighters’ Relief and Retirement Fund 
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Tyler Firefighters’ Relief and Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation answers the questions provided in the PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and 

Performance Evaluation, providing detailed descriptions in several areas. However, it does not offer any 

recommendations for improvement and is unclear as to why the evaluator determined the lack of need for any 

recommendations.  

 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The current IPS does not take into account liabilities or liquidity needs. There is no language regarding re balancing or criteria for hiring/firing an external 
manager. There is evidence that the system has been adhering to the asset allocation in the IPS, though there is not manager termination language in 
the IPS. The system practices semi-annual re balancing and terminating managers when their trailing three-year risk adjusted peer group ranking falls 
below the 75th percentile, which is not a written investment policy and procedure. The IPS is reviewed annually in the first quarter. The most recent 
substantial change was January 1, 2018 which updated the assumed rate of return and inflation after the latest actuarial study. 

  

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Board reviews the asset allocation study annually in the first quarter meeting. Monte Carlo simulations are used to determine and evaluate the 
strategic asset allocation. The actuarial expected rates of return are a major factor in determining the asset allocation. The asset allocation is based on 
sound modern portfolio theory, which is prudent and consistently applied. The system uses trailing returns to October of 2008 to give them a better 
idea of how a given asset will behave over an entire economic cycle. They do not attempt to predict the future with capital market "assumptions". Every 
three years there is an actuarial study which includes asset growth projections with the growth in the projected liabilities given cash flow projections, 
DROPS, etc. The only system-specific issues incorporated in the asset allocation are the liquidity needs of the system and the funded ratio. The actuarial 
study has a much larger impact on the asset allocation. 

Strengths: 

- The approach used by the system to formulate asset allocation strategies is sound and consistent with best practices.  
- The portfolio is stress-tested annually to get a sense of the potential worst-case scenarios (2 standard deviations from the LT mean). 

 

Plan Assets:1 $74,572,571 

Evaluator: Robert Harrell Inc. 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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Tyler Firefighters’ Relief and Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Fees 

The system’s policies do not specifically describe how compensation to managers is monitored, though there are never any indirect fees paid to an 
investment manager or consultant. It is the responsibility of the consultant to present all fees to the Board on an annual basis. All manager fees are with 
one standard deviation from the average. The Board keeps a very sharp eye on fees, but they are not specifically addressed in the IPS. 

 

Governance 

[The System is subject to] Texas Local Fire Fighters Retirement Act (TLFFRA). The board meets monthly. The primary topics of discussion are the minutes 
from previous meetings, finances, benefit payments, expenses, etc. Action items are detailed to the extent of the motion made and action taken. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

Portfolio performance is monitored monthly by the administrator and through quarterly reports provided by the Consultant. The consultant brings the 
[investment manager] recommendations to the Board. The Board is responsible for selecting investment managers. 

A group of managers is first identified by their respective beta exposures. The risk-adjusted Alpha is calculated for the group, and they are ranked. Other 
parameters are used to eliminate certain candidates, and a short list is compiled. For those managers deemed suitable for further examination, a 
questionnaire is submitted to the managers. Their quantifiable characteristics are debated or confirmed with the managers. Many qualitative factors 
also go into an evaluation of an investment management organization. 

From a historical performance perspective, the returns furnished by the manager are scrutinized by RHI’s analysts before any reports are generated. 

As important as how a manger is hired, many trustees want to know under what conditions a manger is terminated. In short, we begin to seriously 
consider terminating a manager when his/her alpha production on a relative basis has fallen below the 75th percentile rank (1st being the highest alpha 
rank) over the trailing three-year period. We are not suggesting that a plan wait three years to terminate a manager, only that the magnitude of the 
recent under performance is best measured at the trailing three-year mark.  

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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University Health System Pension Plan 
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University Health System Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 

2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation provides extensive explanations outlining the evaluation methodology used and supporting 

arguments for the conclusions drawn. The evaluation also provides a useful summary matrix that covers both the 

recommendations and important practices for each section. 

The evaluation notes the Pension Trust’s asset allocation withstood challenging market conditions while achieving 

its target rate of return. It also describes the Pension Trust’s asset-liability evaluation process, which it defines as 

aligned with best practice and provides a peer comparison of the asset allocation. 

The evaluation recommends the board consider adopting PRB’s MET requirements as part of a formal continuing education requirements policy and 

identifies under the established bylaws “the tenure of several trustees is approaching or exceeds the stated term limit.” 

Th evaluation concludes the System’s “investment policy, asset allocation, investment fees and commissions, governance process, and manager search and 

monitoring procedures appear sufficient with no material issues at this time.” 

 The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The University Health System Pension Trust (the “Pension Trust”) maintains a written Investment Policy Statement (the “IPS”) that includes the 
following five components: 1. roles and responsibilities; 2. investment objectives; 3. statement of investment policy; 4. administrative and review 
procedures; and 5. investment guidelines. Compliance with the IPS appears adequate. The IPS is clearly and thoroughly written and serves as an 
effective guide that offers an objective course of action to be followed during periods of market disruption when emotional responses might otherwise 
motivate less prudent actions. 

Strengths: 

− The Pension Trust’s investment policy, asset allocation, investment fees and commissions, governance process, and manager search and 
monitoring procedures appear sufficient with no material issues at this time. 

Recommendations:  

− Consider reviewing the IPS at least annually to ensure that it continues to be appropriate in accordance with changes to the Pension Trust and 
the capital market environment. 

− Consider adding a description of the roles and responsibilities of the Custodian, Actuary and Legal Counsel to the IPS. 

 

Plan Assets:1 $436,563,397 

Evaluator: Callan 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment consultant  

Investment Discretion: None 
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University Health System Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

Strategic asset allocation is reviewed every three to five years. The last asset-liability study was completed in 2017. The asset-liability study is used to 
test the current asset allocation target (and its accompanying expected return and risk) against the current rate environment, growth in liabilities, and 
market risks, and then compares that allocation to alternate asset mixes with higher and lower levels of risk and return.  

Strengths: 

− The Pension Trust is a well-diversified portfolio which has withstood challenging market conditions while achieving the target rate of return on 
assets. 

− The asset-liability evaluation process is aligned with industry best practices. 

− The Board has not maintained a higher expected rate of return in order to reduce the plan’s liabilities. 

− The Board has been committed to the long-term obligations assumed by the Pension Trust. Both the history of contributions and the time 
dedicated by the Board to evaluate and invest the assets of the Pension Trust reflect this fact. 

 

Investment Fees 

The Pension Trust maintains appropriate policies & procedures to account for and control investment expenses. The Board conducts an investment 
management fee review every three years. The last fee review was completed in 2019. Investment management fees are reasonable in comparison to 
industry peers. The Pension Trust employs one separate account investment manager that generates commissions. In 2019, the total commission 
dollars and cents-per-share reported were $57,921 and $0.04, respectively. Total commissions generated appear reasonable and aligned with industry 
norms. 

Strengths: 

− Investment management fees are reasonable in comparison to industry peers. 

− Total commissions generated appear reasonable and aligned with industry norms. 

 

Governance 

The Pension Trust is administered by a Board of Trustees, approved by the System’s Board of Managers, and consists of nine professionals. Two Trustees 
are appointed from System Administrative Staff, two Trustees are appointed from the System Board of Managers, and five Trustees are appointed who 
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University Health System Pension Plan Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

either reside or work in Bexar County. The University Health System Pension Bylaws state that Trustees may not serve more than four consecutive 
four-year terms, or more than sixteen years. The tenure of several trustees is approaching or exceeds the stated term limit. 

Strengths: 

− Investment decisions are thoroughly vetted and reviewed by all Trustees, and decisions are made in a prudent fashion. 

− The qualifications & career experience of the leadership team and Board is considered high relative to industry peers. 

− All investment decisions are thoroughly documented and summarized in meeting minutes.  

Recommendation: 

− Consider adopting the Texas Pension Review Board’s educational training requirements and drafting a “Continuing Educational Requirements” 
policy summarizing the hours of education required and method to report compliance. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The Board utilizes a process for investment manager selection that embodies the principles of procedural due diligence. Accordingly, when selecting 
investment managers, the Board employs a competitive search process. Compliance with the selection process is satisfactory. The Board reviews both 
net-of-fee and gross-of-fee manager performance on a quarterly basis relative to benchmarks and peers. The quarterly monitoring process includes 
both quantitative and qualitative criteria and appears adequate. All Trustees are required to disclose any actual or potential conflict of interest and 
refrain from voting or using his or her influence on the manager selection and monitoring process, if a conflict exists. The conflict of interest policy is 
reasonable.  

Strengths: 

− The Board reviews both net- and gross-of-fee manager performance on a quarterly basis relative to benchmarks and peers. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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Wichita Falls Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund 
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Wichita Falls Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund         Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

1 As of 12/31/2019 
2 Texas Government Code §802.109 authorizes the selection of a firm that has an existing relationship with the System, as long as the firm does not directly or indirectly 

manage investments. PRB’s informal Guidance for Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation recommends this information be disclosed in the evaluation. 

PRB Analysis of Evaluation 

The evaluation describes the Fund’s existing policies and procedures, providing detailed descriptions in several 

areas. The evaluation does not offer any recommendations for improvement, concluding the policies and 

procedures are appropriate and compatible with industry standards, but it is unclear how these are defined.  

 

 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

Investment Policy Statement 

The IPS outlines the objectives and risk tolerance of the Fund as well as the various management and administration responsibilities related to the 
management of the Fund’s investment portfolio. The IPS defines that the Board of Trustees (“Board”) is responsible for making decisions regarding the 
Fund’s investment portfolio. All recommendations for actions in the investment portfolio are reported to and voted on by the Board. The Board has 
hired an outside investment consultant to assist the Board in their decisions regarding the Fund’s IPS, strategic asset allocation, manager selection, 
ongoing manager evaluation, and IPS compliance monitoring. 

The Board generally reviews the Fund’s IPS at least annually. The last review took place in March of 2020 where changes were implemented to reflect 
the restructuring of the fixed income portfolio. The Board also monitors compliance to the System’s current IPS during each quarterly performance 
review with the investment consultant.  

We analyzed the Fund’s IPS and the Board’s compliance with the IPS. While different IPS structures exist, AndCo, as an independent, professional 
investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s IPS, and the Commission’s compliance with the IPS, is appropriate and comparable with 
what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Asset Allocation 

The Fund’s process for determining asset allocation targets is executed and implemented through frequent and thorough discussions between the 
Board and the investment consultant. Each year, the Board’s investment consultant uses a combination of 10- to 15-year forward looking asset class 
return assumptions, risk and correlation assumptions, historical asset class return and risk data, and a long-term (50+ years) building block return 
methodology to determine a target allocation that the investment consultant believes will have the highest probability of achieving the Fund’s return 
objectives. Any changes to the Fund’s strategic asset allocation targets and ranges are then recommended to the Board for consideration. This was last 
reviewed in March 2020. 

Plan Assets:1 $52,877,954 

Evaluator: AndCo 

Evaluator Disclosures:2 

Relationship: Investment Consultant 

Investment Discretion: None 
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Wichita Falls Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

We reviewed the System’s processes for asset allocation including; target determination, expected risk and return, selection and valuation 
methodologies for alternative and illiquid assets, as well as cash flow and liquidity needs. While different approaches exist, AndCo, as an independent, 
professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the System’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best 
practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Fees 

The Board reviews the fees (stated in both dollars and basis points) paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio on a quarterly basis for each of its underlying 
investment managers and strategies in the quarterly investment review prepared and presented by the investment consultant. The fees for the Fund’s 
portfolio contained in the most recent quarterly investment review reflect a cost of 0.54%. Based on the 2019 NCPERS Public Retirement Systems 
Study, published on January 22, 2020, the average fee for the survey’s 155 state and local government pension respondents was 0.55%. It is important 
to note the Fund also considers fees an important part of the decision making process and evaluates the potential fee impact for each new investment 
manager and strategy considered for inclusion in the Fund’s portfolio. The Fund considers the current fee of 0.54% reasonable and appropriate for its 
portfolio. 

We reviewed the fees paid to administer the Fund’s portfolio and the underlying investment manager fees. While high or low fees do not guarantee 
failure or success for an investment portfolio, AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s fees 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Governance 

The Fund’s IPS contains clear definitions of the Board’s responsibilities as well as the role of the Board’s professional advisors in assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its fiduciary duties to the Fund with respect to the investment of assets. Direct investment authority for the Fund’s assets lies with the Board. 
As such, all decisions regarding the Fund’s portfolio including return objectives, risk tolerance, investment guidelines, asset allocation targets and 
manager selection and retention reside with the Board.  

The Board utilizes an investment consultant to assist with setting the Fund’s strategic policy and asset allocation targets, as well as investment manager 
strategy evaluation and selection. The investment consultant is a fiduciary to the System. In addition, all comingled fund investment managers must 
be fiduciaries to the fund that they manage in which the Fund has invested. The Fund does not perform any portfolio management functions internally. 

We reviewed the Fund’s governance processes related to investment activities, investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and 
education. While different governance structures exist around investment decision-making, delegation of investment authority, and education, AndCo, 
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Wichita Falls Firemen's Relief & Retirement Fund          Summary of Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 

The following table presents excerpts from each section of the evaluation including any recommendations for improvement made by the evaluator. 

 

 

as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s processes are appropriate and comparable with what 
AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Investment Manager Selection and Monitoring 

The investment manager selection process for the Fund is conducted in collaboration with the Fund’s investment consultant. Whether a specific 
investment strategy review is directed by the Board or the strategy idea comes from the investment consultant’s research group, all potential 
investment strategies must go through the consulting firm’s due diligence process and subsequently be presented and approved by the investment 
consultant’s Investment Policy Committee before being shown as potential strategies for the Board to consider for the Fund’s portfolio.  

The ongoing monitoring of investment managers and strategies is also done collaboratively with the Board and the investment consultant on an ongoing 
basis (as needed between meetings) and through quarterly Board meetings that the investment consultant attends. The investment consultant 
prepares summary monthly performance reports and more comprehensive quarterly investment reviews for presentation to, and discussion with, the 
Board during these quarterly meetings.  

We reviewed the Fund’s investment manager selection and monitoring process. While different approaches to manager selection and monitoring exist, 
AndCo, as an independent, professional investment consulting firm, has determined that the Fund’s selection and monitoring of investment managers 
are appropriate and comparable with what AndCo considers best practice, industry standards. No changes are recommended at this time. 

 

Full Investment Practices and Performance Evaluation 
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